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國立政治大學英國語文學系碩士在職專班 

碩士論文提要 

論文名稱：透過部落格發展跨文化溝通能力: 三位台灣國小學生之個案研究 

 

指導教授：招靜琪教授 

 

研究生：張齡云 

 

論文提要內容： 

本個案旨在探討臺灣國小學生在參與透過部落格學習跨文化溝通的計畫

後，他們跨文化溝通能力的發展以及學習英語態度的改變。 

本研究方法採用質性研究，一開始先探討學生在面臨跨文化溝通學習過程

中的關鍵事件，接著研究重心會放在探討當中三位學生如何和外國伙伴以及其他

師生的學習歷程。研究工具主要為三位學生的訪談、部落格的學習歷程以及省思

日記。Byram (2000) 跨文化溝通能力指標用來分析以及辨識學生跨文化溝通能

力。 

本研究發現與外國學生互動的真實學習情境的確能提升學生跨文化溝通的

學習動力。然而，缺乏溝通策略也讓學生在過程中感到焦慮而不能投入學習。在

另一方面，學生的焦慮也驅使他們去尋求協助以及部落格上的資源以解決問題。

透過老師的鼓勵以及同儕間的學習，學生學習如何發展自己的跨文化溝通能力，

藉由仿效他人的溝通歷程來學習表達自己的想法。除了學習溝通策略，學生逐漸

在過程中發展跨文化意識。他們更願意檢視自己的文化並且以不同角度來思考文

化議題。 
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透過更進一步研究當中三位學生的跨文化溝通歷程，他們在學習過程中有

不同的表現。雖然他們皆對和外國伙伴交換文化以及學校生活資訊十分有興趣，

但是他們的動機持續力、遇到的困難以及在過程中所扮演的角色皆有所不同。這

都和學生的學習風格以及對網路使用的認知不同有關。 

在英語學習態度方面，結果顯示部落格的一些功能例如非同步溝通以及多

媒體的整合皆讓學生更能體驗在較無焦慮的情境下學習用英語來進行互動，並且

增加他們用自己的方式表達自我。學生在部落格的情境之下，能抱持著正面的態

度來與外國伙伴互動。 

研究結果顯示個人的因素例如學生的背景、對網路使用的認知以及學習焦

慮皆在學習者發展跨文化的過程扮演著重要的角色。因此，本研究希望透過教學

現場的互動情形，提升老師對如何協助學習者，以及幫助他們整合不同資源來增

加他們跨文化溝通能力的學習動機這方面的重視。 
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Abstract 

The case study investigated the development of Taiwan elementary school 

students’ intercultural communicative competences and their attitude toward English 

learning as they participated in the intercultural communication project in the blog 

environment. 

Grounded on qualitative inquiry, an overview of critical incidents which the 

students met in the project was discussed. Then the investigation focused on how 

three of the students interacted with the international partners, local students, and 

instructors. The major data collection instruments were adopted including the 

individual interviews with the three students, and their blog entries and reflection 

journals. Byram’s (2000) adapted intercultural guidelines were used as the framework 

to identify the three students’ intercultural competences. 

It was found that the authentic task of communicating with the international 

partners was important factor which encouraged the students to get more involved in 

the communication. However, the lack of the communication strategies made the 

students feel anxious and stressed and distanced them from the intercultural 

communication. On the other hand, the students’ anxiety actually made them look for 

support and the resources on the blogs which could help them solve the difficulties. 

Through the instructor’s encouragement and peer learning, the students learnt how to 

develop intercultural communication skills and understood the benefits of learning 

how to reuse others’ communication process to express their own ideas. In addition to 

learning the strategies for intercultural communication, the students gradually 

developed intercultural awareness. They were more willing to reflect on their own 

culture and think cultural issues from different perspective. 
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As further investigating three of the students’ intercultural communication 

experience, it was found that students had different performance in the project. 

Although gaining interest in exchanging the information of cultures and school life 

with international partners, the three cases’ differences were seen in their continuity of 

motivation, the challenges they faced, and the roles they felt comfortable to be in the 

intercultural communication project. Their difference are related to learners’ learning 

styles and their perception of internet use which benefit or stop the cultivation of their 

intercultural communicative competences. 

As for their attitude toward English learning, the results shows that the blog 

features like asynchronous communication and multimedia integration could help the 

students experience the process of using English as the medium for social interaction 

with less anxiety and increase their motivation for presenting life experience in their 

own way. The students developed positive attitude toward practicing English through 

communicating with international partners on the blogs.  

The results of the study show that personal factors, such as individual 

background, perception of internet use and anxiety played an important role as 

learners develop intercultural communication. Thus, this study suggests that more 

efforts should be paid to explore how to support learners and help them integrate 

resources in order to increase their participation in intercultural communication on the 

internet. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 

   For a long time, teaching culture has been very important in L2/FL language 

learning because language and culture are inseparably intertwined (Standards, 1996). 

A person can not really learn a foreign language without knowing the culture behind it. 

Brown (1990) indicated, "There are values, presuppositions, about the nature of life 

and what is good and bad in culture, to be found in any normal use of language" (p. 

13). Thus, the language use with cultural awareness is exactly what most L2 and FL 

instructors aim to help students develop.  

However, cultural learning has not had enough notice while linguistic competence 

has always been the focus of language teaching. Lange (1999) stated that though there 

has been a strong commitment to including culture in the language curriculum for the 

past 40 years, culture still remains a superficial aspect of language learning because of 

a lack of agreement and little consensus on how teaching of language and culture 

should be integrated. Though in the past many researchers used factual transmission 

method or cross-cultural contrastive approach to conduct culture teaching and 

learning, these two methods tend to lead to stereotypes and oversimplifying the 

variety of a culture (Crawford-Lange & Lange, 1984; Guest, 2002). 

In order not to oversimplify the concept of culture, learners need to develop 

intercultural communicative competence necessary for establishing and maintaining 

relationships with people from different cultures. It is important for learners to 

develop the knowledge, skill and attitude to accept and analyze different cultural 

practices so that they will have the ability to maintain relationships and have better 

communication with people from different cultural backgrounds (Byram, 1997). 
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With the coming of the Internet age, helping learners develop intercultural 

competence can be more convenient and effective. For example, it can be facilitated 

by elearning environments (Bélisle, 2007). Learners can interact and share their 

cultural values and daily life with people from various countries through email, chat 

room, web-based message board, video conference and so on for intercultural 

learning.  

Recently, weblogs have emerged as one of the most widely used tools for 

cross-cultural asynchronous interaction. Weblogs is a type of website which can be 

edited by a person or co-edited by a group of people with regular entries of 

commentary, descriptions of events. Entries are commonly displayed in 

reverse-chronological order. Another strong feature of weblogs is that users can 

communicate by presenting information with multimedia resources such as graphics 

or video. For example, users can post not only articles, pictures but also videos and 

presentation slides to share and communicate with people around the world. Hiler 

(2002) stressed that weblogs offer a place for people to engage in collaborative 

activities, knowledge sharing and debate. Weblogs have thus been used for 

intercultural communication and learning across educational institutions.  

However, there has not been enough research on intercultural competence 

development in the weblog environment. Kim (2007) discovered that there was a lack 

of literature on learning via weblogs. Besides, participants of previous intercultural 

learning projects involved mostly teenagers or adults, while few children engage in 

such online intercultural learning activities. Often a language is still learnt with 

textbooks which only offer “factual” information on the target cultural, instead of 

encouraging children to think about their own and others’ cultures.  
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Since it is important to expose children to other cultures in different ways as early 

as possible and to minimize the development of stereotypes (Olson, 1982), this case 

study attempted to explore the possibility of developing intercultural competence 

through a telecommunication project using weblogs. The investigation documented 

and analyzed how children developed their intercultural communicative competence, 

what factors affected their intercultural communication development and how their 

attitudes towards intercultural learning change during the weblog project. 

Purpose and Research Questions of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the process of elementary school 

students developing their intercultural communicative competence in the weblog 

environment and the individual factors that influenced the students’ intercultural 

communication learning. To achieve the objective of the study, the research first 

investigated the overview of all the six students’ intercultural experience and then 

further analyzed the success and challenges that three of the students faced as they 

tried to communicate with the international partners on the weblogs. The research 

questions are stated as follows: 

(1) What critical events did the students in a Taiwanese elementary school experience 

when interacting with their international partners through weblogs and multimedia 

sources? 

(2) How did three students in a Taiwanese elementary school develop intercultural 

competence by sharing their school life to their international partners through 

weblogs and multimedia sources? 

(3) How did their attitudes toward learning English change as they learnt to discuss 

school life with international partners in the weblog and the online environment?  
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Significance of the study 

It is important to involve cultural understanding in EFL teaching and learning. 

With the aid of elearning environments, children should have access to learning 

different cultures and develop intercultural competence. It has hoped that this case 

study will provide useful insights and implications to improve the educational practice 

of putting children in contact with international partners through the weblog 

environment.   
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

  This chapter covers the development of teaching culture in EFL and the 

concept of intercultural communication. Also, with the increasing popularity of 

Internet, the use of Internet tools and their use in intercultural communication are 

explored. Finally, the presentation of current situation of cultural teaching and 

learning in Taiwan elementary schools shows the lack of exposing elementary 

students to the English communication with intercultural awareness. 

Teaching culture in EFL 

Teaching culture in EFL context has become increasingly important in recent 

years because languages and culture are closely linked and knowledge of culture 

holds a key to the understanding of a language (Masuduzzaman, 2006). The 

successful integration of culture and language teaching can contribute significantly to 

general humanistic knowledge, language ability and cultural sensitivity and global 

understanding strongly suggested as a required component of basic education 

(Galloway, 1985; Lafayette & Strasheim 1981; Strasheim 1981). 

Though taking cultural learning into account is not a new concept in language 

teaching and learning, integrating culture and language teaching is still a challenge. 

Many EFL teachers are afraid of teaching culture because they think they have to 

teach masses information of the target culture. The problem is “fact- only” cultural 

teaching, for which the only goal is to amass bits of information, has been criticized 

for downplaying the meaning of culture (Liaw, 2006) and establishing stereotypes 

rather than diminishing them since this approach provides no means of explaining 

cultural variations. It is also not appropriate to leave students unprepared when facing 

a large amount of culture information since they need tools or skills to process a new 

culture and facilitate intercultural understanding (Crawford-Lane & Lang, 1984). 
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Since culture cannot be grasped in its entirety, cultural instruction should be 

conducted on the basis of developing cross-culture awareness and understanding the 

concept of culture-bond values and behaviors as well as the relational nature of 

cultural study. These ideas lead to the development of intercultural learning. 

Intercultural learning 

The principle of intercultural learning is that students learn the values of other’s 

culture at the same time when they consider their own (Knutson, 2006). Intercultural 

learning also requires reducing the coverage of information about the target culture to 

makes more space for considering important culture-general issues, such as “the need 

for empathy with others, and for understanding the nature of culture and its internal 

conflicts” ( Damen, 1987, p. 262-263). 

Cross-cultural awareness 

To successfully understand another culture, awareness of self is essential. 

Damen (1987) offers the following explanation for cross-cultural awareness. He said, 

“Cross-cultural awareness involved uncovering and understanding one’s own 

culturally conditioned behavior and thinking, as well as the patterns of others. Thus, 

the process involves not only perceiving the similarities and differences in other 

cultures but also recognizing the givens of the native culture,” (p.141). Besides, 

Hanvey (1979, p. 53) describes cross-cultural awareness as an advanced stage of 

development in three levels: (1) awareness of superficial or very visible cultural traits 

(stereotype); (2) awareness of significant and subtle highly contrastive traits; (3) 

awareness of an insider’s point of view of a given culture. Learners build up their 

cultural awareness in the cultural leaning from the beginning stage of interpreting 

other cultures based their stereotype to the final stage of analyzing things from 

insider’s view.  
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Intercultural communicative competence 

Researchers and instructors agree that cross-cultural awareness is a valuable 

goal and developing cross-cultural awareness is an essential stage for developing 

intercultural communicative competence if the learner is to be an intercultural 

competent communicator ( Korzilius, van Hooft, & Planken, 2007). Byram (1997) 

pointed out the efficacy of communication depended on the using language to 

demonstrate one’s willingness to maintain and establish relationship instead of solely 

the exchange of information and sending of messages. To facilitate the learning 

process, He designed a model of intercultural communicative competence and put it 

into practice in educational contexts (Byram, 1997, 2001). In his model, intercultural 

communicative competence consists of five factors. They are (1) the attitude of 

curiosity and openness and the willingness to challenge one’s own meanings and 

behaviors and the willingness to value those of others, (2) the knowledge of social 

groups in one’s own and the interlocutor’s cultures and knowledge about process of 

interaction, (3) the skills of interpreting and relating, (4) skills of discovering and 

interacting and (5) critical awareness, the ability of evaluating critically cultural 

practices and products in one’s own and other culture (Byram, 1997). Learners are 

gradually led to become aware of cultural differences and similarities and to adjust 

their attitudes, stereotypes and communicative skills in order to establish and maintain 

relationships with people from different countries. This suggests that the key agent in 

developing intercultural communicative competence is learners, not teachers. The 

learners need to direct their attention towards the learning content and goals 

effectively. They must be able to reflect on and apply metacognitive knowledge to 

their cultural learning (Sercu, 2004) to cope with intercultural experiences and stress. 

To be an intercultural person, a learner must be active and autonomous to cultivate 

his/her intercultural competence.  
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Telecollaboration and intercultural learning 

The concept of promoting learner autonomy and intercultural competence are 

both required in the learning process of computer- mediated communication (CMC) 

(Fisher, Evans & Esch, 2004). With the aid of technology and Internet, learners can 

actively explore new information and interact with the people from various countries.   

Throne (2005) stated that among all the CMC learning, telecollaboration 

offered the greatest opportunity for cross-cultural collaboration of learners on a global 

level. O’Dowd and Ritter (2006) defined telecollaboration as “the use of online 

communication tools to bring together language learners in different countries for the 

development of collaborative project work and intercultural exchange (p. 623). 

Telecollaboration covers many intercultural learning activities. It draws on 

asynchronous tools like email, and discussion forums, and synchronous tools like 

online chatting, and video-conferencing. Online multimedia tools can break the 

national boundaries between learners and help them, though the Internet, obtain the 

real authentic materials from their partners.    

    A number of recent studies have explored how telecollaboration projects help 

learners develop their intercultural competence. There are many studies on how the 

two types of CMC environments, asynchronous and synchronous, facilitate 

intercultural learning through students’ self-report, interview or survey. However, 

other studies indicate the limitations of CMC environment, such as resources 

inaccessibility, and social constraint, impede students’ cross-cultural learning (Belz, 

2002; Belz & Műller-Hartmann, 2003; O’Dowd, 2003).   

Asynchronous learning environment 

Because of the popularity of the Internet, numerous language teachers and 

researchers around the world have been using the asynchronous tools, such as forums, 

bulletin boards and e-mail, to create the environment for intercultural communication 
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and second language learning for many years. Teachers can provide target language 

speakers with whom their learners can interact, and also enrich the language learning 

environment by offering learners the chance to participate in the formation and 

maintenance of learning communities. Some studies indicated the advantages of using 

asynchronous tools like emails or e-forum as the platform of intercultural 

communication and learning. For example, Liaw (2006) found that learners could 

develop intercultural communicative competence in the telecollaboration project in 

which the university students from Taiwan and the United states discussed on the 

online forum. Kern (1996) in their studies the asynchronous environment helps the L2 

learner become more confident about his/her language use and other researchers noted 

that the asynchronous communication projects develop intercultural competence (Belz, 

2003; O’Dowd, 2003; Muller-Hartmann, 2000; Ware & Kramsch, 2005).  

But the limitations of asynchronous environments have also been discussed as 

some researchers have questioned the possibility of helping learners engaging in 

intercultural projects. For example, many researchers (Dalsgaard, 2006; Rick& 

Lamberty, 2005; Weingardt, 2004) analyzed many asynchronous learning projects. 

They found that current asynchronous environments like emails and discussion forum 

are centralized and unorganized environments which may cause students to have less 

motivation of participating online discussion. In centralized environment, lots of 

information is collected within a hub website. Students could easily get lost and have 

no clues whether the discussion is initiated unless they visit the website 

regularly.(Treese, 2004) 

Synchronous learning environment  

Recently, with the development of synchronous tools, many researchers have 

conducted studies in synchronous online learning environments. Some of them 

studied the roles of text chats and audiographic and audio conferencing as effective 
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communicative tools to stimulate language and cultural learning.  

Jauregi and Bañados (2008) observed the linguistic and intercultural learning 

situations emerging during the interaction and analyzed learners’ experience with a 

project in which students from two universities in Chile and Netherlands interacting 

with each other making use of video-web conference communication tools. They 

found the implement of video-web technology enabled teachers and learners to create 

a virtual environment collaboratively for learning a language and its culture. Such 

projects provide opportunities for learners to build positive connection between two 

different cultures, giving rise to an authentic cultural learning experience which 

learners carry out with close cooperation and high enthusiasm. Also, Jauregi and 

Bañados noted that compared with asynchronous environment, synchronous 

environments might help learners more in the aspect of negotiation of intercultural 

meaning. Communication at the same time through the Internet platform offers the 

possibility of solving problems instantly, through questioning and clarification, 

difficulties or misunderstandings that might emerge in cross-cultural communication 

events. Thorne (2003) concluded that students loved a synchronous chat tool more 

than e-mail for “authentic interpersonal relationship building” (p. 185). 

     Though videoconferencing tools provide teachers and learners more lively 

intercultural experience, there are still some practical limitations. For example, 

O’Dowd (2000) has noted that group size, cost, sound quality and time shortage are 

problems encountered in his study. He therefore suggested that video conferencing 

tools combine with other language activities such as e-mail exchange and video 

production so that learners can practice the target language with native speakers.  

Recent studies on weblog projects 

    Weblog is a popular online communication tool around the world and has gained 

importance in facilitating co-publish of project work for cultural learning (Godwin 
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Jones, 2003). It is also a place where users can integrate different multimedia sources 

like website links, pictures, texts, photos and videos.    

Elola and Oskoz (2008) described weblogs, also called “blog” or blogging, as the 

online personal journals or personal web pages which allow learners (individually, in 

pair, or in groups) to upload description of events and reflection. In the blog 

environment, blog posts are displayed in reverse chronological order, which means 

the most recent post showing up at the top. Blogs also include many hyperlinks to 

resources of other websites and interpersonal or intrapersonal communication. Some 

researchers find many features of weblogs can overcome the weakness of the other 

CMC tools such as email and discussion forums. For example, the RSS (Really 

Simple Syndication) system, a format for publishing news and the brief content of 

websites to other users, automatically delivers the latest information to users. With 

this function they do not have to check the blog every day and they will not miss any 

new information. Its convenience of contacting with other people raises the users’ 

motivation to actively join in discussion (Kim et al., 2007). The easy access of 

publishing tools of weblogs also helps young learner to overcome complicated steps 

to obtain or edit information (Maag, 2006). The weblog environment is designed as an 

open system to be used by anyone anywhere; people can join the communication 

without the logon procedure. Also, users develop the sense of “ownership” in the 

weblogs communication through taking responsibility to publish the information and 

context, designed to their liking, which is helpful for reducing stress or anxiety and 

increasing motivation of participating in online communication. (Pena Shaff et al, 

2005). Further, while the primary tool of communication in weblogs is text, users 

share the audience their ideas through "photoblog", "audioblog" or "videoblog". 

Hence the blogger is able to express themselves through multiple media to reflect 

their daily life and thinking (James, 2004).  
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    There are some intercultural projects using weblogs to facilitate students’ cultural 

learning. For instance, Hauck (2007) studied the affordance of weblog and its impact 

on learners’ intercultural experience. He found that learners who can benefit from 

cultural learning have abilities to make efficient use of the weblogs in order to engage 

in intercultural interaction. In the study of investigating around 400 university 

students from Taiwan and the U.S about which online communicative tool they like 

most for English communicating, 30.9% of them chose weblogs as their favorite. The 

user-friendly design of weblogs and the informal interaction environment make 

students like to express themselves on weblogs (Chou, Chang, Chen & Chen, 2008).   

Cultural learning in Taiwan 

Based on the Grade 1-9 Curriculum Competence Indicators of English learning 

published by the Ministry of Education of the R.O.C., Taiwan, cultural learning and 

international understanding is an essential ability for elementary school students. 

Nevertheless, based on the researcher’ s observation, the cultural content presented in 

English textbooks is limited to a short introduction of words and sentences about 

holiday celebrations in the U.S. There is not enough cultural diversity presented and 

therefore students easily have stereotypes about other cultures. Though recently there 

are some projects about cross-cultural learning in Taiwan, the participants are mostly 

university students (Liaw & Johnson, 2001.; Liaw, 2006). Since Taiwan elementary 

school students have learnt both English communication and Internet use in school, 

they should have more chance to practice the cultural skills with the aid of 

technology. 
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The need for further studies Intercultural communicative competences in the weblog 

environment 

   Though there are some studies showing that students can be motivated to learn 

and can reduce stress in online communication in the weblog environment, few 

researches really focus on developing intercultural communicative competence in the 

weblog environment under the analytical framework of intercultural communicative 

competence. More important, in Taiwan, cultural learning is still limited to 

“fact-only” cultural teaching approach. It is important to expose learners to different 

cultures through real experience of communicating with international partners in the 

weblog environment, and in this way it is hoped that they will develop cross-cultural 

awareness and the abilities to maintain effective communication with people of 

different cultural backgrounds. This study aimed at studying what and how learners 

communicated with international partners and how they attitude toward learning 

changed in the intercultural communication process.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Participants and Context 

Participants of this study were six 6th graders from an elementary school in the 

Taipei city which puts a lot of emphasis on English education as well as Information 

Technology. There are more than 100 notebook computers available for teachers and 

students to use. There is also a campus-wide English TV channel called “Mingde E 

Channel,” which, on Friday mornings, broadcasts such English programs as Alphabet 

and Vocabulary lessons and Campus News. These programs provide opportunities for 

5th graders with higher scores in English (typically more than 90 in school semester 

exams) and often have higher motivation for learning new things to be selected as 

reporters. The reporters are trained to speak or write in English, reflect on campus 

activities before they write news scripts on campus news. They also learn how to edit 

presentation slides, weblog and videos as these are required skills for putting together 

English programs for the channel. 

The six 6th graders selected as participants of this study had already served as 

reporters of the campus-wide English TV programs when they were 5th graders. There 

are several reasons for this requirement. First, reporters typically have higher English 

proficiency levels needed for this study that utilizes English blogs as the platform. 

Second, this study was expected to last for five months and was carried out during 

lunch break; such a long data collection period would require students to have high 

motivation and patience. Third, as reporters these students would have already learnt 

how to reflect on issues happening around them and edit multimedia materials 

(pictures, texts, presentations, and videos) and how to present them on a weblog. 

Fourth, as the instructor/ researcher who provided training to reporters of the 

campus-wide English TV program, she would have established rapport with these 
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participants, which is essential to a student-centered intercultural research project.  

The international partners who the participants interacted with were two student 

groups and an adult. One of the student groups is from 5th graders of an elementary 

school of Maryland, U.S. and the other is from 4th graders of an elementary school of 

Georgia, U.S.. The adult is a 4th grade English teacher from Umbria, Italy. The 

researcher located them through the website called “epals.” Upon initial contacts, the 

international partners were found to have strong motivation and interest in this study. 

Arrangements were then made to have the student groups from Taiwan, U.S., and 

Italy to work together from September, 2008 to January, 2009. Table3.1 presents the 

information about the international partners. 

Table 3.1: The locations and the numbers of the international partners 

Locations Years Participants Instructor 

Clarksville, 
Maryland, USA 

5 50 students 
 

Carrie Clark 

Conyers, Georgia, 
USA. 

4 21 students Melisa Cowles 

Umbria, Italy 4 a 4th grade English teacher 
(Andrea Mennella) 

 

The intercultural project 

During this project, the students worked on two designed blogs titled “A day at 

my school” (See Figure 3.1) and “Research diary” (See Figure 3.2) for the 

intercultural communication. They shared and discussed their school life with the 

international partners using the blog titled “A day at my school” as the platform. On 

the other blog titled “Research Diary,” the students had in-depth discussion with each 

others about the cultural issues they met as they interacted with the international 

partners. In order to help students express their opinions fully and in details, they were 

allowed to use both Chinese and English on “Research Diary.”  
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Figure 3.1: “A day at my school,” the blog where the students communicated  

with international partners 

 

Figure 3.2: “Research Diary,” the blog where the students communicated 

with each other 

In order to make the students feel that the intercultural communication was close 

to their life, the local instructor/ researcher used some of the students’ school 

experience as the topics of the intercultural project because the students and the 

international partners were both familiar with their school life. There were four topics 

in the intercultural discussion: Learning courses, school lunch, extracurricular 

activities, and school rules. At the beginning of each phase, the students were guided 

to read the brief descriptions about the topics and told what materials they were 

supposed to develop and design on the blogs. Next, based on the students’ familiarity 

with multimedia tools, the students were required to present their school life 
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individually or cooperatively. For example, the students were asked to work as a team 

to shoot the videos of introducing their PE and Mandarin classes because shooting 

videos was a complicated task which the students were not able to complete alone. As 

the students were more familiar with how to present their life with the aid of 

multimedia, they were allowed to work on their own multimedia works to present the 

school life from their own perspectives (See more in Appendix D).In addition to 

presenting their school life through multimedia tools, the students expressed their 

personal opinions and ask questions individually through blog posts or comments. 

They could freely initiate an intercultural discussion or respond to the international 

partners’ blog comments. The role of the local instructor/ researcher in the project was 

to assist students to organize their multimedia works and help them overcome the 

difficulties of translating their words into English.         

Data Collection 

Following Elola and Oskoz’s research approach (2008) and taking Mathison’s 

suggestion (1988), the researcher collected multiple data sets from a background 

questionnaire, teacher’s logs, the six students’ multimedia products and discussion 

records on the weblog with international partners, reflection journals, semi-structured 

interviews, and a final questionnaire.  

Questionnaire of learning experience and expectation toward the project 

In order to understanding the students’ attitude toward learning and initial 

expectation toward the intercultural communication, the students were required to fill 

out a questionnaire before the project. On the questionnaire there were questions on 

their learning background, English learning experiences and performance in class, 

their hypothesis about the schools life in the U.S. and Italy (the target cultures studied 

in the project) and their initial expectation toward communicating with the 

international partners on the blog. This background questionnaire is attached as 
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Appendix A. The follow-up interviews were conducted when the researcher found 

there was a need to further investigate their answers of the questionnaire. 

Teacher’s logs 

   In the process of data collection, logs were kept to record the instrucor/ 

researcher’s observation of and thoughts on how participants discussed, designed, and 

developed intercultural materials. 

Students’ multimedia products and discussion on the weblog 

   In the project, the students communicated with the partners from Italy and the 

U.S. in English through the weblog titled “A day at my school.” The students 

uploaded their self-created multimedia products to present their school life 

information and posted blog posts and comments to respond to the international 

partners. In order to understand what really happened in the process of the project, 

their multimedia product and the content of blog communication would be recorded 

and collected as a source of data for this study. Besides, to have a detailed 

understanding of how the students used English to communicate with their 

international partners, the data of the blog posts and comments was all originally 

created by the students. The researcher did not perform any editing to the students’ 

English. 

Students’ reflection journals  

 After finishing a topic, the students would be asked to record their reflection on 

the intercultural communication in their reflection journals. Given that the students 

never learnt how to write English journals, the researcher predicated that the students’ 

deficiency of writing skills would impede their intercultural reflection and analysis in 

the blogs. Thus, the students were allowed to write their reflection journals in Chinese. 

Besides, the students were guided to reflect on their learning process through 

answering the questions in Reflection Guiding Sheets designed based on Byram’s 
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(2000) mode of self-assessment of intercultural experience. According to the 

questions of Reflection Guiding Sheet, the students had to write down (1) the purpose 

for which they have designed and developed materials to introduce their own culture, 

to know if they have the ability of change perspective through looking at their own 

culture from other perspective (2) the similarities and differences between their own 

culture and the target cultures that they have discovered, to see if they have the 

knowledge of another country and culture, (3) their feeling about the cultural 

similarities and differences, to see if they have interest in other people’s way of life, 

and (4) their new understanding of their own culture and the target cultures (see 

Appendix B). In their last reflection journal, students would be required to compare 

their hypothesis before joining the project with what they learn during the 

intercultural learning. Besides, they were asked to evaluate which parts of the project 

improved their motivation for intercultural communication. In order to avoid the 

problem of language limitation, the students could write their reflection journals on in 

a language of their choice (Chinese or English.) 

Although there were many open-ended questions of the Reflection Guiding 

Sheets to be answered by the students, the students were able to provide sufficient 

reflection data for this study. The researcher/teacher was well experienced in guiding 

students to keep “research diaries” for previous inquiry projects. For this study, she 

also planed to engage each participant in carefully guided discussion before the 

students started their reflection. 

Students’ products, discussion on the weblog and reflection journals served as 

the major data to be analyzed and investigated for the development of intercultural 

communicative competence during the project.  
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Semi-structured individual Interviews  

Students were interviewed based on their reflection right after they finished a 

topic. There were four interviews based on students’ reflections on the four topics: 

Learning courses, lunch, extracurricular activities, and school rules. Each of the 

interviews was to be conducted in Chinese and was expected to last for 20 minutes. In 

order to realize the students’ performance in class, the students’ homeroom, computer 

and English teachers were also interviewed in Chinese. All the interviews would be 

audiotaped and transcribed for analysis.  

Questionnaire of attitudes of communicating in English on the blog 

To understand students’ attitude toward learning and communicating in English 

on the blog, at the end of the project, students were asked to fill out another 

questionnaire (Appendix C). This was to find out whether they have any attitude 

changes about learning English.  

Procedure   

The intercultural learning project and interviews would be conducted during 

lunch breaks twice a week for the 20 weeks during the semester. There were several 

steps in this study to help students to engage in the project and to collect data. 

The project was aimed to create a situated learning environment which could 

motivate the students to learn how to communicate with international partners. 

Therefore, at the beginning of the project, students were informed that they had been 

selected by the principal to be the “School Ambassadors” and to participate in an 

intercultural project called “A day at my school.” They were going to take the 

responsibility of introducing their school life to people from different countries on the 

weblogs. Before the students participated in the intercultural communication project, 

they were also required to fill out a background questionnaire (Appendix A)  

As the students interacted with the international partners, they learnt how to use 
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different strategies to maintain the intercultural conversation and how to present 

themselves through multimedia resources. Besides, they also had to overcome the 

difficulties and frustration of being not able to get involved in the intercultural 

communication and found their roles in the blog community. The students’ learning 

process was recorded through their blog comments, multimedia products and the 

researcher’s observation of the students’ change in the learning project. After finished 

a topic, students would be asked to write down their reflections, including the 

knowledge of their own culture or the target cultures (i.e., the U.S. and Italy) that they 

have learnt, their interpretation about the knowledge, processes of solving problems if 

any. Students would then be interviewed by the researcher to clarify issues and 

problems identified from observation, questionnaire, and their reflections. 

After the four topics had all been completed, students were required to fill out 

the second questionnaire which asked about their attitudes toward learning and using 

English in the weblog. Then, they were interviewed again to clarify issues and 

problems identified from observation, their final reflections, and the questionnaire. 

Collection of students’ products continued until the end of the project. 

Data analysis  

Following case study methods and interpretivist tradition (Garratt& Hodkinson, 

1998), this researcher analyzed the data by adopting the grounded theory approach 

(Strauss& Corbin, 1990), using both open and axial coding to investigate what and 

how intercultural communicative competence is developed. Besides, the researcher 

used Liaw’s (2006) adaption of Byram’s (2000) guideline of intercultural 

communicative competence as the initial guiding framework and anal yzed students’ 

intercultural experience. Byram’s model has been used for teaching and assessing 

intercultural communicative competence for many years and thus is extensively 

applied to studies examining the outcomes of intercultural exchanges (Belz, 2002, 
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2003; Liaw, 2006; Lomicka, 2006; Műeller-Hartmann, 2006; O’Dowd, 2003, 2006; 

Schneider& von der Emde, 2006). Byram advocated that the successful intercultural 

communication depended on different social competences to maintain interpersonal 

relationship. Thus, Byram defined the five components of intercultural competence 

which were complementary to a language learner’s communicative competence: 

attitude, knowledge, skills of interpreting and relating, skills of discovery and 

interaction, and critical cultural awareness. According to the five components of 

intercultural competence, Byram developed the guideline of intercultural 

communicative competence. There are four categories of intercultural communicative 

competences: a) Interest in knowing other people’ way of life and introducing one’s 

own cultures to others, b) Ability to change perspective, c) knowledge about one’s 

own and other’ culture for intercultural communication, and d) Knowledge of the 

intercultural communication process. And in each category, there are descriptions 

used to identify the students’ intercultural competence (See Table 3.2). 

Table 3.2: The categories and Definitions of Byram’s (2000) Adapted Guideline 

  Definitions 
A. Interest in 
knowing other 
people’s way of life 
and introducing 
one’s own culture to 
others  

A1. To be interested in other people’s 
experience of daily life, or presenting 
one’s own experience of daily life to 
others, particularly those things not 
usually presented to outsiders through 
the media.  

A2. To be interested in the daily 
experience of a variety of social 
groups within a society and not 
only the dominant culture. 

B. Ability to change 
perspective  

-To realize that other cultures by seeing 
things from a different point of view 
and by looking at one’ own culture 
from their perspective.  

 

C. Knowledge about 
one’s own and 
others’ culture for 
intercultural 
communication  

C1 To know some important facts 
about living in one’s own or the other 
cultures and about the country, state 
and people 

C2 To know how to engage in 
conversation with people from both 
one’s own and the other cultures 
and maintain a conversation by 
explaining to them the differences 
and similarities between cultures 

D. Knowledge about 
the intercultural 
communication 
process  

D1 To know how to resolve 
misunderstandings which arise from 
people’s lack of awareness of the view 
point of another culture.  

D2 To know how to discover new 
information and new aspects of the 
other culture for oneself. 
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The definitions of the categories were adapted to the study context and 

represented the different types of data collected from students’ intercultural learning. 

The units of analysis varied from the short sentences to entire paragraphs of the 

students’ blog posts, comments and response in the interviews and reflection journals 

(see Appendix E). The researcher would interpret the data by identifying them with 

the relevant categories of intercultural communication competence and analyzing the 

instance number which fell in each category.  

By constantly comparing and contrasting different data sets (i.e., questionnaires, 

students’ multimedia products, their discussion on the blog, and interviews, the 

teacher’s logs, the result of the students’ instances analyzed by Byram’s guideline, and 

others), the researcher identified emerging themes and provide proper interpretations 

to address the three research questions (see more in Chapter5). To examine the 

interrater reliability of the adapted guideline, questionnaire, interview, and reflection 

journal, first, the researcher and an English teacher of Mingde elementary school gave 

each of the data an independent reading. Then they triangulated their own comments 

with blog content and the response in questionnaire, interview, and reflection journal. 

Second, the researcher and the English teacher maintained a steady correspondence to 

share their findings and discussed students in which there were doubts until reaching 

an agreement on how to treat the data. They individually analyzed the data to achieve 

an interrater reliability of 0.83.  

To address research question one: What critical events do the students in a 

Taiwanese elementary school experience when interacting with their international 

partners through weblogs and multimedia sources?, the researcher provided a general 

description of the critical events that happened during the project as the six students 

experienced them. Then using results from the above data analysis procedure, the 

researcher discussed the success and challenges and emotional changes the students 
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had as they interacted with international partners  

Through discussing the overview of the students’ behaviors in intercultural 

communication, there were some issues which emerged and needed to be further 

analyzed. Among the six students, there were three students who not only recorded 

their thinking about their learning process of intercultural communication more 

completely than the other three students but also respectively represented three 

different types of learning experience observed from the six students’ in this project. 

The three students’ complete and representative data led to the second research 

question: How do three students in a Taiwanese elementary school develop 

intercultural competence through presenting their school life to their foreign partners 

through weblogs and multimedia sources? These three students’ experiences and 

reflections data were presented in chapter 4 separately through content analysis on the 

observation of the researcher, individual performance on the blog, reflection journals, 

individual interviews. Besides, the three students’ result was analyzed under Byram’s 

frameworks. The goal is to provide an account of how each of the three participants 

played a role in the critical events and how their intercultural competence developed. 

As for the research question three: How do their attitudes toward learning 

English change as they learn to discuss school life with international partners in the 

weblog and the online environment?, the researcher interpreted the result of the 

questionnaire on the three students’ attitude change toward learning English through 

communicating on the blog, and the follow-up interviews served as support to the 

interpretation and explanation of students’ attitudinal changes in the project. 

Finally, the researcher presented the challenges and successes that the students 

encountered during the project, from which conceptual implications or pedagogical 

suggestions were derived. Suggestions for further studies were also provided in 

Chapter 6.   
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As a summary of Chapter 3, it is clear that repeated patterns of teaching and 

research activities characterized the data collection and analysis procedure for this 

study. Teaching activities included how the teacher/researcher assisted students to 

complete a series of tasks while research activities include what and how the 

researcher collected and interpreted data. Detail activities for both are presented in the 

timeline (See Table 3.3) below. 

Table 3.3: Timeline of the intercultural project “A day at my school” 
Month Teaching Activities Research activities 

Sep. 

(Phase 1) 

1. Explained the intercultural project “ A day at my 
school” to students 

2. Students introduced themselves and got to know 
their international partners through practicing 
publishing the blog posts on the blog titled “A 
day at my school”  

1. Students completed the 
background questionnaire  

2. Conducted the first interview 
3. Started the teacher’s log 
4. Observation and teacher’s log 

Oct 

(Phase 2) 

1. Assisted students to discuss what they are going 
to do in the first topic: Learning courses. 

2. Assisted students to design, develop, and post 
the intercultural materials based on the topic, 
“Learning course” on the blog ‘A day at my 
school’ 

3. Assisted students to express their opinions on the 
blog ‘Research Diary’   

1. Students kept the reflection 
journal  

2. Conducted the second interview 
3. Observation and teacher’s log 

Nov. 

(Phase 3) 

1. Assisted students to discuss what they are going 
to do in the topic: Our lunch in school. 

2. Assisted students to design, develop, and post 
the intercultural materials based on the topic, 
“Our lunch in school” on the blog ‘A day at my 
school’ 

3. Assisted students to express their opinions on the 
blog ‘Research Diary’   

1 . Students kept the reflection 
journal  
2. Conducted the third interview 
3. Observation and teacher’s log 

Dec. 

(Phase 4) 

1. Assisted students to discuss what they are going 
to do in the topic: “Extracurricular activities.” 

2. Assisted students to design, develop, and post 
the intercultural materials based on the topic, 
“Extracurricular activities.”” on the blog ‘A day 
at my school’ 

3. Assisted students to express their opinions on the 
blog ‘Research Diary’   

1. Observation and teacher’s log  
2. Students kept the reflection 

journal  
3. Conducted the fourth interview 

Jan. 

(Phase 5) 

1. Assist students to discuss what they are going to 
do in the topic: “School rules.” 

2. Assisted students to design, develop, and post 
the intercultural materials based on the topic, 
“School rules.” on the blog ‘A day at my school’

3. Assisted students to express their opinions on the 
blog ‘Research Diary’   

1. Observation and teacher’s log  
2. Students kept the reflection 

journal  
3. Conducted the fifth interview 
4. Students completed 
Questionnaire of attitudes 

5. Conducted the sixth interview 
Feb.  

↓ 

 

 1. Transcribed the audiotape of 
interviews 

2. Analyzed and coded the data 
collected from Sep. to Dec. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 CRITICAL INCIDENT OVERVIEW AND INDIVIDUAL CASE 

This chapter consists of a description of the intercultural experience of six sixth 

graders in this project: Daphne, Teresa, Brian, Ryan, Larry and Ben. To better 

understand the development of these students’ intercultural understanding, there is a 

need to document how their intercultural competences evolved, how they presented 

their own culture to the international partners, and what were their reactions toward 

the critical incidents during the project.  

Critical incidents in this study refer to the distinct occurrence or events which are 

neither negative nor positive but require some attention and multiple interpretations 

(Fitzgerald, 2001). These incidents can possibly facilitate students’ intercultural 

learning by fostering comparisons of different perspectives on the same issues, which 

sometimes leads to change in students' views on other cultures (Műller-Hartmann, 

2000). Another way to look into students’ intercultural learning is to analyze how they 

reflected on the weblog intercultural learning. According to McAllister et al (2006), 

exploration of learners’ reflection upon critical incidents in intercultural practices can 

offer a promising way in understanding the development of learners’ intercultural 

competences.     

Besides, since the goal of the intercultural approach to English learning is to help 

students use English freely both in global and local contexts (Hung, 2006), it is 

necessary to analyze how this intercultural learning project on the blog helped 

students change their attitude toward learning English.    

Therefore, this chapter is divided into two sections and presented in the 

following order: (1) A general description of how students dealt with the critical 

incidents during the project, and (2) further analysis of three of the students’ 

intercultural experiences and their attitude change on English learning.    
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General description of critical incidents 

In order to provide an overview of what happened in this project, this section 

presents the major events which attracted most of the students’ attention or triggered 

discussions. The major events can be discussed at three stages of evolution. Though 

these stages are delineated as follows, in fact there was considerable overlap. In spite 

that different aspects of intercultural learning appeared in all parts of the projects, the 

stage model can help to understand how the process of dealing with these major issues 

had impact on the development of most students’ intercultural competences. The list 

of stages is outlined below, followed by more details in each stage.  

Table 4.1.The critical incidents in the intercultural project 

Stage Time Major events 
1 Phase1:  

The students started to know to 
their international partners. 

1. Expecting a closer relationship with 
international partners  

2. Idealizing the international partners
2 Phase 2: 

The students had more frequent 
interaction with their 
international partners as the 
students introduced their 
learning courses. 

1. Learning using different multimedia 
to clarify the international partners’ 
misunderstanding 

2. Feeling the pressure of posting 
comments 

3 Phase 2-5 
The students were more and 
more familiar with the blog 
environment. They also had 
in-depth thinking about the 
cultural differences and 
similarities in the school lunch, 
extracurricular activities, and 
school rules of different 
countries.   

1. Learning how to interact with 
international partners by observing 
other students’ intercultural 
communication process. 

2. Developing intercultural views 
through the practice of 
presumptions, challenge and new 
finding, and the discussion with 
local student 
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Stage 1: Expecting a closer relationship with international partners and idealizing 

them 

Expecting a closer relationship with partners 

At the beginning of the project, most of the students were excited about blogging 

with their international partners. For many of them, it was the first time they 

introduced themselves to international partners through multimedia applications. Thus, 

they did hope that their works could be noticed. Therefore, during Phase 1, when the 

students were required to introduce their own family backgrounds and what they liked 

to do in school through videos to their international partners, they took the task very 

seriously because they hoped they could get their international partners’ feedback. 

Just as what they had expected, their introduction videos attracted many international 

partners’ positive comments. This made the students feel supported and believe that 

they should respond to their international partners in the same way. For example, as 

the Italian teacher, Andrea, introduced his school through his students’ drawings, the 

students here all gave Andrea such positive feedbacks as “I feel your student's picture 

is very interesting” (Blog comment by Larry on “A day at my school”, September 23, 

2008) and “Your school is cool” (Blog comment by Teresa on “A day at my school”, 

September 25, 2008).  

When interacting with their American partners, the students were deeply 

impressed by their multimedia works on the blog. The American students used 

podcasts to introduce their family backgrounds, their hobbies and what they did 

during summer. The local students were very excited when hearing the podcasts 

because they could hear how American children really spoke. “It sounds like they are 

talking to us!” said Teresa when she heard the podcast (Teacher’s log, September 26, 

2008). Therefore, they were very curious about the American partners. The local 

students not only disclosed their own interests but asked a lot of questions such as 
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“Our school has a school dog, called "Little White." Did your school have school 

animal, too?”(Blog comment by Daphne on “A day at my school”, September 25, 

2008), and “Now I play Wii! Do you have Wii?” (Blog comment by Ryan on “A day 

at my school”, September 25, 2008). It was evident that the students had high 

motivation of developing closer relationships with their international partners. They 

did so by trying to find the connection between them and international partners.   

Idealizing their international partners 

In addition to having high interest in knowing their international partners and 

having the expectation of developing closer relationships with them, the local students 

also tended to generalize the information they received from the international partners 

and such overgeneralization resulted in the idealization of their international partners.    

For example, when the students learnt how “peace” was promoted in Italian 

education from the Italian teacher, Andrea, they soon formed a stereotype that Italy 

was a beautiful and well-organized country without any social problems. Daphne said, 

“In Italy, everyone values '' peace'', they won't fight or argue.” (Blog comment by 

Daphne on “A day at my school”, September 28, 2008). At the same time, some of the 

students presented their own Taiwanese culture in a negative way.  

Taiwan people usually have conflicts or [they] argue a lot, but [sic] not like 
Italian people, they can listen and make suggestions, so they don’t have 
arguments and conflicts, Italians are also very kind, very generous and has a lot 
of patience.  

(Blog comment by Brian on “A day at my school”, September 28, 2008) 

They told Andrea that, unlike Italy, people in Taiwan did not know how to get 

along with each other peacefully. These students tried to use the negative image of 

Taiwan to emphasize the differences between Italy and Taiwan because at this point 

they naively believed that Italy was much better than Taiwan. 

But later on Andrea told the students in Taiwan their interpretation was not 
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accurate. On the blog he told them that in Italy, trash pollution and fighting were still 

the main problems needed to be solved. Andrea’s response to their interpretation made 

the students astonished but also motivated to reflect on their assumption toward Italy. 

Many of them, later in their discussion on “Research Dairy,” adjusted their 

stereotypes about Italy and said they were surprised that, just like Taiwan, Italy had 

lots of social problems, too (more about this in 4.1.3).  

To sum up, during Phase 1, the students were actively involved in developing 

intercultural communication with their international partners. In order to maintain 

communication and build closer connections with their international partners, the 

students had developed some strategies, such as giving positive comments, asking 

questions and revealing their life experiences. It showed that the students hoped to be 

accepted by their partners and build intensive interaction with them. Even though they 

formed some prejudicial interpretation about the international partners because they 

over relied on the limited cues of their partners’ posts, it was a good chance for them 

to experience how their stereotypes were formed and then needed to be adjusted.  

Stage 2: Learning how to interact with international partners and feeling the pressure 

of posting comments and 

Using different ways to clarify international partners’ misunderstanding 

When the students had more frequent interaction with their international partners, 

they also faced their international partners’ misunderstanding that Taiwan was one of 

regions in China. The unpleasant feeling of being mistaken triggered the students’ 

strong motivation to explain the differences between Taiwan and China to their 

international partners in different ways. At Phase 2, when they introduced some 

cultural knowledge of Taiwan to their international partners, one American partner 

asked, “Aren’t China and Taiwan the same place?” (Blog comment by Cammi, 

October 2, 2008). The students were very upset about the question. They thought 
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China and Taiwan were definitely two different countries and they could not tolerate 

their cultural identity to be misunderstood. Therefore, they used different ways to 

clarify their American partner’s misunderstanding. Some of the students posted quite 

prejudicial and straight-forward comments like “We are not the country that produced 

poisonous milk” (Blog comment by Brian, October, 16, 2008) while others did not 

show their anger in their comments but indicated more differences between China and 

Taiwan. 

Hello, Cammi. I am Daphne, you said that we are from China, but we are in 
Taiwan, a little country next to the China. Our ancestor is the same, but our 
civilization is different!   

(Blog comment by Daphne on “A day at my school”, October 16, 2008)  

Another student, Teresa, used another way to point out the differences between 

China and Taiwan. She offered the American partners the locations of Taiwan and 

China by posting the satellite images in Google Map on the blog in order to help their 

partners understand that China and Taiwan were not located at the same place. It 

showed that the students were learning to express their thoughts through not only 

writing comments but also using online multimedia applications to serve their purpose 

of expressing their ideas to their international partners. Besides, it showed that 

although the international partners’ stereotypical impression about Taiwan caused the 

students’ anger and frustration, the negative feeling of “being misunderstood” actually 

motivated them to figure out better ways to assert their own ideas and even identity.  

Feeling the pressure of posting comments 

The international partners’ personal feedback and their first-hand multimedia 

resources indeed created an authentic and enriched language environment which 

motivated the students to get involved in intercultural communication. However, at 

Phase 2, when more and more posts came into the blog and the excitement about 

multimedia works faded, most of the local students seemed overwhelmed. Though 
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they knew it was important to reply to most of their partners’ articles in order to 

develop closer relationships with them, it was not easy for them to post comments in 

English all the time. They could only ask some simple questions and give simple 

positive comments. Soon they realized those were not enough for developing further 

discussions. The students’ difficulties of writing comments might have been related to 

their unfamiliarity with the communication which they had to keep asking questions 

and respond to other peoples’ posts. Based on the researcher’s observation, most of 

the time the students did not have much chance to express their ideas and they just 

passively followed the teachers’ instruction as in the teacher-centered learning 

environment. In the second interview, many of the students said they were not used to 

actively responding to others’ opinions in their daily life, which made them worry that 

they did not know how to talk to their international partners (Interview#2 with Teresa, 

Larry and Ryan, October 30, 2008).  

Stage3: Developing intercultural skills and thinking through the interaction with 

international partners and local students 

Learning the interactive skills as taking their peers’ comments as references 

Noticing most of the students had difficulties continuing the conversations with 

their international partners, at the end of Phase 2, the instructor decided to discuss 

with the students what they could write in their comments before replying to their 

partners. In the discussion, Daphne, the only one who seemed to have no problem 

interacting with international partners, shared such strategies she used in the 

communication as asking more specific questions based on their partners’ posts and 

sharing more information about her own school life. Then the instructor encouraged 

the students who felt anxious about writing comments to take their time to observe 

how other students responded to the posts on the blog before they started to write their 

own comments. With the instructor’s encouragement and the peer sharing of how to 
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write comments, the students realized that it was acceptable to observe and imitate 

others’ communicative strategies. They started to take other students’ comments as 

references. For example, Teresa said sometimes she would take Daphne’s comments 

as reference because she thought Daphne’s questions in her comments were very 

inspiring. “I think Daphne’s questions are very good because I never thought of these 

questions before,” Teresa said (Interview#2, October 30, 2008). She told the 

researcher that she felt less stressful to write comments because she got some 

inspiration from other local students’ comments. Through observing other students’ 

blog posts and comments, the students learnt the techniques of interacting with other 

people. 

Presumptions, challenge and new finding 

From Phase 2 to Phase 5, as the students became more and more familiar with 

designing multimedia materials for introducing their own school life, the process of 

their presumptions being challenged also helped the students develop a deeper 

understanding of the other culture and their own culture. Before the project, the 

students already developed certain presumptions about their international partners’ 

school life and these presumptions appeared as they designed multimedia cultural 

materials for their partners. For example, they all believed that what their international 

partners learnt from their textbooks were very different from theirs.  

(1) I thought they did not need to do much homework and my teacher told me 
that their math is much easier than ours.  

(Reflection journal #1 by Ryan, October 30, 2008)  
(2) I knew from books that they can go home [from school] very early [every 

day].  
(Reflection journal #1 by Teresa, October 30, 2008) 

It showed that the source which the students acquired cultural information from 

were their teachers, parents or books. At Phase 2, in order to introduce their school 

life and learning courses to the international partners, some of the students made PPT 
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slideshows introducing their class schedules and the content of their textbooks in 

order to present the situation in which students in Taiwan had to work very hard 

because of the tight schedule and having many courses to study.  

I think it was interesting to make a slideshow about our class schedule because 
they [the international partners] could know how busy we are!      

(Interview#2 with Ryan, October 30, 2008) 

And some students made the videos of their Mandarin class and PE class. The 

reason why they chose these two classes was that they thought that their international 

partners did not have the chance to take a Mandarin class, and that PE class was the 

students’ favorite class, which they hoped to share with their partners (Teacher’s log, 

October 1, 2008). One of them said, “I like PE class. I hope they [the international 

partners] can know we have PE class, too” (Reflection journal #1 by Larry, October 

30, 2008). In other words, there are two main purposes for the students to design 

multimedia resources: One is to show “the differences,” and the other is to share their 

own interests. They thought the cultural differences and similarities would raise their 

partners’ curiosity and motivation for follow-up discussions.  

Although the students’ slideshows and videos about Mandarin and PE classes, as 

had expected, got their partners’ attention, their assumptions as to what their partners 

learnt in school was challenged. Contradicting the students’ presumption, their 

American partners said that they had a lot of homework and tests and that their 

teachers taught many mnemonic aids to help them learn math. Some of the American 

partners said that they learnt Chinese in school and detailed what they did in the 

Chinese class. The international partners’ responses made the students surprised. They 

found their partners were not so “different” as they had believed. Brian stated, in his 

reflection, “Through this blog, I know the similarities of learning in school between 

our partners and us. I thought their math should be easier, but now I think their math 

ability may be good,” (Reflection journal #1 by Brian, October 30, 2008).  
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Besides, the students also had new findings and interpretations about the 

international partners’ school life. They found that what the American partners learnt 

in school was not only knowledge but also the skills and abilities developed through 

various projects, as revealed in the excerpt below: 

(1) When they do projects, they need to develop self-expression abilities. 
                 (Reflection journal #1 by Ben, October 30, 2008) 
(2) Because they have to do projects, they must learn how to solve problems. 
                     (Reflection journal #1 by Teresa, October 30, 2008) 
(3) They learn not only how to do projects but also how to work with other 

classmates and apply what they’ve learnt to the real life situation. 
                    (Reflection journal #1 by Daphne, October 30, 2008) 

The cycle of presumptions, challenge and new finding happened perpetually in 

the following phases as well. At Phase 3, the students discussed school lunch with 

their international partners. Based on their assumption, the students believed that their 

partners must love their lunch because pizza and hamburgers must be on the table 

every day. The students decided to show their partners a video about how terrible their 

own lunch was. However, again, their partners’ comments about their school lunch 

were not what they had presumed. Some of the international partners mentioned that 

they did not like their lunch at all because their pizza was too greasy. This comment 

surprised the Taiwanese students a lot as some of them said they could not believe that 

the lunch could be so bad. “It’s impossible! Their slideshow (introducing the school 

lunch) looks so delicious!” Larry said (Teacher’s log, November 21, 2008). In 

addition, most of the students mentioned their new finding in the reflection journal 

that they and American partners do many similar things during lunch time.  

It is interesting to know that just like our own class, American partners had to 
line up before they take their food and behave well. I thought they could do 
anything they want (Reflection journal #2, November 28, 2008).   

Another similar even happened at Phase 4 when the students presented the 

slideshows about their graduation trip and sports day activities since they believed 
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their partners did not have these activities at school. Again, as they presented the 

differences to their international partners, the Taiwanese students found that although 

their partners did not have graduation trips, they actually played similar games and 

activities during recess.  

They are just like us. They all played sports and sometimes like to hang around. 
Their “Walking Wednesday”, was similar to our walking around the playground 
after the morning rally on Thursdays.  

(Interview#4 with Daphne, December 23, 2008) 

Finally at the last phase: introducing the school rules, the students found more 

similarities between them and their partners. They found their American and Italian 

partners also have such school rules as “Don’t run in the hallway,” “No passing 

notes,” “No talking in class,” and others.  

Their school rules are the same as ours. We can’t run on the runway. We can’t 
talk. We can’t talk when the teachers are talking. We all have to learn the 
importance of safety and show respect to others.  

(Reflection journal #4 by Larry, January 19, 2009) 

Additionally, the students also found that the cultural differences existed in not 

only different countries but also their own school. When their American partners said 

one of their school rules was “No spitting,” Ryan and Brian found it hard to imagine 

someone would “spit,” because nobody in their classes did so. 

(1)Who wants to spit? I mean, spitting is disgusting!! Do you think that rule is 
weird?  (Blog comment by Ryan on “A day at my school”, January 13, 2009) 

    (2)Why would you need to spit? I don’t think anyone would spit in our school 
without this rule. 

(Blog comment by Brian on “A day at my school”, January 13, 2009) 

 Ryan and Brian’s comments immediately got other students’ attention and 

joined the discussion about “Spitting” on the blog. Daphne and Larry said in their 

class some naughty boys did some crazy things like spitting just for fun. 

 (3)But there are some naughty boys in our class will break the rules.  
(Blog comment by Daphne on “A day at my school”, January 13, 2009) 
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     (4) Some people in our class spit! Because they think that is fun. (Only me and 
Ben think so.)          
(Blog comment by Larry on “A day at my school”, January 14, 2009) 

This conversation made the students aware of the diversity of “Class cultures” in 

their own school. Daphne said: 

 I find we have many cultures. Our school culture is quite different from our 
international partners’ but actually we also have different class cultures in our 
own school (Interview #5 with Daphne, January, 19, 2009). 

While discussing the school rules with other local students, they got the chance 

to reflect on their school culture. Some of them noticed cultural differences were no 

longer limited to country boundary but existed in their daily life. That meant they got 

new findings not only about their partners’ but their own school life. According to 

Damen (1987), this is fundamental for developing intercultural understanding. 

To sum up, the process of communicating with the international partners 

motivated the students to ponder on their presumptions not only about the 

international partners’ cultures but also their own cultures. In their reflection journals, 

most of them mentioned that after interacting with their partners, they noticed there 

were so many similarities between them and their international partners, which were 

what they had never thought about. Brian said, “I never thought we had so many 

things in common” (Reflection journal#4 by Brian, January 19, 2009). It is evident 

that the students started to reflect on the similarities and differences between and 

within cultures, which is what Byram (2007) advocated as an important component 

for the development of intercultural understanding.   

Learning to think cultural issues from different perspectives 

When the students learnt the cultural differences and similarities through 

interacting with international partners, they also learnt how to think from different 

perspectives through discussing with other local students.  

For example, during Phase 2, as mentioned above, the students were unhappy 
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about being mistaken as Chinese. When the instructor asked the students how they felt 

when their partners mistook Taiwan for China, most of them said they felt angry 

because they really did not like China. Moreover, some of them interpreted their 

American partners’ misunderstanding as “being disrespectful” because the students 

thought it was really a huge mistake to confuse China with Taiwan. Ryan said, “It is 

really insulting.” But some of the students seemed to think of the mistake as a natural 

response because they thought American partners had little chance to know where 

Taiwan was (Teacher’s log, October, 16, 2008). Their different reactions to the 

American students’ misunderstanding made the instructor thought it was a good 

chance to encourage the students to share their opinions. Thus, on the blog “Research 

Diary,” the instructor raised a question: What do you think about the American 

partners thinking that Taiwan and China are in the same place?One of the students, 

Daphne, replied to this question from the perspective of the international partners. 

I’m not angry about their misunderstanding because the location of Taiwan is 
quite close to China and our looks and language are similar. The international 
partners do not know as much as we do about the cultures of Taiwan and China. 
Of course they have such misunderstanding!   

(Blog comment by Daphne on “Research Diary”, October 30, 2008) 

Interestingly, Daphne’s comments seemed to make other students reflect more 

deeply on the issue. When they read Daphne’s opinion about American partners’ 

misinterpretation, they became more willing to accept the international partners’ 

misunderstanding and to think of the issue from their partners’ perspective. For 

example, Ryan, who was very upset about being mistaken, learnt how to think in a 

different way.  

I’m not angry about their understanding because they live far away from us and 
it is normal that they do not know much about us. If we mistook them as 
Canadians, would they be angry? (Blog comment by Ryan, on “Research Diary”, 
October 30, 2008) 
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The discussion developed from the instructor’s questions and deepened by 

exchanging ideas with local students on the blog could help the students develop more 

intercultural thinking from different perspectives. The following instances of the 

students’ comments on the blog “Research Diary” showed that they learnt to think in 

different ways at each phase.  

(1) I think each country has its own advantages and disadvantages. Although 
there is lots of trash in Taiwan, there are still many beautiful natural 
environments. Although Italy has much cleaner environment, they also have 
social problem such as poverty gap.      
(Blog comment by Ben to the question “Do you think Italy is better than 
Taiwan?” on “Research Diary”, October 21, 2008) 
(2) I learn from “A day at my school” that American students do lots of project. 
And I think Taiwan education emphasizes memorizing knowledge so teachers 
always ask us memorize lesson content and the meaning of poems.  
(Blog comment by Ben to the question “What are differences and similarities 
between Taiwan and America?” on “Research Diary”, October 21, 2008) 
(3) In the west, there are people believe in Catholicism (We just learn it from the 
Social studies class). And just as Ryan said, they can comfort their mind through 
religion. Through Civic education, they can learn how to the citizens and the 
laws of their country. But I think they can learn how to develop the sense of 
honor (both to their country and their god).  
(Blog comment by Daphne to the question “Do you think why they need to learn 
Catholic education and Civic education” on “Research Diary”, October 21, 
2008)  
(4) I agree with Larry. As he said, we can not always think the international 
partners’ school lunch must be delicious. We do not really know what their 
school lunch taste like!  
(Teresa’s comment on Larry’s reply to the question “What do you learn from the 
American partners’ videos of school rules?” on “Research Diary”, January, 16, 
2009) 
(5) I agree with Daphne! She found that when she learnt the international 
partners’ schools rules, she also realized the similarities and differences between 
us and them. I think that is very important.                         
(Ryan’s comment on Daphne’s reply to the question “What do you learn from 
the American partners’ videos of school rules?” on “Research Diary”, January, 
16, 2009)  
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Moreover, at the last phase, not only the instructor but also the student played the 

role of encouraging other members to think deeper about any issues through asking 

questions. For example, one of the students, Brian, tended to ask other members 

questions after he read their comments.  

I support Teresa’s idea about having a Writing Wednesday in school and 
practicing writing some meaningful things. But what exactly does “meaningful 
things” mean? What meaningful things should we write?  

(Blog comment by Brian on “Research Diary”, January 5, 2009) 

These incidents support the positive impact of the blog environment on the 

intercultural learning, suggested by Elola and Oskoz (2008), who said that students 

could perceive benefits from blog interaction and develop intercultural understanding 

when compelled by the comments and questions on the blog. 

This intercultural project “A day at my school” provided an opportunity for the 

six students to communicate with their international partners on the blog. The critical 

incidents above show that the students could learn intercultural communication 

competence and intercultural thinking by means of interacting with their partners on 

the blog. First, the students developed strong motivation for intercultural 

communication as they could use multimedia materials to present themselves and 

gained positive feedback from the international partners. Then the students faced the 

difficulties of maintaining the communication with their international partners 

because they lacked the experience of interacting with people on the Internet. By 

observing other students’ blog posts and comments, the students gradually found the 

ways of expressing their ideas on the blogs. After the students’ cultural assumptions 

were repeatedly challenged by their international partners and discussed the cultural 

issues with other local peers, the students became aware of the differences and 

similarities between cultures. They took a step back to evaluate their own belief and 

also able to critically evaluated others’ belief and behaviors. Moreover, they reflected 
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on their improper or naive presumption, such as their negative impression about their 

own culture and overgeneralization of the international partners. Finally, the students 

could appreciate the cultural differences and similarities and learn to see things from 

multiple perspectives. Thus, intercultural competence had a chance to develop.  

For the six students, it was their first time to learn cultures by interacting with 

others on a blog and at the end of the project they all had learnt how to think cultural 

issues from different perspectives and increased their confidence in communicating in 

English. .The students demonstrated their capacity of developing high order thinking 

skills and using L2 to interact with people in the intercultural environment which 

were totally different from their past learning experience. Their achievement is very 

impressive because, in the past, there seemed to be an agreement that direct contact 

with native speakers was considered the way that facilitated intercultural education.  

However, did all these students successfully understand the real meaning of 

intercultural interaction? Based on the researcher’ observation, one of the students, 

Daphne, had few problems with interacting with the international partners in English 

and gave impressive reflections on the cultural issues. Compared to Daphne, some of 

the student, like Teresa, spent much time adapting themselves to the blog 

communication environment. They struggled with interacting with their partners in 

English and producing their intercultural thinking. The students’ different 

performance in the intercultural communication pointed out the need to clarify some 

questions. Since they had different performances in the project and developed their 

intercultural understanding at different paces, what factors made them behave so 

differently during the process? And more important, how did each of them overcome 

the difficulties and finally develop their intercultural competences? Therefore, it is 

necessary to acquire more detailed understanding of the students’ previous learning 

style, how they gradually developed their intercultural understanding during the 
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process and how their attitude toward intercultural learning changed. Since 

intercultural learning is strongly linked to language learning (Mara, 2007), how were 

their attitudes toward English learning before and after communication with others on 

the blog?  

 Thus, in next section, the researcher zoomed in on three of the students to see 

how each of them developed their intercultural understanding in the process. Based on 

the second research questions: How do the three students in a Taiwanese elementary 

school develop intercultural competence by sharing their school life to their 

international partners through weblogs and multimedia sources? and the third research 

question: How do their attitudes toward learning English change as they learn to 

discuss school life with international partners in the weblog and the online 

environment?, three of the students’ learning experiences were analyzed, respectively. 

To have a complete view of how these elementary school students developed their 

intercultural abilities and changed their attitude toward English learning on the blog, 

there will be a description about their changes during the process. 
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The three students’ learning styles and intercultural experience 

Daphne 

Daphne’s learning style 

Active, Interactive 

When I interviewed some teachers who had taught Daphne, they had similar 

impression about her. They thought of Daphne as an active learner who enjoyed 

exploring new things through oral presentation and group discussion. One of her 

favorite activities in class was to share what she learnt in textbooks to other 

classmates through oral presentations. In describing how well-motivated and 

well-prepared Daphne was when she did the oral presentations in the social studies 

class, her home room teacher said: 

I think Daphne really likes to share things because when students are assigned 
works for their social studies projects, she always volunteered to be the oral 
presentation speaker. From her talking about the Greece culture confidently, she 
had really prepared a lot of things just for this moment.  

(Interview with Daphne’s home room teacher, February 20, 2009) 

Daphne’s science teacher also mentioned that Daphne worked very hard in class 

and she especially liked to project-based cooperative learning activities such as 

scientific project competitions in which she could acquire knowledge through group 

discussion.  

Daphne’s active learning style partly came from her parents’ encouragement. 

Since she was little, her parents paid close attention to her learning and always 

supported her to learn whatever she liked. They assisted Daphne’s learning through 

discussing possible answers with her when she had questions. Thus, Daphne liked to 

learn new knowledge by directly asking questions or discussing with people. At the 

first interview, she said if she had questions, she would ask for others’ assistance right 

away. “I don’t like the feeling when I can’t get something clear. When I am at home, I 
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ask my mom if I have questions about my homework. My mom told me if I have 

questions, I should ask my teacher or classmates right away. So when I am in school, I 

will discuss with my teachers and classmates. I think it’s the best way [to solve 

problems,]” Daphne said (September 15, 2008). Daphne’s people-oriented learning 

style was obviously deeply influenced by her mother’s involvement in her learning.  

High motivation for English communication 

In addition to learning style, Daphne’s interest in communicating with people 

was also related to her mother’s guidance. Since Daphne was six years old, her 

mother assisted her to write English emails to two English adults who used to be her 

kindergarten teachers. She told the researcher how she interacted with them through 

emails.  

 I have been emailing my teachers for six years! [Through email communication] 
I know many things about my British teachers’ life in England, such as when 
they got married and had babies.  

(Interview#1, September 15, 2008) 

Because of this email communication experience, she developed the confidence 

of communicating in English and had high motivation to learn English. Daphne knew 

that English was a very important tool for communication and long-distance 

relationship building. She said, “Since I was very little, I have thought that English is 

not a subject but a tool for communication and fun. I can use English to make friends”             

(Interview #1, September 15, 2008).  

High self-expectation leading to the failure of teamwork 

Though Daphne’s parents did not require her to maintain perfect scores in 

school, they insisted she be responsible for her study. Therefore, Daphne always took 

her learning very seriously and had high self-expectation, which made Daphne want 

everything done perfectly. However, when Daphne worked with other local students 

in learning tasks, she tended to be in charge of the whole process because she cared 
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about the results too much. She asked other teammates to get involved as actively as 

she did. If someone did not want to cooperate with her, she would rather take the 

whole responsibility of finishing the tasks alone than trying to communicate with her 

teammates. “My teammates did not work with me so I have to finish the work for 

them because it’s useless to convince them to work with me,” she said in the first 

interview. 

Daphne’s high self-expectation and lack in group communication skills led to 

conflicts with her classmates and risked the failure of cooperation and friendship. 

Daphne’s teachers said that Daphne’s great performance and high self-expectation 

sometimes posed too much stress on other students. Some of them even thought 

Daphne just wanted to “show off” and to get teachers’ attention; they thus became 

reluctant to work with her. It could be seen that though Daphne liked to learn by 

interacting with people, her high self-expectation prevented her from successfully 

communicating with her partners in cooperative learning tasks.      

Conflicting with teacher-centered learning 

Daphne’s active learning attitude made her always have good academic 

performance in school. However, some teachers did not like Daphne’s learning style. 

They said though Daphne actively expressed her ideas and what she knew in class 

discussion, she turned to be inattentive easily during lectures. “She only chooses what 

she wants to learn. When she is not interested, she would easily get lost in her own 

world,” said her home room teacher. Daphne’s behavior made her teachers think that 

she was self-centered or unwilling to follow teachers’ instructions. Daphne, on the 

other hand, complained that there was not much time for students to share their 

learning with others.  
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I hope our learning could be more interactive. We can show what we learn from 
books instead of always listening to teachers’ lectures. That’s boring.  

(Interview #1, September 15, 2008)  

This statement indicated that Daphne showed her dissatisfaction about 

teacher-centered classrooms in which little or no time was allowed for students to 

discuss or share their ideas, particularly if teachers kept lecturing most of the time.  

Daphne’s intercultural experience on the blog 

Phase 1: Having high interest in the project but Relying on the local teacher for a 

framework 

High expectation toward and interest in her international partners 

Daphne’s learning style and previous experience of email communication with 

people from different countries made her have great interest in sharing personal 

information with international partners. Thus, when she knew she could join the 

intercultural project themed, “A day at my school.” she was very excited because she 

believed she would enjoy working on this project as much as her previous email 

communication experience. 

 Therefore, at Phase 1, when the students started to contact their international 

partner, Daphne showed more ambition than others for interacting with these 

international partners. She tried to develop friendships with her partners by giving 

positive comments and eagerly expected them to write back. For example, when she 

saw the American partners’ self-introduction podcasts, she wrote the following 

comments to show her friendliness: 

(1) Hi! Carrie and Students ! 
I like your video. Thanks for sharing with us. I want to know more about 
you@_@ (Blog comment on “A day at my school”, September 8, 2008) 

(2) Dear Roisin & Breanna~ 
I am happy to hear that you like our introduction movie, I hope we can make 
friend!!! (Blog comment on “A day at my school”, September 15, 2008) 

    The smiley emoticons and the exclamation marks at the end of these messages 
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clearly reveal her enthusiasm. Besides, she showed great curiosity to her partners by 

asking them many questions, such as what pet they kept at home and at school, and 

what subjects and lunch they had at school. Additionally, she disclosed her own 

hobbies and school life on the blog in order to let her partners know more about 

herself. When she knew, from the international partner’s post, many of them kept pets 

at home and that one of them, Tiffany, could speak Chinese, she expressed her 

excitement through her comments:.  

    (1)Hi~Tifany and Em: 
Wow~you both have a lot of pets, to be honest, I have keep fishes ,too. 
Do you also love animals, too? 
Our school have a school dog, called "Little White", 
Did your school have school animal, too?  

(Blog comment on “A day at my school”, October 5, 2008) 
    (2)Hi~Tiffany, Your teacher says that you can speak Mandarin!!!  

Are you from Asia? If you are, are you from China, Japan, or from Taiwan 
like me? ~Waiting for your reply~  

(Blog comment on “A day at my school”, October 8, 2008)  

It can be seen that Daphne not only had high motivation for knowing more  

about her partners but would like to build closer relationships with them by 

attempting to relate her life experience to her partners’. Daphne’s high interest in 

close communication with international partners became an important factor that 

supported her to actively develop intercultural dialogues with her partners. Unlike the 

teacher-centered classroom, the blog environment provided her with much freedom to 

share her feelings with international partners. The project seemed to match well with 

her learning style, but at this phase, her attention only focused on personal daily 

information exchange, which was what she had used to do with her British teachers.    

Relying on the local teacher for a framework to communicate online 

Daphne liked this project because she could have the opportunity to 

communicate and make friends with teachers and students from different countries. 
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On the other hand, she was not sure about how to communicate with international 

partners on the blog because of her previous learning experience in class and 

unfamiliarity with the blog environment. In her own class, she was always required to 

get the teacher’s permission or followed the teacher’s guidance before she could 

express her opinions in class. This experience made Daphne believe that in a group 

learning environment, there must be some rules to follow and to get teachers’ 

permissions. Daphne thought it was the same situation in the blog environment and 

she needed to find the rules before expressing her opinions for group discussion.  

  Therefore, at the beginning of the project, she always sought the teacher’s 

guidance and permission before she was going to write a post or comment on the blog. 

This was because she wanted to make sure if her opinions would be accepted by the 

teacher and if she followed the proper way to communicate on the blog. However, 

when she found that the instructor gave all the participants much freedom to write 

anything they want, she looked quite happy and became more involved in writing 

blog posts and comments (Teacher’s log, September 18, 2008). The student-oriented 

learning environment improved Daphne’s willingness to participate in intercultural 

communication.   

Compared to other participants, Daphne had more motivation for expressing her 

ideas well and forming social connections with international partners. Her great 

curiosity about her partners’ school life encouraged her to find questions from the 

partners’ posts. Besides, in order to be understood by her partners, Daphne thought 

very carefully when she wrote blog posts and comments. When she had problems 

translating her opinions into English, she would ask for the instructor’s assistance 

immediately. Without feeling overwhelmed as many other students did, Daphne was 

able to adjust to the blog environment very quickly where frequently asking and 

answering questions were necessary for maintaining intercultural communication.  
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Phase2: Feeling encouraged and supported by international partners 

Feeling encouraged and supported by international partners 

 Daphne’s active participation was noticed by some of the international partners. 

Among them, the Italian teacher, Andrea, played an important role of supporting 

Daphne’s ideas. He found that Daphne already knew some important Italian cultural 

knowledge. When he provided the students with rich information about what Italian 

students learnt at school, most of the students replied with only a few simple 

questions, such as “How many students are there in your school?” However, Daphne 

responded to Andrea’s posts with what she learnt from her own textbook. She said: 

I had learnt "Pompeii Town" in our class, and it's in Italy! I love ancient culture! 
And Pompeii is my favorite; I really want to visit it. 
Have you been to Pompeii? Can you give me some information? 
Ciao!!!*-*      (Blog comment on “A day at my school”, October 11, 2008)  

Her comment impressed Andrea a lot because she was the only one who 

mentioned "Pompeii Town", an important piece of knowledge about Italian culture 

and was able to apply what she learnt from books. Therefore, Andrea offered her 

much more details about Pompeii. 

Thanks for your question about Pompeii, which is in the South of Italy (Campania 
Region), my father Giuseppe was born in that same region.  
I have never visited Pompeii; it is linked to the Romans. I don't know why but 
they wanted to conquer the lands and people around them. At that time, Earth, 
Waters, Air and Fire around Pompeii suffered; the volcano erupted. It is a sad 
event (Blog comment by the international partner, Andrew, October 13, 2008). 

Moreover, Andrea even sent a DVD about Pompeii to her through post mail. The 

information about Pompeii and DVD offered made Daphne very excited, particularly 

because Andrea replied her questions right away and gave her much useful 

information. Through intense interaction with Andrea, Daphne gradually knew more 

about Italian culture and developed very good impression about Italy and the people 

there. 
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After talking with Andrea, I believe Andrea is a good and patient teacher, he 
always answers our question [sic] carefully, when I ask him some information 
about Pompeii, he answers me very quickly and correctly. Now I know Italy is 
not a country that did not have culture, and Pompeii Town is an excavation of 
civilization… I have more fantasy to [sic] Italy, the beautiful view, people’s 
friendly [sic] are all attracting me. I hope someday [sic] that I can travel to Italy.           

(Blog post on “A day at my school”, October 28, 2008) 

Daphne felt a sense of accomplishment when communicating with Andrea on the 

blog. In the second interview, she said that this was her first time getting first-hand 

knowledge about Italy from a local informant instead of from textbooks. More 

importantly, Andrea’s support made her gain more confidence in expressing her ideas 

on the blog and helped her develop more interest in Italian culture. She said, “Andrea 

is very nice because I don’t feel nervous when I ask him questions and he helps me 

learn more about Italy” (Interview#2, October 30, 2008). 

In addition to receiving immediate reply from Andrea, the self-introduction video 

made by Daphne also gained her positive feedback from the American partners. 

Daphne considered the international partners’ response as an important support for 

her to share her ideas. Realizing that there were some audience waiting for her posts 

and comments on the blog, she increased her confidence in expressing her own 

opinions. She started to add more of her own thinking and tried to think from multiple 

perspectives. For example, when Andrea mentioned the importance of peace 

education in Italian schools, Daphne tried to look at “peace” from Andrea’s 

perspective. 

It is really hard but important thing to maintain “peace" [in Italy], especially in 
Europe this “big family". I think we can make a website to talk about this, or 
deliver a speech about “peace", I believe there are many people that will agree 
with it (Blog post on “A day at my school”, October 19, 2008)! 
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From her comment, it could be seen that Daphne addressed the question of why  

“peace” in Italy by thinking from the perspective of the people living in Italy, a 

country which is surrounded by many other countries and therefore could have 

conflicts with others. Moreover, in order to support Andrea’ idea about the 

importance of peace education, she thought of some solutions to promote “Peace” in 

schools. On the blog she wrote down her reflection on her own culture. 

In Italy, everyone values '' peace'', they won't fight or argue. Compared to Italy, 
in Taiwan, many people fight for little things. If every Taiwan people are 
friendly to each other, Taiwan must be more beautiful!!!  

(Blog post on “A day at my school”, October 28, 2008) 

Daphne was expressing her dissatisfaction that many people in Taiwan did not 

know how to maintain peace. Although from an adult’s perspective such a comment 

may be considered naïve and unjustifiable, her statements instantly got Andrea’s 

attention and he posted another article to resolve her misunderstanding. In other 

words, Daphne’s open expression of her feelings about culture issues gave other 

international partners the chance to deepen the cultural discussion and clarify the 

misunderstandings. Besides, it was clear that blog interaction engaged her in making 

comparison between Italy and Taiwan and questioning some of the values in her own 

culture and context. She obviously was able to express her feelings, think critically, 

and understand cultural differences.  

Phase3: Being highly appreciated by the onsite instructor and becoming truly 

interactive with other local students 

Being supported by the onsite instructor 

Daphne’s critical thinking enriched her posts and comments and also influenced 

the instructor and other students. Her performance on the blog impressed her 

instructor and inspired other students to learn how to express their thinking on the 

blog. Most of the students said they were impressed by Daphne’s comments, just as 
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Larry’s (one of her classmates) commented, “She always remembers the details about 

international partners’ posts, and she can think of many questions we never thought 

of” (blog comment, December 22, 2008). After Phase 2, the students shared their 

experience of interacting with international partners. During the process, the instructor 

encouraged Daphne to share her strategies of writing comments first. Daphne said she 

preferred sharing what she thought about international partners’ posts first, then what 

cultural differences and similarities she observed, and finally ask partners questions if 

there was something in partners’ posts she did not understand (Teacher’s log, October 

23, 2008). Her sharing about how to write comments was highly appreciated by the 

instructor. She even encouraged other students to follow Daphne’s strategies to 

interact with international partners, which reinforced her motivation of contributing 

more in the intercultural project. 

Yes, I felt more confident when the instructor said she agreed with my way [of 
communicating with international partners.] I really look forward to coming here 
[the computer lab] and talk with the international partners. I really want to talk 
with them more (Interview#2, October 30, 2008). 

Becoming truly interactive with the peers 

In addition to being supported by international partners and the onsite instructor, 

Daphne also experienced how to interact with other local students on the blog 

“Research Diary.” During the process of discussing intercultural issues with other 

local students on “Research Diary,” she could read their opinions and had more 

chance to interact with them. In the second interview, she indicated the factor that 

made her feel easier to have more interaction with the local students. 

 Although on “A day at my school” we can practice communicating with 
international partners, sometimes we still can not express all our ideas because 
our English is not good enough. But on the blog “Research Diary,” we can 
freely express what we think of [about the culture issues] in Chinese.           

(Interview#2, October 30, 2008) 
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She was interested to know other students’ different ideas. Discussing in Chinese 

facilitated their exchange of different opinions. She was able to support other local 

students through responding to their comments. 

I agreed with Larry. Although I think Taiwan is not so bad, we still have many 
social problems. As Gary said, we have political problems. 
                   (Blog comment on “Research Diary”, October 24, 2008) 

 More important, she also knew what they thought highly of her ideas. Other 

local students’ comments made her feel supported when they said they agreed with 

her ideas and encouraged her to give some positive comments to those members who 

had different interpretations on their international partners’ blog posts and comments.   

It’s interesting to know more about other’s thinking on the issues. Some have 
the same opinions as mine but some have different but interesting answers. I like 
to read the comments by some students saying that they agree with my statement. 
That makes me feel supported. I also like to read some different comments 
because they [some of other students] have something I never thought of. I also 
give them some feedbacks (Interview#2, October 30, 2008). 

She thought this kind of interaction between the students rarely happened in her 

previous learning experience.  

Sometimes when I work with my classmates, I have to do most of the work 
because even though I ask them to cooperate, they still don’t do it. But here [the 
blog “Research Diary”] is different. I can see everyone’s contribution and no 
one have to take all the responsibility. (Interview#2, October 30, 2008) 

Unlike her previous teamwork experience, in the blog environment, everyone 

had to make some contribution by sharing his or her opinions. Daphne felt 

comfortable about the equal contribution that every member made on the blog 

because she did not have to take the whole responsibility for others. It could be seen 

that during the process of exchanging ideas on the blog, Daphne could finally relieve 

the burden of pushing others or completing the work alone and started to really 

interact with her students as she read others’ opinions and supported them by giving 

responses.  
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Phase3-4: Learning to think from different perspectives and being followed by other 

participants 

Learning to think from different perspectives and discovering new findings 

As an experienced learner who had emailed with her English teacher for six 

years, Daphne found that compared to email communication, the openness of blog 

communication allow more answers from different perspectives. She said, “While I 

only got a single answer from my teacher through emails, different answers from 

different people on the blogs” (Interview# 3, November 21, 2008). The different 

opinions from international partners helped her to adjust her presumption and 

understand more about her partners. For example, in her reflection journal, she 

indicated how her international partners’ different answers about school lunch 

changed her assumption and increased her knowledge about Italy and America:  

It’s interesting to know our partners’ school lunch. I thought their lunch must be 
very different from ours. Now I know there are not only differences but also 
some similarities. I am surprised that though American partners are so far away 
from us, they eat similar food and have to behave well like us. And I’m 
surprised that many students eat together in the cafeteria because if we had one, 
I’m curious about how so many students can be eating lunch in the same place! 
And our lunch is quite different from Italian partners’. But I think they eat their 
food “Chou Chou” with their family and friends. That is kind of like our 
reunion dinner. I think they hope every one enjoy the happiness together.  

                          (Reflection journal#2, November 28, 2008) 

It could be seen that Daphne was sensitive to the cultural clues providing by the 

international partners. She also developed in-depth thinking about the other cultures 

through finding their culture values from the international partners’ blog posts and 

furthermore discovered new finding by making connection between the international 

partners’ and her own culture values.   
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Being followed by other participants 

Her strategies for writing blog comments at Phase 2 and her intercultural 

thinking from different perspectives influenced other local students a lot in the 

following phases. For most of the students, it was not easy to voice their opinions on 

the blog because they did not know what they could say on the blog. “I don’t know 

what else I can ask them” was a comment often made by the other students after 

reading their partners’ posts at Phase 2. But as discussed earlier, because of Daphne’s 

sharing and the instructor’s encouragement, many of the students gradually wrote 

blog posts and comments following the way Daphne had told them during Phase 3 

and 4. They started to ask questions based on their partners’ posts and practice finding 

out the differences and similarities between cultures.  

(1) Your school lunch must be very delicious. We don't eat any things special at 
Thanksgiving. Is your Thanksgiving lunch yummy? I think it must be 
yummy! What do you think?  
(Blog comment by Teresa on “A day at my school”, November 14, 2008) 

(2) To Tiffany 
I like your recess activities because they are fun. We don't have equipments 
so we bring our balls from home. What are the rules of Four Square Is it like 
dodge ball? What do you think?  
(Blog comment by Larry on “A day at my school”, December 19, 2008) 

It was clear that they had taken Daphne’s blog comments as a reference for 

writing their own. Daphne’s posts helped the other participants to observe more 

closely their partners’ blog posts and also offered clues for how to maintain further 

communication. It is evident that Daphne’s posts played an important role for 

improving the other students’ blog posts and comments. She served as a good 

example of writing comments for them.    

Phase5: Thinking of blogs as an important tool for developing cultural awareness 

After finishing the intercultural project, when asked whether she benefitted from 

the blog communication, Daphne recognized the blog environment’s benefit for 
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enabling cultural discussions and mentioned some advantages of using blogs for 

developing intercultural thinking:  

Yes! I think using blog [as the platform of the intercultural project] can help us 
to interact with more people. We can know more different thinking from them. 
But if we use email, we only know a person’s thinking. But when we use the 
blog as the communication tool, anyone can join the discussion by posting 
his/her comments on the blog (Interview#5, January 19, 2009). 

   In addition, another advantage which helped her a lot was that blogs allowed 

time to revisit the content. In order to join the group discussion about the critical 

incidents that happened on the blog “A day at my school,” she would look back at the 

old comments and articles she or other participants posted and triggered her reflection 

on those intercultural experiences. “When I go back [to the blog “A day at my 

school”], sometimes I find I can have more thinking that I did not think of.” she said 

(Interview#5, January 19, 2009).  

Daphne quite enjoyed the intercultural learning experience as she said “I like 

this project because I can make friends from different countries and feel relaxed 

[sharing daily things in English with her partners on the blog]” (Interview#5, January 

19, 2009). Besides, she also told me that through interacting with international 

partners, she had more interest in knowing different cultures. She said, “I’m very 

interested in every single blog post and comment about different cultures. For 

example, the topic I learnt best is “Learning courses” because I know the unique 

courses they learn in school. I hope one day I can study abroad and know more about 

what it is like to live in America and Italy” (Interview#5, January 19, 2009). Her 

positive impression developed from this intercultural project reinforced her 

confidence and interest to explore the world.    
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Daphne’s attitude toward English learning on the blog 

Using English as the main medium for learning different cultures was a totally 

new experience for her which brought some changes to her perception of learning 

English. At the fifth interview (January, 10, 2009), she described her attitude toward 

English before the project and how blog communication had changed her attitude 

towards English learning. 

Before the project: Thinking of English as a “fun” language 

Before joining the project, Daphne always thought about learning English as an 

activity full of fun because she was always in the environment of learning English 

without much stress. “In kindergarten, I used to play games and read stories to 

practice my English and now the English lessons taught in school are very easy,” she 

said. Another reason she thought that English was “fun” was she could communicate 

with people from other countries and learnt a lot from them. As discussed earlier, she 

had the experience of emailing in English with her English teachers for six years 

before this study. In emails her teachers told her their lives in England. The 

interactions made Daphne feel the excitement of knowing a different life though 

English communication. “It is amazing that through my teacher’s words, I can 

imagine the life in a different country,” she said. For Daphne, communication in 

English seemed to offer her a chance to have a glimpse of different lives and cultures. 

Phase1-2: Having no confidence, but taking the positive attitude toward the challenge 

Having no confidence in expressing her opinions in English in the discussion 

However, when she started to talk to her international partners on the blog, she 

was not sure if she could express her opinions clearly. Interestingly, though Daphne 

was one of the few students who had had intercultural experience, she thought her 

previous email communication experience could not totally be applied to the blog 

environment.  
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I think blog discussion and email communication in English are different. I can 
talk lots of things to my British teacher because I’ve already known her. Most of 
the time, we just say hello to each other and talked about her family, who I know 
well, too. But on the blog, I had to talk to a group of people I did not know and 
they did not know me, either! I had to think what I could say and how to say it 
clearly. Otherwise, I think my [international] partners might not know what I 
said (Interview#6, January 20, 2009). 

Compared with email communication, blog communication posed more 

challenge for her. It was her first time to voice her thinking on the blog and she felt it 

was different from the interaction she had had with her teacher in England. Daphne 

could say anything to her teacher because they were familiar with each other.  

However, it was a different case when talking to people whom she had never met. She 

felt a little worried if her English abilities would help her communicate with the 

international partners without shared knowledge.  

Taking an active attitude toward the challenge of communicating in English 

Even though Daphne thought it was not easy to express her opinions in English, 

she still adopted an active and positive attitude toward this challenge. Based on the 

researcher’s observation, while most of the other local students tended to interact with 

the international partners with the words and sentences they had already known, 

Daphne wrote comments or posts based on what messages she wanted her partners to 

know. In order to express her thinking completely, she often checked Chinese-English 

online dictionaries or asked for the instructor’s help. 

When I did not know how to translate my thinking into English, I checked the 
Yahoo Online Dictionary or asked my teacher to help me translate. Before I 
published the posts or comments, I asked my teacher to check them again to 
make sure there are no mistakes. I think I’ve learnt more new words this way. 

 (Interview#6, January 20, 2009) 
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The following blog comments posted on the “A day at my school” demonstrated 

the strategies Daphne mentioned above to express her thinking in English. The words 

or phrases Daphne learnt either from the on-line dictionary [a]or with the instructor’s 

help are underlined [b].   

(1) Not only the stories are arresting [a] me, I also love Greek, too. It has the 
most blue [sic] sky in the word, and the white buildings. It's so beautiful and 
romantic. (Blog comment, September, 18, 2008) 

(2) As for [b]our Nap time, not all of us will sleep in that time, they can choose 
to sleep or reading quietly with friend [b].Sometimes our school will arrange 
some activities, listening speeches, or when it was in Teacher's Day, we have 
activities of showing our respect to teachers in this class [b].     

(Blog comment on “A day at my school”, October, 15, 2008) 

Daphne’s using different strategies in writing blog posts and making comments 

in English shows that she tried to figure out ways to interact with others in English. 

She was willing to learn new words to express her ideas and thought it was an 

opportunity to improve her English. From her positive attitude toward the challenge, it 

showed that Daphne really enjoyed learning English and blog interaction. She even 

reinforced her confidence when she got her partners’ many positive responses as she 

said:  

I thought it would be very difficult. Now it is not that difficult to write English 
on the blog because [from the international partners’ feedback] I know they 
understand what I want to tell them (Interview#6, January 20, 2009).   

Phase 3-4: Having more motivation to practice English abilities on the blog 

Since Daphne was aware that many international partners would read her posts 

and comments, she felt much confident exchanging more information with them in 

English. “I’m glad that so many people read my comments and could give me some 

responses. And that made me want to know more about them and talk more [to 

them],” she said (Interview#6, January 20, 2009). The motivation to interact with 

international partners pushed her to spend more time practicing reading and writing 
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blog posts and comments. She even asked the instructor if she could come to the 

computer classroom often during the school recess in order to read more feedbacks 

from the international partners and write response to their posts (Teacher’s log, 

November, 20, 2008).   

In addition to developing more interest in English communication through 

blogging with international partners, Daphne also mentioned the multimedia resources 

on the blog gave her the situated learning environment with asynchronous 

communication, which was another factor to encourage her to read and write in 

English.  

Though I wish I could talk to them [international partners] face to face, I think 
it’s also ok for me to talk on the blog because I could still see their faces and hear 
their voice in their videos. And I think it’s better because I did not get nervous! 
They talked about what they really did in their life and I could tell then my life or 
my opinions through words, website links or videos. If I did not have enough 
time to give [my international partners] comments at school, I could do it at 
home (Interview#6, January 20, 2009).  

For Daphne, the blog environment, though it was not like face- to- face contact 

that she hoped to have, still offered her virtual communication opportunities through 

multimedia. Later she found out, compared with direct communication, it was much 

better to talk on the blogs because she did not worry she would not be able to reply to 

her partners’ posts immediately. She could enjoy the process of communicating and 

learn more new knowledge by taking the time to think about ways to express herself.   

Since feeling comfortable with practicing English abilities in the blog 

environment, she was more willing to devote more time to sharing her school life. In 

fact, she spent more time than other students in making multimedia works in order to 

present her school life. She also thought making multimedia works helped her provide 

as many details as she could about her school life. For example, in her video of 

introducing school sports day, she chose many pictures of sports day and, below each 
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of her pictures, Daphne wrote a short but detailed description about what students did 

in the opening ceremony, sports competitions, and the close ceremony. This is her first 

multimedia work with the most detailed English description during the project. When 

I asked her what pushed her to write so many descriptions in her video, she smiled 

and said: 

I chose many pictures of my school sports day and put them in my videos. I wrote 
lots of description based on these pictures. When making the video, I would like 
to give more details about my school life. I think it is a good way to practice 
English because I feel I can talk more to others in English.  

(Interview#6, January 20, 2009)  

Daphne considered that blogs gave her the chance to experience the practical  

usage of English for real communicative purposes. The multi-functions of the blog 

environment also helped her express her thinking in various ways. It could be seen 

that communicating in English in the blog environment improved Daphne’s linguistic 

self-perception 

Phase5: Taking control of her English learning 

In the project, Daphne actively used English as the medium to learn new cultures 

and present her own life to a group of people who would give her supports and 

respond to her posts or comments. Especially at the final stage, students were 

expected to share what school rules they thought were worthy sharing with the 

international partners. They discussed not only the differences and similarities of 

school rules in different countries but also the reasons for having the school rules. 

This interaction helped Daphne understand the difference between learning English 

for it own sake and learning to use English in real social contexts. She said,   

I thought this project is very interesting and practical because I could learn what 
words I want to know. The instructor gave us much time to think and I asked for 
the teacher’s help when I needed the assistance for translation. In our English 
class, most of the time, we listen to the teachers’ instruction, and memorize the 
grammars, vocabulary and KK phonetic symbols. Though I think these things are 
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also very important, I think when we’ve already had some basic English abilities, 
we could do this kind of activity [communicating on the blog] often.  

(Interview#6, January 20, 2009)  

This comment shows that during the process of learning how to communicate 

with international partners on the blogs, Daphne became a learner who could actively 

take control of her English learning. She did not passively receive knowledge from 

teachers. Instead, she was responsible for her own questions, and she used English as 

the medium to exchange information with partners. Daphne seemed to be glad to see 

the changes to her English learning and enjoy the interactive English learning 

experience. Based on the researcher’s observation, she could not hide her excitement 

when she knew she could write whatever she wanted without any limitation or the 

rules set by the instructor. Though she was still used to telling the instructor what she 

wanted to post before publishing her comments on the blog, her purpose was only to 

ask the instructor to check if there were any grammatical errors in her writing. In 

other words, she decided her English communication on the blog and she knew the 

instructor was there to solve her problems. 

Unlike some of the students who were struggling with how to express their 

thinking in English, Daphne was able to adjust herself to the blog environment 

because she liked to learn about different cultures and English through interaction and 

discussions. Therefore, she always had high motivation for developing her reading 

and writing skills in order to interact with partners on the blog. Just as what Daphne 

had mentioned in the first interview: “I hope our learning can be more interactive.” 

The flexibility and frequent interaction of the blog environment seemed to meet her 

expectation of learning. 

The following table (Table 4.2.1) serves a summary of Daphne’s case. It shows 

Daphne’s learning style, the development of her intercultural understanding, 

communication abilities, her attitude change toward English learning throughout the 
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project and her intercultural experience analyzed by Byram’s guideline.  

Table 4.2.1 Summary of Daphne’s learning style and the development of her 

intercultural communication and her attitude change toward English learning. 

Learning style 
1. Under her mother’s influence, having strong motivation for learning through the interaction with 

other people.  
2. Having conflicts with classmates and teachers due to her high self-expectation and lack of 

attention to lectures. 
 

The development of Daphne’s intercultural communication abilities and her attitude change toward 
English learning. 

Time The development of 
intercultural understanding, 
communication abilities 

The attitude change 
toward English 
learning 

Time The numbers of the 
instance that fell into 
Byram’s guideline 

Phase1 1. Having interest in 
intercultural 
communication 
because of previous 
email experience. 

2. Feeling unsecured for 
a lack of rules but 
soon enjoying 
expressing her ideas 
freely on the blogs.  

1. Having no 
confidence of 
communicating 
in English 
because of the 
lack of 
international 
partners’ social 
clues. 

2. Taking a 
positive 
attitude to 
enhance her 
English 
abilities by 
asking for the 
instructor’ help 
or consult the 
online 
dictionary.  

 

Phase1  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

9 
2 
4 
0 
0 
0 

0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 

1
0
1
0
0
0

Phase2 1. Feeling encouraged 
and supported by the 
international partners. 

2. Developing closer 
relationship with 
international partners 
by expressing her true 
feeling, thinking 
cultural issues from 
different perspective, 
and analyzing cultural 
differences. 

3.  

Phase2  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

4 
0 
4 
1 
1 
0 

1 
5 
2 
1 
0 
1 

2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 

Phase 3 1. Being highly appreciated 
by onsite instructor and 
other local students. 

2. Becoming more willing 
to read and support other 
people’ posts and truly 
interactive with other 
local teammates. 

 
 

1. Being aware of 
the social 
support from 
the 
international 
partners’ 
feedback and 
she was 
motivated to 
spend more 
time reading 
and  
responding  
blog posts   
 
 
 
 

Phase3  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

4 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 

2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 

Phase 3-4 1. Discovering some new 
information about the 
international partners’ 
life as she compared 
differences and 
similarities between 
cultures.  

Phase4  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

3 
0 
2 
3 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
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2. Using various 
strategies to 
communicate with 
international partners 
and serving as a good 
model of writing 
comments for other 
members.  

2. Having more 
confidence of 
communicating 
in English 
from not only 
writing 
comment but 
also making 
multimedia 
works in 
English. 

Phase 5 1. Thinking that the 
blog functions 
helped her learn 
cultures with more 
in-depth thinking 
through reflecting on 
her previous blog 
posts and comments.

2. Having positive 
attitude toward 
intercultural 
communications and 
more motivation to 
know different 
cultures.    

1. Considering 
English the 
medium to 
learn cultures 
and make 
friends. 

2. Preferring 
taking 
responsibility 
of learning 
English and 
enjoying 
learning 
English in the 
interactive 
atmosphere 
of the 
intercultural 
communicati
on.  

Phase5  AD RD RJ

A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 

1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
2 

2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 

Note: AD, the blog titled “A day at my school”；RD, the blog titled “A day at my school”；RJ, 

Reflection journal 
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Teresa 

Teresa’s learning style 

Always following teachers’ instruction 

In many teachers’ eyes, Teresa was an attentive listener and a serious learner. She 

always paid attention to teachers’ lecture, followed their guidance, took notes 

carefully, and finished her assignment on time. “She is the student you can trust. She 

can finish whatever you want her to do.” said Teresa’s home room teacher (Interview 

with Teresa’s home room teacher, February, 20, 2009). Her obedience was highly 

appreciated by many teachers. However, she sometimes took teachers’ words so 

seriously that she had conflict with her classmates during the learning process. 

Teresa’s home room teacher said that she easily got into arguments with other 

classmates when they missed the details of teachers’ instructions. Teresa’s behavior of 

following teachers’ words rigidly might be related to her low self-confidence and her 

need to be recognized by teachers.  

She is the student who wants to do everything well but extremely lacks 
self-confidence. She always thinks she is not good enough but she doesn’t want 
to be considered “not good enough” by teachers. Thus, she would rather have 
conflict with her classmates than be blamed by me. (Interview with Teresa’s 
home room teacher, February, 20, 2009)   

Teresa’ lack of self-confidence also influenced her attitude toward learning. In 

the first interview (September 15, 2008), Teresa said she was not smart enough 

because sometimes even when she studied very hard but still couldn’t get good grades 

in tests. She believed listening to the teachers’ explanation and instruction could help 

her learning. “I think the most important thing in class is listening to teachers’ lecture. 

If we learn by ourselves, it is not effective,” she said (Interview#1, September 15, 

2008).  
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Not actively asking question or expressing opinions in class 

Though Teresa always followed the teachers’ instruction, she seldom asked them 

questions. Her home room teacher described Teresa’s inactive attitude toward asking 

questions in class this way: 

She seldom asks me questions. I know sometimes she totally dose not understand 
what I’ve taught. She would rather ask for her mom’s help than ask me. I think 
maybe she just feels embarrassed to ask me questions or she doesn’t want me to 
know her weakness. (Interview with Teresa’s home room teacher, February 20, 
2009) 

Her home room teacher added that even though she believed Teresa should have 

some ideas to share with others, Teresa did not “voice out” in class discussion. She 

was always a listener and did not have much motivation to participate in the 

discussion. In the first interview, Teresa explained the reason why she kept quiet in 

class: 

 If I have questions, I always ask my mom and tutor first. I don’t ask my teacher 
often because I don’t want to bother her. She is too busy. And I don’t want my 
teacher to think I don’t pay attention to her when she lectures… When the 
teacher asks questions, many students are eager to express their opinions and 
many of them had the similar ideas as mine. I don’t think it’s necessary to tell 
my opinions if I can’t think of better ideas than others. I express my opinion 
when nobody can answer the teacher’s questions. 

       (Interview#1, September 15, 2008) 

Teresa tended to be a passive participant in class discussion because she would 

rather be silent than take the risk of being misunderstood as “being not attentive” by 

her home room teacher. Because of lack of self-confidence and the fear of losing face 

in asking questions and communication, she did not express her thoughts in front of 

teachers and classmates. 

Having interest in learning Internet and multimedia applications 

Although Teresa was quite in classroom, she turned to an active learner when she 

contacted Internet and other multimedia applications in school. She would spend more 
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time than other students practicing searching information on the Internet or using 

multimedia applications. She often came to computer classroom to do Internet or 

multimedia assignments during lunch break time (Interview with Teresa’s computer 

teacher, February 20, 2009). In the first interview, she told the researcher that her 

father’s job gave her the strong impression of how to use Internet and multimedia 

resources to present life vividly. 

My father is video editor. I used to watch him edit videos when I was little. He 
would use Internet and many [multimedia] tools to make some videos. I think it 
[making videos] is very difficult but interesting  

(Interview#1, September 15, 2008)  

Influenced by her father’s job, Teresa developed interest in learning the use of 

Internet and multimedia tools. Her curiosity about technology played an influential 

role for her following intercultural communication learning.  

Teresa’s intercultural experience on the blog 

Phase1: Moving from not so looking forward to knowing other cultures to having 

motivation in the tasks of intercultural communication 

    Taking the project as a English learning task 

Though Teresa volunteered to join the intercultural project, she did not have 

much expectation toward using blogs to communicate with her international partners. 

In the first interview, she said that it might be fun to talk with people from different 

countries but she did not expect she could really enjoy the activity. “I think I will have 

more chance to practice English on the blog.” she said. For her, communicating on the 

blog was more like a English learning task.  

Having interest in the tasks of exchanging school life through multimedia 

But when she made videos introducing what she did in school, she started to 

think it was an interesting activity to introduce her school life on the blog as she 

mentioned in her reflection journal  
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I think it is fun to let other people know about our class. I wrote the video script 
to tell our international partners that our PE class was quite different from theirs. 
In my movie script, I described the details about what we did in PE class, such as 
lining up before going to the playground because I know they don’t line up from 
a book I read before: “Twelve Welcome Gifts from a Teacher.”….Then Daphne 
and I were responsible for introducing our Mandarin class in a movie. It was fun.  
I hope they would like our videos.                 

(Reflection journal#1, October 30, 2008) 

Teresa’s interest in learning multimedia tools became an important factor which 

increased her motivation for intercultural communication. She worked hard on writing 

the video script about the subjects she learnt in school. She imagined what her 

international partners classes were like from the books she read and tried to present a 

different school life to them. Besides, she also found the advantage of multimedia 

helped her want to realize more about international partners’ life. 

I think I learnt a lot from my international partners’ videos. Their videos looked 
quite real and made me feel closer to them. For example, I like the video “Hello 
from Georgia.” In the video, they introduced their school environment and I 
could see there are many things, such as their school bags, posters and flags, 
hung in their classroom. I also know more about the Italian students’ school life 
through their pictures. It’s interesting.  

(Reflection journal#1, October 30, 2008) 

From her international partners’ videos and pictures, Teresa could observe more 

details about their school life. From having no expectation to developing an interest in 

exchanging intercultural information on the blog, Teresa’s attitude toward blog 

communication gradually changed. “I hope I can see more interesting videos made by 

my partners. They can see ours!” she told to the instructor (Teacher’s log, September 

26, 2008). Her excitement showed that she enjoyed the task of interacting with the 

international partners through multimedia works instead of considering the project 

just another assignment.   
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Phase2: Knowing well how to utilize Internet multimedia applications but feeling 

frustrated about how to maintain intercultural communication 

Sensitive to how to utilizing Internet multimedia applications 

At Phase 2, Teresa showed her great sensitivity toward what tools could serve 

her needs. For example, when the students interacted with American partners, one of 

them misunderstood them as the students from China. While many of the participants 

wrote comments right back to clarify the misconception, Teresa suggested an idea that 

others did not think of. “Why not use Google map? We can show them the satellite 

images [of Taiwan and China] and they will know where we are” Teresa said 

(Teacher’s log, October, 23, 2008). Teresa’s idea was immediately supported by the 

instructor and encouraged to post the satellite images on the blog. The instructor’s 

support reinforced her confidence of making cultural materials with Internet 

multimedia applications, which can be seen in her reflection journal: 

Today I used Google map to catch the satellite maps of Taiwan and China. I 
think it is very convenient because I don’t need to write and the maps can 
explain what I want to say (Reflection journal#1, October, 23, 2008).  

Frustrated, having no idea what comments she could give 

Although Teresa had great interest in the blog communication supported by 

multimedia resources and was good at using them to serve the purpose of introducing 

her own country, she did not always keep high motivation for the project. Soon Teresa 

became quite stressed about writing comments as she found that it was difficult to 

keep a conversation going. 

At the beginning of the project, Teresa tended to use asking questions as her 

main strategy to communicate with international partners. Her questions were mainly 

about asking international partners to define some special words in their posts, such as 

“What are Normal class and full class?” (Blog comment on “A day at my school”, 

October, 11, 2008). Few instances of expressing her own opinions could be seen in 
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her comments. When she got more familiar with the international partners and gained 

more information from their multimedia materials, she found it was more difficult to 

find questions in their posts. During the whole Phase 2, she was struggling with 

writing comments and only made two written comments. “I don’t know what else I 

can say to them,” she complained to the instructor. Moreover, as she knew other 

participants like Daphne could always express their thinking to international partners 

while she had no progress in writing comments, she felt more frustrated. She 

expressed her frustration in the second interview.  

I think Daphne is really good [at writing comments.] She could think of many 
great opinions which I could never think of. I feel a little stressed because I have 
to spend a long time to make a comment.  

(Interview#2, October 30, 2008)      

Obviously, making comments became a heavy burden for her. Her lack of 

self-expression ability could be the result of her unfamiliarity with the blog 

communication, which was quite different from how she interacted with teachers in 

school. Based on the researcher’s observation, in her class, teachers were used to 

asking brief questions based on textbook content and students answered without 

elaboration. There was very little opportunity for sharing personal thinking. However, 

in the blog environment, users were expected to express personal feeling. Besides, 

Teresa always kept quiet during class discussion and did not have much chance to tell 

others her opinions. Therefore, it was much more difficult for her to think seriously 

about her attitude toward her partners’ school life and to have continuous conversation 

with them.  

Phase3: Developing the ability to make comments by reading other participants’ 

words 

At the end of Phase 2, the instructor noticed her problem and helped her by 

encouraging her to take other participants’ comments as a reference before she made 
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her own comments. It turned out that the instructor’s advice did relieve her frustration 

of not being able to write response to her international partners.  

[Now] I can take others’ ways of writing comments for reference. Before I start 
to write comments, I check Daphne’s or Brian’s comments first. They are always 
the fastest ones [who publish comments on the blog.] Then I tried to write 
similar response with theirs, but not the same ones. 

 (Interview#3, November 21, 2008) 

She found the blog environment provided her with access to the learning 

experience of other participants and benefited form reusing their dialogue with 

international partners. Especially Teresa was influenced by Daphne a lot. She often 

took her comments as reference. In a group discussion, Daphne shared with other 

participants many ways to respond to the international partners’ posts which helped 

Teresa develop some strategies to make comments. 

Now I know some ways of responding to our international partners, such as 
telling them how I feel about their life and what our differences and similarities 
are. I use these tips in my comments.  

(Reflection journal#2, November 28, 2008) 

Phase 4-5: Becoming a “supporter” and presenting another side of her 

Learning to support other local students’ ideas 

In addition to the skills of responding to international partners, Teresa also learnt 

how to interact with the local students on the blog “Research Diary,” where everyone 

was encouraged to freely share what they thought about their international partners’ 

posts and what they would like to comment on in Chinese. She told me that she liked 

the interaction of the informal and stress-free discussions with the instructor and other 

local students.  

Although the instructor asked us to say more, I did not think it was stressful. The 
instructor asked us lots of questions, and we just shared what we really thought 
about those questions. I think it was just like daily conversation. The only 
difference is we can “see” the talking. So I read what they thought.  

(Interview#4, December 23, 2008) 
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Not only was she interested in knowing others’ thinking about cultural issues, 

but she also liked to exchange supports with other members. After reading other local 

students’ posts, she would show as more supports as possible to the members whose 

ideas were what she had never thought of or she agreed with. 

(1) I think Larry’s idea is great because he said he knew American education 
valued the abilities for practical projects after watching the video of “Simple 
machine.” I never thought of that.  

(Blog comment on “Research diary”, December 19, 2008) 
(2) I agree with Ben because he mentioned American partners’ introduction of 
what they should do and what they shouldn’t do in school could help us 
understanding more about their school rules. And I also think their videos of 
school rules are fun and interesting.  

(Blog comment on “Research diary”, January 16, 2009)  

It was obvious that on the blog “Research Diary,” the way Teresa interacted 

with other students was quite different from what she used to do in class. While she 

always kept silent in class, on the blog she turned to be an active “supporter” who 

tried her best to identify the “good points” from other people’ thinking and gave them 

positive feedback.  

Since Teresa became a “supporter” on the blog “Research Diary,” she actively 

got involved in interacting with her students. She was always the first or the second 

one giving positive comments to other members and would visit the blog “Research 

Diary” regularly to see if anyone gave her feedbacks in return. Obviously the process 

of exchanging supports increased Teresa’s participation in the intercultural discussion.  

What factors made Teresa change a lot and start to be engaged in giving others 

supports? Based on the researcher’s observation, the activity of giving supports to 

other members provided Teresa the chance of actively participation without stress. As 

mentioned earlier, Teresa did not have much self-confidence of producing her own 

thinking because she was afraid of making mistakes. Therefore, when communicating 

with international partners, she had to observe how other people expressed their ideas 
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in order to write her own posts. In other words, she was a “learner” who always 

followed other members’ thinking and imitated their intercultural communication 

strategies. Although Teresa considered that observing others' strategies was beneficial 

for her intercultural communication learning, she did not have chance and confidence 

to produce her own ideas. However, when Teresa could give other students positive 

feedbacks, she played the role of a "supporter" who could follow other people's 

thinking and also added her opinions while explaining the reasons why she 

supported others' points. Moreover, she thought the exchange of positive supports 

could build social connection with other members.  In the third interview, Teresa told 

the researcher, “I think the activity of giving supports to each other is more interesting 

and interactive for me.” It showed that the process of giving supports to others 

changed not only her role in the intercultural project but also the way she interacted 

with her student.  

Besides, being a supporter also helped Teresa develop more intercultural 

thinking. While reading and evaluating other local students’ thinking about the 

cultural differences and similarities, she found she was inspired a lot by other local 

students. The more she discussed with other students, the more she realized that on 

the blog it was fun to know different opinions from different people. She said,  

I used to pay all my attention to thinking about what questions I could ask to my 
international partners. But now I think it’s more interesting to know whose 
opinions are similar to mine and whose opinions are different.  

(Interview#4, December 23, 2008) 

Presenting another side of her  

Besides, as getting more familiar with using online multimedia resources to 

introduce her school life on the blogs, Teresa found multimedia and photographs 

could vividly present what she wanted to say. She was more motivated to learn more 

about new Internet multimedia tools. For example, at Phase 4, as the students shared 
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their “Extracurricular activities” to each other, she was the first one who would like to 

make an animation introducing her graduation trip with a new Internet multimedia 

tool called Go Animate.     

I wanted to introduce our international partners the pictures of famous tourist 
spots we had been to. But if I published the pictures directly on the blog, it was 
not special. So I thought “Go Animate” helped me to make the introduction more 
interesting and attractive. And it’s fun to make such an animation and I hope 
they [international partners] like it.  

(Interview#4, December 23, 2008) 

In order to make the international partners like her introduction about her 

graduation trip, she took efforts to organize and present her complete ideas through an 

animated animal in her animation. She chose a naughty monkey as the online persona 

to represent herself in her animation and used it to perform social practices. The 

naughty monkey came in the pictures, greeted the audience first, played some tricks, 

then introduced the places and their activities in the pictures taken during the 

graduation trip, and at the end, said goodbye and left. In the fourth interview, the 

researcher asked why she selected a naughty monkey while there were many animated 

characters available, such as teachers, doctors or beautiful girls, and she answered, “I 

think the jumping monkey is so funny so I used it to in my animation!” Interestingly, 

Teresa was a quiet girl in class. But she chose a monkey, such an extrovert character, 

in her animation to interact with international partners. The monkey seemed to serve 

as another identity she took on the blog: the one who could be very active and 

talkative in front of other people. From Teresa’ multimedia works, it shows that 

Teresa not only demonstrated her abilities of integrating different resources to 

completely present her life experience but also created another image of her, which 

could not be seen in her real life.  
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Phase5: Gaining more confidence from blogging with others 

Utilizing different multimedia resources and applications made Teresa more 

active in expressing her thinking on the blog. In order to know how the blog 

environment influenced her perception about intercultural communication, at the end 

of the project, the researcher asked Teresa whether this intercultural communication 

experience brought any change to her. She said now she had more confidence in 

expressing herself to the international partners on the Internet because she thought she 

gradually knew how to present herself through multimedia resources and talk with 

international partners. She said,  

The most interesting part of this project was making videos and animations to 
show my school life and I learnt that when we showed our life to international 
partners, we had to think about what they may be interested in and asking them 
questions is also important (Reflection journal #4, January 19, 2009). 

Another factor that encouraged her to “speak up” was that in the blog 

environment, not only different but also similar opinions were welcomed and 

everyone had the right to say something from his/her mind. “Being interactive is more 

encouraged on the blogs.” Teresa added (Interview#5, January 19, 2009). She was 

aware that she did not keep silent in the group discussion as she always did in her own 

class. Instead, getting more involved in how to interact with people is highly valued 

on the blogs, and this was never achievable in her classroom.  

At the end of the fourth interview, when Teresa counted the blog post and 

comments she wrote on blog, she was quite surprised about what she had 

accomplished. She still remembered the hard time of having no clues about how to 

interact with others on the blog, but then she thought it was a great experience. She 

said that she learnt many communicative skills from the international partners and 

other participants’ blog posts and comments. Though, at the end of the project, Teresa 

was still at the stage of modeling others’ communicating strategies, Teresa was at least, 
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through these strategies, learning how to disclose her personal experience to others 

and tried to analyze or share her interpretation of the cultural knowledge provided by 

international partners to continue the conversation on the blog.  

However, the intercultural communicative experience did not encourage her to 

break her silence in class. “I think Classroom and blogs are different. Expressing 

opinions are important on the blog but in class many people don’t have the chance to 

do so.” she explained (Interview#5, January 19, 2009). However, from this experience 

of learning how to interact with the international partners, Teresa developed positive 

attitude toward the interaction communication. Furthermore, she hoped in the future 

she could have more opportunity to blog with international partners because she learnt 

a lot from this intercultural experience. She said, “Although it [learning how to 

communicate with the international partners] was not easy but I felt a sense of 

achievement as I found I can write so many blog posts and comments” (Interview#5, 

January 19, 2009). 

Teresa’s attitude toward English learning on the blog 

Before the project: Fearing to communicate in English 

Teresa did not feel comfortable to learn English communication in the 

environment where English was the only medium for communication. Although, as a 

serious learner, Teresa took lots of efforts to learn English and worked hard on reading 

in English and memorizing grammatical rules, she still felt stressful in the 

English-speaking environment because she was always a quiet student in class and 

was used to listening to teachers’ lecture without her opinions revealing. Teresa stated 

that she felt especially nervous when her teacher, an English native speaker, 

encouraged students to communicate in English by asking open questions.  

I have learnt English for 6 years in private language institutes, where there are 
many foreign teachers teaching us in English. I like to listen to what the English 
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teacher said to us, but I seldom speak English in class. When the teacher asks 
questions, many other classmates always actively answer his questions. But I can’t! 
I feel so nervous because I don’t know what I can say. And I’m not sure if the 
teacher could understand me! I don’t answer questions unless the teacher only 
asked me. I really envy those who can respond questions right away.  

(Interview#1, September 15, 2008)      

Though Teresa liked the foreign teachers’ class and hoped to participate in 

English discussion more actively like other classmates, she could not adapt herself to 

the quick discussion in English. No confidence in expressing herself clearly was 

another factor which stopped her from speaking English in class. Therefore, compared 

her behaviors in other classes, Teresa became more quiet and not willing to express 

her thinking in English class.  

Phase1: Feeling interested and less stressed in communicating in English 

Before the intercultural project, Teresa had few experience of communicating 

with people in English through emails or blogs. Therefore, Teresa told me that during 

Phase 1, she thought talking with people in English on the blog was a totally new 

experience for her. Besides, at that time Teresa just learnt how to use and visit blogs 

so she felt excited to use the new tool to practice English. “I never talked to other in 

English on blogs so I thought it must be interesting to talk with them [international 

partners] in English on blogs,” she said in the sixth interview (January 20, 2009). 

Thus, at Phase1, she showed her interest in communicating with the international 

partners by asking many questions.  

(1)Our school has seven classes in 2~6 grades [sic], six classes in 1 grades [sic]. 
There are 23~29 students in a class. 
How many students are there in your school? How many students are there in a 
class?      (Blog comment on “A day at my school”, September 18, 2008) 
(2) My favorite subjects are physical education class, art class, and computer 
class. How about your students? What are there [their] [sic] favorite subjects?  

(Blog comment “A day at my school”, September 28, 2008) 
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The sentence structure “How many…” and “My favorite subject is… ” was the 

important sentence structures she had already learnt in fifth grade when they just learn 

how to introduce their learning courses in English. Teresa’s questions show that she 

tried to ask international partners questions with the sentences structures and words 

she had learnt in school. When the researcher asked her what she thought about using 

the sentences and words she had learnt to communicate with partners, she said,   

I think it’s better than just writing the same sentences for many times! I think 
English becomes more practical (Interview#2, October 30, 2008). 

Teresa thought applying the English structures she learnt to the real 

communication with international partners was more effective and meaningful than 

mechanical drills. Besides, she also mentioned that she felt more secure in the 

asynchronous communication in blog environment because she could avoid the 

pressure of instant communication and fear of communicating in English, and took 

her time to fit in the intercultural discussion. 

I feared to talk with my teacher in English but [on the blogs] I was not nervous 
to use English to interact with international partners because they did not expect 
me to respond to them right away. I could take time to understand their articles 
and think how I could reply them. I could also use animations, pictures, and 
videos to say what I wanted to say. Practicing English in this way made me less 
nervous because I did not have to worry I would say anything wrong and too 
nervous to say anything.  Now learning English is more interesting and practical 
for me (Interview#6, January 20, 2009). 

It could be seen that, shielded by the computer screen, she did not have worry 

about making mistake or making fool of herself and was willing to participate in the 

discussion than she was in face-to-face classroom. 

Phase 2: Being overwhelmed by lots of English posts 

Although at the beginning Teresa was highly interested in practicing English 

through blog communication, soon she noticed that interacting with international 

partners turned into a heavy burden. During Phase 2, when Teresa read international 
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partners’ posts introducing their learning courses, she found more and more words in 

her partners’ post which were beyond her comprehension. She said, “I could not 

understand many words in American partners’ posts, so sometimes I did not 

understand what they said” (Interview#5). Facing the English posts with lots of 

unfamiliar words made her feel insecure because she felt her English abilities were 

challenged. Besides, Teresa found that it was getting harder and harder to respond to 

her partners’ posts. The main factor of her problem could be that she used only one 

strategy to reply to her partners’ post: asking questions. For example, in one of her 

replies, she wrote,  

To dear Cammi, Amani, Meschack, Andrew and Lindsey 
Your videos are cool! 
But I have some questions to ask you: 
What do you do in the morning work? 
What are you favorite subject?  

(Blog comment on “A day at my school”, October 4, 2008) 

In the sixth interview, she indicated why she only asked questions in her comment.  

     In our English classes, we usually practice how to ask questions and answer 
questions in English. When English teachers talk to us, they always ask us 
questions and expect us to tell them the right answers. We seldom practice how 
to express our personal feelings (Interview#6, January 20, 2009). 

Because Teresa did not have the opportunity of learning to express personal 

feelings in English, she did not know how to disclose what she really feels when 

writing blog posts or comments. Thus she found that she had difficulties expressing 

her opinions for extending the discussion thread. It seemed that her lack of training in 

using different communicative skills stopped her from communicating with others and 

engaging in further discussions. Teresa became more frustrated when she knew some 

of other participants had no problems writing English comments. She said “I can’t 

believe they could write comments so fast,” (Interview#6, January 20, 2009). She told 

me that she felt stressful when she thought her English was not as good as other 
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students who had no problems blogging with others in English. She also confessed 

that, compared to her excitement at the beginning, she was not so motivated to 

comment on the blog and felt even more anxious than she was in face-to-face 

classroom. 

If I don't know what to say in the classroom, at least the teacher would give me 
some clues through his body [language] or helped me to finish my sentences. 
But [when I have difficulties expressing myself in English on the blog,] no one 
told me what to do. It really made me feel uncomfortable.                 

(Interview#6, January 20, 2009) 

It was obvious that her deficiency in English communication skills and her 

anxiety caused by the lack of assistance and social clues greatly influenced her 

motivation for talking with international partners and confidence in her English 

communication skills.  

Phase3: Reducing anxiety as overcoming the difficulties with the instructors’ supports 

and facilitation from other members’ posts 

The instructor noticed Teresa’s problems of reading and writing English on the 

blog. In order to reduce Teresa’ anxiety, the instructor decided to give her some help 

in overcoming the difficulties. In order to solve Teresa’s reading problems, the 

instructor offered Teresa the brief translations for the international partners’ posts or 

comments with too many difficult words. Meanwhile, the instructor encouraged 

Teresa to take what other students say to the international partners as reference instead 

of forcing her to write English posts or comments alone. And indeed Teresa found 

observing other students’ comments or posts on the blog helped her practice 

expressing her feelings in English, as she said “Their thinking is similar to mine. It is 

easier for me to write [English posts and comments],” (Interview#6, January 20, 

2009). She also told me that she already formed the habit of reading other people’s 

comments before sharing her ideas on the blogs. From other participants’ comments, 
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she learnt how to share school life or the differences between cultures in English. Her 

comments showed that she learnt how to share her school life or the differences 

between cultures in English: 

(1) Your power point is so good. We plays [sic] dodge ball at break time. Do you 
play tug of war?? I like to play dodge ball and run at playground. How about 
you? (Blog comment on “A day at my school”, December 12, 2008) 
(2) We doesn't [sic] have any hall pass but our school have student ID cards. We 
need to use it [sic] when we come to school and when we are going home.   

(Blog comment on “A day at my school”, January 9, 2009) 

Based on the researcher’s observation, since she was encouraged by the 

instructor to read others’ posts comments before expressing her own ideas, she did not 

complain that she had no idea about writing comments anymore and did not feel 

frustrated by how others could post blog posts and comments faster than her. Instead, 

she thought that she could learn how to communicate in English more effective from 

others’ posts and comments. Teresa gradually developed her confidence of 

communicating in English because the blog environment recorded all the English 

communication process and allowed her to observe how others wrote English posts 

and made comments. 

Phase 4-5: Learning English became more interesting and practical and perceiving 

the improvement of her English abilities 

Having more interest in learning English through using multimedia resources 

After overcoming the frustration and difficulty of blogging with people in 

English, Teresa started to think communicating in English was not so fearful as she 

had thought during Phase 2 and 3. As she was getting more familiar with the blog 

multimedia tools, she found using different multimedia tools to present her school life 

to international partners could trigger her motivation of learning English and gain 

more sense of achievement. Especially during Phases 4 and 5, she made an animation 

of her graduation trip and a slide show about her school rules. In order to add some 
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English explanation in her animation and slideshow, she became more willing to ask 

for the instructor’s assistance for learning how to translate what she wanted to express 

into English in her multimedia works (Teacher’s log, December 19, 2008). Because 

multimedia provided Teresa with lots of ways of presenting her life, she felt she was 

not limited to text communication which she was not really good at, as she said, “I put 

many pictures in my animation. I think this saved me much time to think hard about 

how to tell the international partners what I do in school,” (Interview#6, January 20, 

2009). 

Perceiving the improvement of her English abilities 

Experiencing intercultural communication on the blogs not only helped Teresa 

increase the confidence of sharing ideas in group discussion but also made her 

perceive the improvement of her English abilities in online communication. 

I think my reading and writing ability have improved. I learn a lot of new words 
in my international partners’ posts and comments and I never wrote so many 
English sentences before. When I talked to my cousin in English through MSN 
(Instant message, Microsoft Net, Internet communication tool), she told me that 
now I can respond her English questions faster! I’m very happy. So I hope next 
time I can join [the project of] blogging with international partners because I 
want to talk with more people in English (Interview#6, January 20, 2009).          

Teresa was aware that her practice of communicating with international partners 

improved her English communication abilities on the Internet and therefore the sense 

of achievement reinforced her motivation of learning English through blog 

communication. Teresa break her silence in English communication and become more 

active English learner. The following stable (Table 4.2.2) serves a summary of 

Teresa’s case. It shows Teresa’s learning style and the development of her intercultural 

understanding, communication abilities and her attitude change toward English 

learning throughout the project and her intercultural experience analyzed by Byram’s 

guideline.  
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Table 4.2.1 Summary of Teresa’s learning style and the development of her 

intercultural communication and her attitude change toward English learning. 
Learning style 

1. Always following the teacher's instruction 
2. Having no confidence of expressing opinions in class. 
3. Having interest in learning the use of Internet and multimedia applications 
 

The development of Teresa’s intercultural understanding, communication abilities and her attitude 
change toward English learning throughout the project. 

Time The development of 
intercultural 
understanding, 
communication 
abilities 

The attitude change toward 
English learning. 

Time The numbers of the 
instance that fell into 
Byram’s guideline 

Phase1 Moving from 
considering the 
intercultural 
communication 
project a learning 
task to being 
motivated to learn 
using multimedia 
resources to share 
school life. 

1. Thinking that it was more 
meaningful to learn English 
in the real communication 
with international partners 

2. Feeling less anxious to 
practice expressing her 
ideas in English without 
direct contact and time 
limitation. 

Phase1  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

10 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1
0
0
0
0
0

Phase 2 1. Knowing how to 
utilize Internet 
multimedia applicati
on to solve cultural 
misunderstanding. 
2. Struggling with 
writing comments. 

1. Being overwhelmed by lots 
of information from 
international partners. 

2.  Experiencing more 
anxiety than ever due to the 
lack of communication 
strategies. 

Phase2  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

2 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 

0 
3 
1 
0 
0 
1 

1 
0 
3 
1 
0 
1 

Phase 3 Developing 
intercultural 
communication 
abilities though 
observing other 
participants' words. 

The instructor’s supports 
and the experience of taking 
other members' posts and 
comments for reference 
reducing her anxiety and 
improved her confidence of 
making English comments.  

Phase3  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

3 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 

Phase 
4-5 

Turing to be an 
active "supporter" 
and presenting 
another 
persona though 
multimedia. 

Thinking English learning 
more practical and having 
confidence of using English 
as the medium for online 
communication.  

Phase4  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 

3 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
 

Phase5  AD RD RJ

A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 

1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 

Note: AD, the blog titled “A day at my school”；RD, the blog titled “A day at my school”；RJ, 

Reflection journal 
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Brian 

Brian’s learning style 

A quiet student with high English proficiency 

Brian was born in America and received kindergarten education there. When he 

moved back to Taiwan with his family at the age of seven, English was already like 

his another mother language and gave him a different self-identity in Taiwan. “I think 

I’m both a Taiwanese and American.” he said in the first Interview (September 15, 

2008). His life in America had influenced not only his identity but also his learning 

style. He liked to learn things through the medium of English. Although being 

familiar with both English and Chinese, he tended to learn new knowledge from 

English books. For example, he liked to read English novels and magazines during 

recess in school. “Most of the time he does not talk much in class. Sometimes he just 

stays in his seat reading his magazines,” said his home room teacher (Interview with 

Brian’s home room teacher, February 20, 2009).   

Another side of him: an Internet explorer for fun 

Everyone who did not know Brian well would definitely think he was always a 

quiet student. He did not talk much in class and was not active in class discussion. 

However, sometimes he would turn into an extrovert student who always came up 

with new ideas to add some fun for his school life. Brian’s home room teacher said, 

“He likes to make some math puzzles in order to encourage me and other classmates 

to find out “the treasure” that he hid in the classroom (Interview with Brian’s home 

room teacher, February, 20, 2009). Besides, Brian spent lots of time exploring the 

information he was interested in on the Internet. For example, he had great interest in 

online games, funny pictures and videos so he acquired much related information on 

the Internet by visiting blogs or forums and watching videos on Youtube. He excitedly 

told the researcher how many online games and pictures he found on the Internet and 
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even set up a blog to share his findings.  

I visit many interesting forums to find ways of downloading some interesting 
games like “Souptoy”… or desktop wallpapers.  

(Interview#1, September 18, 2008) 

However, compared to his enthusiasm for online game and other Internet 

multimedia, he did not have much motivation to acquire extra subject knowledge 

through the Internet unless he was required to do so for his homework, but his great 

computer skills indeed helped him obtain more interesting resources and opportunity 

to learn many new things. 

An experienced email user without much online communication experiences 

Brian was not only good at looking for interesting multimedia materials on the 

Internet but also liked to share them with his family and friends through emails. When 

he was little, his brother taught him how to use emails. Thus, Brian was quite familiar 

with emails so he would email many interesting games or videos to his family and 

friends as the main way of keeping in touch with them. However, he did not have 

much experience of establishing a communication of exchanging personal 

information and opinions. He told the researcher that in emails he seldom shared what 

happened in his life with his family and friends. 

 I don’t write much in emails. Most of the time, I contact my family and friends 
by emailing funny attachments to them. But I do not write much unless they ask 
me questions (Interview#1, September 18, 2008). 

Because Brian used email as the tool for exchanging his favorite multimedia files, 

he seemed to believe that interpersonal contact could be built through sharing 

interesting online multimedia videos, or games instead of sharing personal experience 

through textual messages. Therefore, although Brian was an experienced email user, 

he did not have much experience of disclosing his life to others on the Internet. 
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Self-centeredness 

According to Brian’s home room teacher, in class, Brian was a smart student who 

could learn new things independently, but sometimes he was too self-centered to 

accept others’ suggestions. His home room teacher said:  

He enjoys finding out new answers or solutions. I think that is because he thinks 
that having different answers makes him feel a sense of achievement. When he 
finds his answers are accepted, he is very excited. Therefore, he always does the 
learning tasks and homework in his own way. Sometimes it works but sometimes 
not. When I give him some advice, he always insists his answers unless he 
finally finds it doesn’t work out at all or I directly say NO to his answers. That is 
annoying.              

(Interview with Brian’s home room teacher, February 20, 2009) 

Brian’s teacher’s statement indicated that Brian’s self-centeredness could be 

attributed to his interest in looking for “new answers” during his learning process and 

gained a sense of achievement from it. Although sometimes it would be a good try, 

insisting on learning in his way made him ignore other people’s suggestions and 

caused conflicts with his teachers.  

A learner who did not take study seriously 

Another factor which made Brian reluctant to follow teachers’ advice was that he 

did not take his academic performance very seriously. According to his teachers, 

Brian sometimes ignored many details of teachers’ instruction during the learning 

process. Therefore, he did not do his assignment carefully and made mistakes easily. 

If he thought his answers could meet the basic criteria that teachers set, he would not 

want to improve it even though teachers encouraged him do so. Although, as 

mentioned above, he liked to think of “new answers” for questions, his answers were 

always short and simple. It seemed that Brian did not have the motivation to think 

seriously about his study as his home room teacher said “I think he is smart and have 

lots of potential but what he lacks is motivation to learn better.”  
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Brian’s attitude toward learning also affected his participation in class. 

According to his teachers, in the class discussion, Brian did not like to express his 

opinions unless the questions were simple or directly related to textbook content. He 

had no interest in answering open questions which elicited longer answers. Generally 

speaking, he did not talk much in class discussion.  

Brian’s intercultural experience on the blog 

Phase1: Having frequent communication with the Italian partner and being 

encouraged to be an informant for the local teammates 

Having frequent communication with the Italian partner 

As mentioned earlier, before the intercultural project, Brian only visited some 

blogs but did not have much opportunity to communicate with others on the Internet. 

Therefore, when he started to blog with international partners, he found that their 

replies showed that these partners had high interest in knowing his culture. He was 

specially impressed by the Italian teacher, Andrea, who played an important role of 

developing intercultural communication with him on the blog.    

Andrea Mennella is a nice and patient person, he answered every question I 
posted on the blog, and some times asks me some questions. When I mentioned 
the island near Taiwan, Penghu, He actually told [me he wanted to have] a tour to 
Penghu (Reflection Dirary#1, September 29, 2008)!  

Brian was excited to know that Andrea was willing to communicate with him 

because Brian never thought a teacher from Italy would have great interest in 

knowing more about Taiwan and would like to talk with him.  

I hope I can make some friends like Andrea here. It is great to talk about many 
things with Andrea and share things about Taiwan with him. He is a nice teacher 
from Italy. When I talk to him, I don’t feel that he is a teacher. He is more like a 
friend (Interview#1, September 18, 2008). 

Sharing different things from Taiwan to everyday life experience on the blog 

made Brian feel that he was closer to Andrea. He developed more motivation to 
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answer Andrea’s questions and explain his own country to Andrea clearly. For 

example, when Andrea asked Brian what was the meanings of Taipei, the city he lived, 

he not only explain the meanings of the words “Tai” and “pei” separately but also 

presents the Chinese characters of “Taipei” (臺北) in order to make Andrea 

understand more information about “Taipei.”  

Thank you for your question, Tai (臺) means the terrace, …, pei(北) means 
north, so Taipei means the north of the terrace.  

(Blog comment on ‘A day at my school’, September 13, 2008) 

In addition to sharing cultural information, Brian always opened his heart to 

Andrea by telling him how he felt about the culture in Taiwan, both in negative and 

positive ways. Besides, Brian would introduce more details about Taiwan through 

sharing of multimedia resources.  

In Shilin(士林), it is very crowded with a lot of trash on the ground, illegal stalls 
were set right in the middle of the road, but there is so much to choose from, 
whether drinks, food, dolls and tiny toys. Here is a video link for you: 
http://tw.youtube.com/watch?v=4EYGjdGF25k 

(Blog comment on “A day at my school”, September, 20, 2008) 

Interestingly, Brian’s sharing of videos about Taiwan also influenced the mode 

of communication between Andrea and him. Andrea was impressed by Brian’s 

contribution and also started to share some Internet resources he taught in class with 

Brian, which made he really enjoy learning Italian culture. With Andrea’s support, 

Brian gradually developed the interest in knowing other cultures and in introducing 

his own culture to his international partners. He expressed his high interest in the 

communication with Andrea in not only his comments to Andrea but also his 

reflection diary.  

(1) Thank you for the websites! I like the games, especially "KaleidoDraw". I 
will contact you in the summer when I find something interesting to share. 

            (Blog comment on “A day at my school”, September 24, 2008) 
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(2) Andrea gave me lots of information on their and our country, if I were in 
Italy, I would collect some information on Italy’s history sites, and learn 
their culture. I would have a good time in Italy, because I could make some 
more friends, take pictures of the scenery.  

(Reflection Dirary#1, October 30, 2008)  

From these comments and Brian’s reflection diary, it was evident that Brian not 

only shared much cultural knowledge but also developed trust and solidarity with 

Andrea.  

Expressing his opinions with cultural prejudice 

Although Brian could open his heart to the international partners and looked 

forward to developing friendship with them though sharing personal felling, his 

communication style with personal emotion sometimes led to the formation of the 

cultural prejudice. In the following comment, he tried to tell the international partners 

the differences between Taiwan and China which were partly from his bias from 

China. 

Hello Cammi 
We are not in China, although we are Chinese, we are in Taiwan. Because the 
population is big in china, so some of the products have danger in using it, I 
suppose you know about the poison milk from China. 

  (Blog comment on “A day at my school”, September, 28, 2008) 

Although Brian developed the interest in communicating with people from 

different countries, he did not know how to analyze cultural differences to the 

international partners objectively. Instead, he expressed his opinion about the 

differences between Taiwan and China based on his prejudice about China.    

Encouraged to be an informant for the local teammates 

In addition to getting involved in the intercultural communication with 

international partners, Brian showed his great interest in joining group discussion 

about American school life with other local teammates. Since he had lived in America 

for 5 years, he was eager to offer useful information when other local participants did 
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not understand some special terms about their American partners’ school life. For 

example, one of the American partners mentioned his favorite sport was “lacrosse” 

but most of the local participants did not know what “lacrosse” was about. Brian 

explained the definition of “lacrosse” right away. 

Lacrosse is a kind of hockey. The head of a lacrosse stick is used to handle the 
ball.Sometimes we tied a shoe on a stick and used it as a lacrosse stick. It 
[Lacrosse] is a very exciting game (Teacher’s log, September 21, 2008). 

Brian’s explanation about lacrosse was highly appreciated by the instructor for 

not only defining lacrosse but also offering the details about how American kids 

played it. And the instructor’s support was a critical turn point that triggered Brian’s 

motivation to act as an “informant” in the intercultural project. Since then, as long as 

the instructor or other students raised questions for international partners’ blog post 

content, Brian would offer the answers right away even if he did not know the 

answers, either. For example, in the first topic “Learning courses,” the student knew 

Italian partners had a class called “SOSE,” but no one knew what “SOSE” referred to. 

Brian spontaneously searched the Internet soon and found that “SOSE” referred to 

“Studies of social education” (Teacher’s log, September 28, 2008). From those 

incidents above, it was observed that Brian showed his explicit desire to be a helper 

who could provide cultural information to other participants.  

Phase 2-3: Sharing personal experience with international partners but seemed to be 

less motivated to contribute more on “A day at my school” 

Sharing personal experience with international partners 

The pleasing interaction with Andrea seemed to inform Brian’s expectation of 

developing communication based on sharing personal feeling in the following phases. 

After Phase 1, Brian tended to exchange personal experience with the international 

partners. Unlike other students, Brain never took others’ comments as reference for 

expressing his ideas but preferred to disclose his true feeling about his school to the 
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international partners in his own way. For example, when the international partners 

told Brian they were very jealous that the students in Taiwan had nap time and asked 

him if they really sleep, Brian frankly told them how he felt about the nap time as he 

said in his comment, “Yes, but actually I really hate sleeping, you have to close your 

eyes for 40 minutes, It’s really boring!” (Blog comment on “A day at my school”, 

October 13, 2008).  

And in the following comments, it could be also seen that Brian was dedicated to 

exchange daily life experience with international partners. 

(1) What are your mnemonic aids for the music notes in order? 
           (Blog comment on “A day at my school”, October 23, 2008) 

(2) Your food looks great! Do you ever eat snack outside? What kinds of food 
are there in your lunch? 
          (Blog comment on “A day at my school”, November 6, 2008) 

(3) Our school celebrates Halloween, but a lot of us don’t dress up in costumes. 
We never do any thing exciting!  

(Blog comment on “A day at my school”, November 28, 2008) 

Brian’s comments full of lots of exclamation marks and questions about more 

personal information which suggested his affective involvement and 

personal-emotional identification. Brian thought the expectation of building 

relationship with the international partners motivated him to disclose his life to them 

and also helped him feel comfortable to communicate on the blog.  

I think the international partners are very nice. I think it’s interesting to make 
friends with them. Thus, I told many things about me to them and asked some 
things I already know about their school life to see if their life is the same as I 
think. I don’t feel nervous when I talk to them [on the blog].                            

(Interview#1, September 18, 2008) 

In addition to his increasing motivation of intercultural communication, his 

language advantages and knowledge about other cultures make him easier to develop 

blog communication with others. Therefore, during the whole project, Brian was 

always one of the students who finished writing posts and comments.  
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Motivation fading and not able to really get as involved as he did at Phase 1 

However, although Brian was more familiar with how to communicate with 

international partners on the blog after Phase 1, interestingly, it did not mean he could 

always continue his motivation of contributing more on the blog. Instead, based on 

the researcher’s observation, she found at Phase 2, most of Brian’s comments became 

much shorter and he did not take much effort to communicate on the blog. For 

example, he switched his attention to his favorite online video websites after he 

finished writing comments. When the instructor asked Brian why not try to write 

more comments to his partners, he only said “I’m done,” (Teacher’s log, October, 17, 

2008).  

Therefore, in the second interview, the researcher asked why he did not write as 

much as he used to do in his comments. Brian told the researcher he still enjoyed 

reading international partners but he just did not know what else he could write.  

I liked to talk with Andrea because he would ask me questions so I could write 
many things about Taiwan in my comments. I knew he was interested in 
knowing my life. But at Phase 2 although the international partners showed me 
lots of interesting videos and information about their school life, they did not ask 
questions. Thus, I did not know what they want to know about us and I did not 
write much in my comments (Interview#2, October 30, 2008). 

It was obvious that the extent of Brian’s involvement in intercultural 

communication depended on the international partners’ reaction. At the beginning of 

the project, Andrea’s questions made Brian feel more interactive and arouse his 

motivation of introducing his own culture. However, at the middle of Phase 2, When 

all the international partners, including the Italian teacher Andrea, focused mostly on 

presenting multimedia materials introducing what they do in school, Brian became not 

so active in giving comments, it seemed that one-way cultural information providing 

could not get Brian’s attention on having the intercultural conversation with them.  

Besides, another factor that might made Brian not able to get involved in 
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intercultural communication was his perception of the Internet use and his lack of 

online communication experience. As mentioned earlier, Brian used the Internet for 

entertainment. He liked to play online games and watched online videos but never had 

long-term communication with others on the Internet. Therefore, he did not 

experience the process of using strategies for initiating or maintaining online 

communication threads with other people. For him, communication was more like the 

frequent exchange of questions and answers because when the researcher asked Brian 

what he would do to reply international partners’ posts, he said, “Based on their posts, 

I asked them questions politely or answered their questions” (Interview#2, October 30, 

2008). It seemed to be more difficult for him to continue the interaction when no 

interactive questions helped Brian concentrate on the intercultural communication.  

Phase 3-4: Being elicited intercultural reflection from the group discussion on 

“Research Diary” and motivated to contribute more on the blogs again 

Developing intercultural reflection 

Although Brian did not have as strong motivation as he did at Phase1, he 

gradually developed the interest in interacting with other local students and produced 

more in-depth intercultural thinking in his comments on “Research Diary”. For 

example, when discussing the intercultural issues such as the advantages and 

disadvantages about living in Italy and Taiwan, and the feeling of being 

misunderstood as China students, he tried to interpret these issues from another 

perspective. 

 (1) In my opinion, I don't think either is good or bad, nobody can actually prove 
Taiwan is worse or Italy is worse, I think they are equally good or bad. 

(Blog comment on “Research Diary”, November 01, 2008) 
(2)I don't think they [American partners] are obnoxious, it's not that they are 
inconsiderate because they don’t have chance to know us. You can't blame 
them for not understanding our country, so I can forgive them. 

 (Blog comment on “Research Diary”, November 01, 2008) 
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     It was a big change in Brian’s reflection on cultural issues because, as 

mentioned earlier, the cultural prejudices could be sometimes seen in his interaction 

with international partners at Phase 1. However, after Brian discussed cultural issues 

on “Research Diary,” he started to think in a different way from he used to do.  

The factor that triggered Brian’s more intercultural thinking would be that 

“Research Diary” created more interactive atmosphere. On “Research Diary,” the 

instructor started the discussion with intercultural questions and encouraged everyone 

to reflect on their previous attitude and experience when interacting with international 

partners. The in-depth discussion gave Brian an opportunity to think more seriously 

about how to judge the cultural issues in more objective way or think more from 

international partners’ perspective.  

Being familiar with how to find cultural differences and similarities from blog 

multimedia resources 

As an Internet user who liked to watch online videos, at Phase 1, Brian once 

mentioned the advantages of using multimedia resources as the materials of 

intercultural learning because the multimedia resources on the blog “A day at my 

school” provided him with more authentic information. He said, “Videos are clearer 

for me to understand their [international partners’] school life than words” (Reflection 

journal #1, October 23, 2008). But he did not indicate what he learnt from these 

materials specifically until Phase 3. As Brian practiced how to discuss and analyze 

cultural events on the blog “Research Diary”, he developed more intercultural 

thinking in the environment where reflecting on cultural events in different ways were 

accepted and encouraged by other local students. Therefore, as Brian learnt the 

international partners’ life through their Internet multimedia materials, he could look 

into them more explicitly and pointed out the cultural differences and similarities. 

[From the international partners’ slideshows,] I know that they play Tetherball. 
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They hit a ball which is tied on the pole with hands. And they also play kickball, 
which is more like soccer. The international and we both play basketball and 
hopscotch. And they also play on the playground. The difference is that they can 
check out the sports equipment but we can not check out the sports equipment 
unless we take gym class (Reflection journal #4, December 23, 2008). 

    Through discussing with other local students and the instructor on “Research 

diary,” Brian could interpret cultural events with intercultural awareness. He could 

think from their international partners’ perspective and analyze cultural differences 

and similarities from the international partners’ multimedia resources. Thus, it was 

obvious that the intercultural discussion with peers could help Brian cultivate some 

intercultural competences. 

Phase5: An active questioner who got his motivation back and enjoyed his role on the 

blogs  

An active questioner 

Additionally, the question-based group discussion on “Research Diary” made 

Brain willing to pay more attention to others’ opinions and motivated him to elicit 

more thinking from other participants by asking questions. In the fifth interview, I 

asked why reading others’ comments could motivate him to ask questions on the blog. 

He said:  

In my class, I help my classmates if I find there are mistakes in their homework 
or answers. I think it is good to help others. I just do the same thing on the blog. I 
find their comments are not complete so I just hope them to say more by asking 
them questions (Interview#5, January 19, 2009). 

It seemed that Brian showed his support to other students and encouraged them 

to express more thinking by asking questions. And his questions actually played an 

important role for developing teacher- student and peer discussion. For example, 

when one of the participants, Larry, shared that, from international partners’ videos, 

he knew that during lunch and recess, American partners have lunch and recess 

monitors who were responsible for watching students’ behaviors, Brain raised a 
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question to help Gary notice the cultural differences of school life between Taiwan 

and America. 

 We don’t have lunch and recess monitors in Taiwan. Why do they [American 
partners] need lunch and recess monitors to look after them?  

 (Blog comment on “Research Diary,” January 16, 2009) 

His questions got the instructor’s attention and appreciation first. Therefore, the 

instructor used Brian’s question ask other participants’ opinions about the differences 

and similarities of lunch and recess time between Taiwan and America. Therefore, 

Brian’s role as a questioner influenced the communication patterns on the blog 

“Research Diary” a lot because his questions turned other participants’ personal 

sharing into a starting point of a more dynamic intercultural discussion.  

Enjoying his roles on blogs 

Compared to his low motivation of contributing during Phase 2 and 3, Brian 

changed a lot at the end of the intercultural project. He became more eager to offer 

cultural information though Internet and ask questions based on other participants’ 

opinions. It seemed that Brian got his motivation back and enjoy being both the 

information provider and a questioner on the blogs, which made him become the one 

posting most articles and comments both on the blogs “A day at my school” and 

“Research Diary” at the end of the project. To the researcher’s surprise, even when 

the project came to an end, he continued to act as an information provider and 

questioner on the blogs. Without the instructor’s assistance, he created a new topic 

about the famous tourist spots in Taiwan on “A day at my school” and asked for more 

related information from other participants on “Research Diary.” He knew quite well 

what he could do based on his roles in these two blog environments and truly enjoyed 

the process.  
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Another change the researcher saw from Brian was the way he presented his own 

culture to international partners. Instead of presenting the negative sides of Taiwan 

culture, which was what he did during Phase 1 and 2, he chose to post the beautiful 

pictures of the natural scenery in Taiwan on the blog. “Now I will think more before I 

want to write or show something on the blog” Brian said (Interview#5, January 19, 

2009). After experiencing all the intercultural discussion on the blogs, Brian became 

more involved in the intercultural communication as he was aware that what he 

provided on the blog was important resources for other students and international 

partners.     

Brain’s attitude toward English learning on the blog 

Before the project: Regarding English as his another mother language 

Living in New York for 6 years made Brian have a different attitude toward 

English from other Taiwanese students. In New York, he learnt code-switching 

between English and Chinese when he communicated with teachers and other 

students in the kindergarten in English and talked with his family in Chinese. Even 

when he moved back to Taiwan, he still used to code-switch between Chinese and 

English in school. “He likes to chitchat with me in English but when I talk to other 

students in Chinese, he speaks to me in Chinese,” said his English teacher (Interview 

with Brian’s English teacher, February, 20, 2009).  

However, when it came to learning reading and writing, Brian would prefer 

English to Chinese as the main medium because the first reading and writing 

education he was exposed to was through English in kindergarten and did not 

recognize much Chinese writing until he was back to Taiwan. Therefore, he thought 

writing in English was much convenient than wiring Chinese characters. Therefore, 

he was used to writing in English to express his personal feelings. For example, he 

always emailed his family and friends in English. He read English websites and wrote 
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his own blog in English. He was even the only sixth grader in school who wrote 

graduation thought in English. It showed that Brian used English as his preferred 

medium of reading and writing.  

Although Brian was familiar with reading and writing in English and would keep 

contact with his family by emails, he seldom interacted with people through English 

writing. Instead, he liked to email some funny English videos or the invitation of 

English online games to his friends and family instead of really exchanging life 

information in English.  

I visit some English blogs but I don’t leave comments often. One or two times I 
talked with my family in America on Skype before but I do not usually use it to 
talk with them. I like to share videos and games better. Most of the time, I look 
around the Internet to find some interesting stuffs and emailed them to my 
friends and family. Most of them [interesting stuffs] are English videos and 
games (Interview#6, January 20, 2009). 

It showed that Brian did not have the habit of having online English 

communication through writing. For him, taking with people in English in the Internet 

was not as attractive as funny online videos or games. Thus, before the intercultural 

project, Brian used English as the tool of searching for fun instead of the one of social 

communication in the Internet.  

Phase1: Thinking English was an important tool for making international friends 

As mentioned earlier, during Phase 1, Brian was highly interested in 

communicating with the Italian teacher, Andrea, on the blog. The experience of 

talking with a person who was not English native speaker gave him another thought 

about English communication.  

Yes, I liked to talk with Andrea. He’s an Italian teacher but he told me many 
things in English… Now I think it is important to learn English well because we 
can make friends with people around the world.  

(Interview#1, September, 18, 2008) 
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Through having online English communication with Andrea, Brian seemed to be 

aware of he could benefit from using English on the blog. He found that English could 

provide him more opportunities to talk with people around the world and helped him 

develop friendship with the international partners.  

In addition to realizing that communicating in English could connect him with 

people around the world, Brian thought it was a more practical way to learn the 

English words he wanted to apply in his conversation with international partners. He 

told the researcher that because of Andrea, he would check the online dictionary in 

order to translate some details about Taiwan in English for Andrea. Brian said, 

“Therefore, I leant many new English words when I do the translation. I think this 

way helped me learn more useful English words because I can introduce Taiwan to 

the international partners and I like this kind of learning” (Interview#2, October 30, 

2008). Moreover, in order to get the international partners’ attention, Brian liked to 

make multimedia works in a humorous way. For example, in the topic : school rule, 

he used a funny picture of two cartoon men fighting to explain that fighting were not 

allowed in school in his slideshow. It showed that Brian learnt English with the real 

purpose of developing friendship with international partners and added some fun and 

humor in his expression. 

Phase 2-3: Thinking that practicing writing comments reduced his stress of 

communicating in English  

Compared to his active involvement in blog communication at Phase 1, during 

Phase 2 and 3 Brian became less motivated to interact with his international partners. 

He did not spend much time writing comments but still continued close interaction 

with the international partners. The experience of sharing personal thought gave Brian 

a great chance to learn how to communicate in English without stress. Besides, Brian 

seemed to believe that compared to face-to- face communication, expressing his 
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personal thought without time limitation could help him reduce the stress.  

No matter in English or Chinese, when I talked to people, I got nervous easily. 
But expressing my opinions on blogs made me not so nervous so I could write so 
many blog posts in English (Interview#6, January 20, 2009).   

Based on the researcher’s observation, it was true that he did not was good at 

express himself in real life. He stammered easily and sometimes couldn’t even say 

complete sentences in a conversation when he had to talk with people face to face. It 

made others take some time to understand what he wanted to say. It was the same 

case in his English expression. Although he had high English proficiency, he still felt 

nervous to speak English to teachers as he said, “When I speak English to English 

teachers, I don’t know…Anyway, I am nervous” (Interview#6, January, 20, 2009). 

And his English teacher indicated his quick switch of thinking might be the main 

factor that hindered his ability to communicate clearly in English.  

When he talked to me in English, I found his sentences were mostly incomplete 
because he was so eager to tell me what he wanted to say but he did not have 
time to think if he said it clearly.  

(Interview with Brian’s English teacher, February 20, 2009) 

Therefore, in the blog environment where there was no the pressure from instant 

communication, Brian could felt more comfortable practicing how to communicate 

with international partners in English because he had more time to think how to 

express his ideas thoroughly. 

Phase 4-5: Thinking the blog environment increased his motivation to communicate 

with local students in English 

    Because Brian was used to using English as the main medium of Internet 

communication, Brain communicated with not only international partners but also his 

teammates in English on the blogs. On the blog “Research Diary” where the students 

could discuss cultural issues in Chinese, Brian was the only one who communicated 

with others in English. When asked how he felt about using a different language to 
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interact with other students, Brian said: 

    It is quite convenient to write English on the blogs. In real life, it’s impossible to 
speak English with classmates unless we are in English class. But on the blogs, 
even if they discuss in Chinese, I still can talk with them in English.     

                                         (Interview#6, January 20, 2009) 

    Brian thought the blog environment provided him with more chance to practice 

communicating in English than English classroom because blogs allowed more 

flexibility for learners to use different languages to discuss cultural issues together. 

Besides, the interaction with students also made Brian aware of the importance of 

learning to express his ideas completely in English.  

What I learnt most from the blog “Research Diary” is how to write formal 
comments in English. I did not do that before because I visited English blogs but 
I did not write comments often. Sometimes I would write short comments just to 
agree what the blog authors said but I think they don’t answer my comments…. 
But the instructor and students would give me feedback so I thought harder in 
order to write a comment [on the blog “Research Diary”] because I wanted the 
teacher and other local students to know what I’ve learnt [about the intercultural 
issues] (Interview#6, January 20, 2009). 

    With the substantial interaction with the instructor and local students, Brian 

seemed to develop the sense of belonging with them. The desire of gaining social 

support encouraged him to practice how to express his thinking in English. It could be 

seen that through using English in the real situation of freely sharing personal feeling 

to the group he trusted, Brian developed more motivation of practicing English 

communication for maintaining the interpersonal relationship in the blog environment. 

The following stable (Table 4.2.3) serves a summary of Brian’s case. It shows Brian’s 

learning style and the development of his intercultural understanding, communication 

abilities, his attitude change toward English learning and his intercultural experience 

analyzed by Byram’s guideline. 
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Table 4.2.3 Summary of Brian’s learning style and the development of his 

intercultural understanding, communication abilities and his attitude change toward 

English learning. 
Learning style 

1. Preferring to use English as medium for learning new information on the Internet 
2. Building relationship with people through exchanging interesting online games or funny pictures. 
3. Preferring to look for “new answers” to gain a sense of achievement but ignoring others’ suggestion.
4. Being careless to his study and having low participation in class discussion. 
 

The development of Brian’s intercultural understanding, communication abilities and his attitude change 
toward English learning throughout the project. 

Time The development of intercultural 
understanding, communication 
abilities 

The attitude change 
toward English 
learning. 

Time The numbers of the 
instance that fell into 
Byram’s guideline 

Phase1 1. Developing trust and solidarity 
with the Italian partner, 
Andrea, because of frequent 
interaction on the blog.  

2. The communication style with 
personal emotions leading to 
cultural prejudice. 

3. Being encouraged to be an 
informant in group discussions.  

Thinking of 
English as an 
important tool for 
making friends 
from different 
countries.  

Phase1  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

9 
0 
7 
0 
0 
1 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
 

2
0
0
0
0
0

Phase 
2-3 

Looking forward to developing 
closer relationship with the 
international partners but feeling 
disappointed as the intercultural 
interaction did not meet his 
expectation. 

Thinking that the 
asynchronous 
communication 
could release the 
stress of not being 
able to express 
himself well in 
English in 
face-to-face 
communication.  

Phase2  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

2 
0 
3 
0 
1 
0 

0 
6 
1 
0 
0 
0 

1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
2 

Phase3  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

3 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 

0 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 

3 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

Phase 
3-4 

Being elicited more intercultural 
thinking and more motivated to join 
the intercultural discussion with local 
students on the blog. 

Feeling 
comfortable and 
motivated to learn 
expressing his 
opinion completely 
to his local 
teammates as 
developing a sense 
of belonging to 
them.  

Phase4  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

2 
3 
1 
0 
0 
1 

3 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

Phase 5 Enjoying the role of both a cultural 
information provider and a 
“questioner” to elicit other students’ 
intercultural thinking. 

Phase5  AD RD RJ
A1: 
B: 

C1: 
C2: 
D1: 
D2: 

3 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

Note: AD, the blog titled “A day at my school”；RD, the blog titled “A day at my school”；RJ, 

Reflection journal 
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CHAPTER 5 

 RESULTS AND CROSS-CASE DISCUSSION 

After examining the three participants’ learning styles and intercultural 

experiences on the blogs, in this chapter, the three research questions will be answered 

respectively. Through analyzing the critical events that the students faced, and their 

performance with regard of the three research questions, the researcher will suggest 

some findings which are unexpected before this study.  

The critical events that the six students had in the intercultural project 

This section presents the results and analysis with regard to the first research 

questions: What critical events did the students in a Taiwanese elementary school 

experience when interacting with their international partners through weblogs and 

multimedia sources? 

In the process of interacting with the international partners and other local 

students, there were many critical events which gave the students a chance to think 

how to maintain intercultural relationship and reflect on cultures from multiple 

perspectives. First, the authentic task of communicating with the international partners 

was an important factor which encouraged the students to get more involved in the 

communication. Receiving the positive feedback and first-hand multimedia cultural 

materials from the international partners fostered the students’ curiosity about cultures 

and motivation for building closer relationship with them. However, the students did 

not have much experience of presenting their life or express their thoughts in school. 

Thus, the task of developing a long-term communication with people they never met 

turned to be a heavy burden. Most of the students found that they did not know how to 

maintain the intercultural discussion threads on the Internet. The lack of the 

communication strategies made the students feel anxious and distanced them from the 

intercultural communication. On the other hand, the students’ anxiety actually made 
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them look for support and the resources on the blogs which could help them solve the 

difficulties. With the instructor’ encouragement, the students observed the dialogues 

between other students and international partners, and understood the benefits of 

learning how to reuse some of these to express their own ideas. In addition to learning 

the strategies for intercultural communication, the students gradually developed 

intercultural awareness. As interacting with the international partners, they 

experienced the process of clarifying the cultural misunderstandings, adjusting their 

assumption about other cultures, and finally appreciating the differences and 

similarities between cultures. Besides, the intercultural discussion with peers also 

helped the students think cultures from different perspectives. They were more willing 

to think from the international partners’ views, reflect on their own culture as other 

local students indicated their opinions about cultural issues with critical thinking. 

The development of the three students’ intercultural communicative competences 

As for the second question: How did three students in a Taiwanese elementary 

school develop intercultural competence by sharing their school life to their 

international partners through weblogs and multimedia sources?, the researcher 

focused on three of the students’ learning experience. Through analyzing their 

production, questionnaires and individual interviews, these three students 

demonstrated their own challenge and achievements in this intercultural blog 

communication project. For example, Daphne always had high motivation for the 

intercultural communication. With the email experience with her English teachers for 

years, Daphne could use many strategies to maintain frequent communication with 

international partners. Her enthusiasm for learning by interacting with people was 

supported by both the international partners and the onsite instructor. She also created 

the learning opportunities for other peers and became the model of writing comments 

for other students. At the beginning, Teresa was interested in using multimedia 
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resources to interact with international partners on the blog. However, without the 

experience of voicing out her opinions before, Teresa was once frustrated about being 

unable to fit in the intercultural communication until she realized that it was allowed 

to take other participants’ responses as the reference of writing comments. Most 

eminently, she found her new identity as being a “supporter” in the group discussion 

and utilizing multimedia to present her life in a more interesting way. Brian was under 

the impression that Internet was the tool for online games and funny pictures. 

Although he had frequent interaction with one of the international partner, Andrea, his 

motivation for communication faded then. His dissatisfaction with the communication 

with too much emphasis on cultural information sharing and his perception about 

Internet use stopped him from getting involved in the intercultural communication 

actively. Then the question-based group discussion on “Research Diary” initiated by 

the instructor made Brian enjoy being both an informant and a questioner when his 

contribution would be noticed by the instructor and other local students. Table 5.1 

summarizes the three students’ learning styles, and the challenge and achievement 

they had in the project.  
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Table 5.1.Summary of the three students’ intercultural experience 

 Learning style Challenge Achievement 

Daph

ne 

1. Having strong motivation for 
learning through the 
interaction with other people. 

2. Having conflicts with 
classmates and teachers due to 
her high self-expectation and 
lack of attention to lectures. 

Feeling unsecured 
for the lack of rules 
in the project and 
having no 
confidence of 
expressing her 
clearly to the 
international 
partners  

1. Developing frequent 
conversation with international 
partners. 

2. Discovering some new 
information about the 
international partners’ life as she 
thoughts cultural issues from 
different perspective, and 
analyzing cultural differences. 

3. Developing positive interaction 
with other local students. 

Teres

a 

1. Always following the 
teacher's instruction 

2. Having no confidence of 
expressing opinions in class. 

3. Having interest in learning the 
use of Internet and multimedia 
applications. 

 
 
 
 

Feeling frustrated 
about having no 
idea about how to 
express her own 
opinions on the 
blogs. 

1. Developing intercultural 
communication abilities though 
observing other participants' 
words. 

2. Turing to be an 
active "supporter" and 
presenting another 
persona though multimedia. 

Brian 1. Using English as medium for 
learning new information on 
the Internet 

2. Building relationship with 
people through exchanging 
online games or pictures. 

3. Preferring to look for “new 
answers” but having low 
motivation for class 
discussion. 

Looking forward to 
developing closer 
relationship with 
international 
partners but then 
feeling 
disappointed as the 
intercultural 
interaction did not 
meet his 
expectation. 
 

1. Being elicited more intercultural 
thinking and more motivated to 
join the intercultural discussion 
with local teammates on the blog 
with local teammates. 

2. Enjoying the role of both a 
cultural information provider 
and a “questioner” to elicit other 
students’ intercultural thinking. 

Besides, the researcher used Liaw’s (2006) adaption of Byram’s (2000) 

intercultural guidelines as the framework to analyze the three participants’ 

intercultural experience encountered in blog exchanges and their responses revealed 

in the interviews and reflection journals (See Appendix E). To develop more 

understanding about these students’ different intercultural development, the researcher 

compared the result of the three participants’ intercultural experience on the blog of 

“A day at my school” and “Research Diary”, and the students’ response in reflection 

journals and the students’ instances at each phases (See Table 5.2 and Table 5.3). 
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Table 5.2.The numbers and percentages of the three students’ blog entries and 

reflection journal instances that fell in Byram’s guideline 
 Daphne  Teresa  Brian  

 AD RD RJ  AD RD RJ  AD RD RJ  
 Instances Sum % Instances Sum % Instances Sum % 

A1 21 2 8 31 36.9% 18 1 10 29 50% 17 2 10 29 39.1%
B 2 7 0 9 10.7% 3 6 0 9 15.5% 0 12 0 12 16.2%
C1 12 2 4 18 21.4% 3 1 4 8 13.7% 14 4 3 21 28.3%
C2 6 3 7 16 19% 2 1 5 8 13.7% 3 0 3 6 8.1%
D1 1 0 0 1 1.1% 1 0 0 1 1.7% 1 0 0 1 1.3%
D2 0 5 4 9 10.7% 0 1 2 3 5.1% 1 2 2 5 6.7%

Total 84  Total 58  Total 74  

Note: AD, the blog titled “A day at my school”；RD, the blog titled “A day at my school”；RJ, 

Reflection journal 

Table 5.3.The numbers of the three students’ blog entries and reflection journal 
instances that fell in Byram’s guideline at each phase 

  Daphne Teresa Brian 

Phase 1

A1 10 11 9 
B 3 2 0 

C1 5 1 7 
C2 1 0 0 
D1 0 0 0 
D2 0 0 2 

Phase 2

A1 7 3 3 
B 5 3 6 

C1 7 6 7 
C2 3 1 0 
D1 1 1 1 
D2 3 2 2 

Phase 3

A1 6 6 6 
B 1 2 3 

C1 2 0 2 
C2 2 2 2 
D1 0 0 0 
D2 2 0 0 

Phase 4

A1 4 5 5 
B 0 1 3 

C1 3 1 1 
C2 5 2 2 
D1 0 0 0 
D2 1 0 1 

Phase 5

A1 4 4 4 
B 0 1 0 

C1 1 0 4 
C2 5 3 2 
D1 0 0 0 
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D2 3 1 0 

From Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, it can be seen that most of the students’ 

intercultural instances fell into Subcategory A1, Category B and Category C. Around 

40~50 percent of each student's instances fell in Subcategory A1: to be interested in 

other people’s experience of daily life, or presenting one’s own experience of daily life 

to others, particularly those things not usually presented to outsiders through the 

media. It showed that the three students all had great interest in intercultural 

communication and tried to maintain conversation by expressing their interest in other 

cultures or presenting their own cultures. Besides, according to Table 5.3, around half 

of the instances in Subcategory A1 were observed in Phase 1.  

In Category B: Ability to change perspective, the three students’ instances 

collected from the group discussion between the local students on the blog “Research 

Diary” (8 instances for average) were much more than those from the blog “A Day at 

My School” (1.5 instances for average). The result showed that the students could 

interpret cultural issues from more perspective as they interacted with other local 

students.  

Regarding Category C: Knowledge about one’s own and others’ culture for 

intercultural communication, Daphne presented more instances in this category than 

the other two students, especially in the Subcategory C2: to know how to engage in 

conversation with people from both one’s own and the other cultures and maintain a 

conversation by explaining to them the differences and similarities between cultures 

(16 instances for Daphne, 8 instance for Teresa, and 6 instances for Brian). The result 

indicated that Daphne might have better abilities to observe and analyze the cultural 

differences and similarities in the intercultural communication than Teresa and Brian. 

Brian had more instances in the Subcategory C1: To know some important facts about 

living in one’s own or the other cultures and about the country, state and people. It 
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illustrated that Brian was acting as a cultural informant for both the local students and 

international partners. The results of the three students’ instances analyzed by 

Byram’s guideline showed that the three students demonstrated different intercultural 

communication skills as they learnt to interact with the international partners and 

other local students.  

 In contrast, the researcher also found that there were few instances that fell in 

the Subcategory A2 and Category D. No instances in Subcategory A2: to be interested 

in the daily experience of a variety of social groups within a society may be related to 

the tasks assigned in the blogs which placed emphasis on the life experience of a 

specific social group (elementary school students and teachers). Thus, the students did 

not have much chance to learn cultures from different groups in a society. As for 

Category D: Knowledge about the intercultural communication process, Daphne was 

the only one who seemed to demonstrate the ability of discover new things from 

international partners’ blog posts as nine of her instances fell in the Subcategory D2: 

To know how to discover new information and new aspects of the other culture for 

oneself. The low percentage for Category D might be related with the time limitation. 

In the five-month intercultural project, the students’ questions were mainly about 

asking for cultural knowledge and they did not have enough time to develop more 

in-depth discussion with their international partners in each topic. It might not allow 

the students to develop the abilities of solving cultural misunderstanding and 

discovering new aspects of other cultures which might be seen in learners as they 

knew how to analyze the cultural clues hidden in the intercultural conversation.  

As comparing the data from the background questionnaires, the interviews with 

the three students, the researcher’s observation and the result analyzed by Byram’s 

guideline, it was found that the three students’ perception of how to get involved in 

the intercultural communication was important for their intercultural competence 
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development. Although these three students all showed their interest in knowing other 

people’s experience of daily life, and presenting their own experience of daily life to 

others, they had different degrees of involvement in the intercultural project. 

Throughout the project, Daphne always had high motivation for interacting with the 

international partners. Especially when she knew she could say anything she wanted 

on the blog without the instructor’s permission, she devoted herself to asking 

questions and responding to the international partners’ blog posts. That explained why 

she had more instances in Subcategory A1 than other students (31 instances). 

However, as for Teresa, she felt more frustrated than the other two students when 

facing the challenges of intercultural communication. At Phase 2, she complained that 

she did not know what she could say to the international partners and she was 

overwhelmed by more and more comments from them. The problem of being unable 

to respond to the international partners decreased her motivation for knowing more 

about their cultures. Therefore, it could explain that she had fewer instances in 

subcategory A1 than the other two. Although Brian enjoyed making friends with the 

international partners and learning other cultures (28 instances in subcategory A1), he 

did not always get involved in the intercultural communication.  

After observing and analyzing the three students’ the experience of intercultural 

communication learning, the discussion below focused on three major issues. These 

major issues are:  

 The relevance of interaction content to the students’ learning style and life 

experience were important. 

 The students’ intercultural communicative competence developed based on 

the experience of using Internet and multimedia applications. 

 Sufficient support and facilitation benefited the students’ intercultural 

thinking. 
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The relevance of the interaction content with the students’ learning style and life 

experience  

According to Kaikkonen (1997), learners’ different previous experience, 

knowledge, belief and attitude made their learning, the process of making sense and 

possessing the world, in different ways. The students’ motivation for intercultural 

communication seemed to be related to their individual’s learning style. Since Daphne 

was an active learner who liked to learn new information through interacting with 

other people, she preferred to learn through discussion. The interactive phenomena of 

the blog environment increased her interest in this intercultural project. Teresa was 

interested in using multimedia resources to make cultural materials but felt stressed to 

express herself in the intercultural communication. Brian was a learner who liked to 

learn and share resources with other people on the Internet and did not like to follow 

the instructor’s guidance. He was quite used to the blog environment supported by 

different Internet applications. The openness of the blog environment gave him much 

freedom to decide what and how he wanted to say to the international partners. 

Besides, he liked to play the roles of an informant and questioner in the discussion.  

According to Kolb's Experiential Learning theory (Claxon & Ralston, 1978; 

Svinicki & Dixon, 1987), these three students had different learning styles. Daphne 

and Brian’s learning styles showed that they tended to learn through concrete 

experimentation. Daphne was people-oriented and preferred to interact with people 

with her true emotion. She had broad cultural interests and liked to gather and 

interpret cultural information as discussing with people. As for Brian, he was attracted 

to the real tasks of intercultural communication and liked to experiment with new 

ideas, to simulate, and to work with practical applications. Thus, the strong 

interactivity of the intercultural communication project just matched their needs and 
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learning styles. However, Teresa was a learner who tended to rely on others for 

information than carry out her own analysis. She preferred a well-planned and 

teacher-centered learning environment. She felt secure when following teachers’ 

instruction. She did not like ambiguity, uncertainty or fuzziness and lacked 

self-confidence in asking questions and communication. Therefore, she felt stressful 

when she found she was unable to fit in the blog communication where students were 

required to face the challenge of interacting with people themselves. Thus, 

individuals’ learning styles were closely related to whether or not they were able to 

get involved in the intercultural communication. 

Another factor that might be related to students’ motivation for intercultural 

communication is the degree of relevance between the topics for intercultural 

communication and their life experience. As mentioned earlier, most of the instances 

in which the three students showed their interest in knowing international partners’ 

life were observed in Phase 1. Besides, when interviewing with these three students, 

they all indicated they had great interest in knowing their international partners at 

Phase 1. The students’ high motivation at Phase 1 might have been related to the topic 

of Phase1: getting to know each other, which was what they were most familiar with. 

They were eager to talk with their partners about what were really close to their life, 

such as hobbies, online games, pets and interesting information about their own 

country. Teresa stated that she felt interested in the intercultural project when she 

knew she could introduce her life to the international partners. Daphne thought that 

the topic of Phase 1 was similar to what she talked to her English teacher in England 

through emails. Her previous pleasant intercultural experience reinforced her 

expectation toward interacting with international partners and would like develop 

close relationship with them on the blog. As for Brian, he was excited to know that 

one of the international partners, Andrea, would like to talk with him about Taiwan. 
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And that made him more willing to contribute on the blog. Besides, in school, most of 

the time, these students learnt how to greet and ask people what they do in daily life in 

English. Therefore, they felt comfortable sharing what they were really familiar with 

and had high motivation for applying what they had learnt to the real communication 

with international partners. 

In addition to students having high motivation for their familiar issues at Phase1, 

other instances of intercultural interests observed in other phases also supported that 

the relevance between task topics and their life experience was important for 

individuals’ motivation for intercultural communication. For example, it could be seen 

that Daphne had great interest in knowing what learning courses the international 

partners leant in school through her involvement in the communication. She thought 

that the topic of learning courses was what she wanted to know most in this 

intercultural project. Daphne loved to learn all the courses in school and therefore she 

felt the need to understand how the international partners thought about their learning. 

She contributed more (7 instances) than other participants (3 instances for average) at 

Phase 2 as some of them did not show interest in knowing learning courses in their 

interviews. During Phase 3, it was observed that Brian and Teresa were quite 

concerned about the topic of school lunch as they had complained to the instructor 

that their lunch was horrible for several times. Therefore, when they discussed their 

school lunch with their international partners, their motivation for intercultural 

communication increased because the topic was just what they really cared about. 

Brian asked more questions at Phase 3 to the international partners than he did at 

other phases and also expressed how he thought about their school lunch. Their 

instances that fell in Subcategory A1 also increased at Phase3. Interestingly, Teresa 

changed the way she interacted with international partners in order to understand 

more about them. She expressed her interest in the international partners’ lunch by not 
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only presuming how their partners thought about their school lunch but also asking 

them whether or not her presumption was correct. These two strategies of making 

presumption and asking for confirmation were what she learnt from Daphne’s 

comments. Therefore, it was possible for learners more willing to adopt different 

ways and the new skills they acquired from other teammates if they had high 

motivation for the intercultural communication.  

To sum up, the researcher observed that both the learning styles and familiarity 

with the intercultural tasks was related with the three students’ behaviors in the 

intercultural communication. According to Chao (2001), if learners’ previous 

experience can support the new concept or challenge they meet in the learning tasks, 

their existing understanding can connected to the new learning. They may feel more 

interested in interacting with international partners when the learning environment is 

consistent with their learning preference or the learning content is what they are 

familiar with.     

The students’ intercultural communicative competence and their perception of 

using Internet and multimedia applications 

In addition to having various reactions to the online international communication 

content, the three students had different perceptions about Internet use and multimedia 

resources. Their ideas about how to use Internet and multimedia also affected their 

intercultural communication development. For example, Daphne developed the 

long-term intercultural communication with her teachers in England with her mother’s 

encouragement. The process of developing intercultural friendship through email 

exchange with her British teacher made her understand that developing close 

relationship on Internet was built on the frequent conversation with mutual trust and 

long-term sharing of daily experience. Therefore, in order to develop close 

relationships with the international partners, Daphne spent lots of time writing as 
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many details about her life as she could in the blog comments and her multimedia 

works with high degree of affective involvement.  

Compared with Daphne’s enthusiasm about sharing lots of information with 

people, Brian used Internet for entertainment. Brian’s perception of using Internet was 

also related with his early experience. When Brian was little, his brother taught him 

how to search online games, funny pictures and video on the Internet and shared the 

web links with friends with emails. Since then, he preferred to use Internet to find 

some multimedia games or videos and exchange the multimedia resources with his 

family and friends. He did not like text-based communication with people on the 

Internet. Therefore, in the intercultural project, although Brian could respond to the 

international partners’ questions fast and shared his personal thoughts, he did not like 

to spend much time writing comments, which he thought was not necessary. Instead, 

he focused more on exchanging useful links with the international partners. For 

example, he developed frequent interaction with the Italian teacher, Andrea who was 

willing to share many web links with Brian. For Brian, the interaction with Andrea 

was similar with how he used to interact with his family and friend. However, because 

he had already had deep-rooted habits of using Internet as the tool for online games, 

funny videos and games, he did not take the opportunity of interacting with 

international partners seriously to develop more intercultural communication 

competences.  

Teresa perception of Internet usage was she learnt in the computer class: 

searching for useful information by using different Internet applications such as 

Google maps. Because Teresa seldom used the Internet at home, she had not had any 

online communication before this project and this was first time for her to 

communicate with people on the blog. Therefore, for Teresa, the Internet was more 

like a tool for acquiring knowledge, not for personal communication or emotional 
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sharing. Although at Phase 1 she was interested in the project because it was quite 

different from the English learning courses she had taken in the past, soon she became 

frustrated because she did not know how to maintain the conversation through blog 

comments, which was an important skill required for this project. It showed that 

Teresa’s perception of Internet use did not help her to totally fit in the blog 

communication. However, as Teresa observed more and more other local students’ 

instances of interacting with international partners, the change of her perception of 

Internet use could be seen in her multimedia works in which Teresa gradually 

developed some social practices and she shared more about her own life experiences. 

It showed that learners’ perception of Internet use would change as they observed how 

other people interact in an Internet environment and created their own intercultural 

communication experience. Besides, because of the experience of watching her father, 

who was a video designer, edit videos at home, she had the impression that interesting 

photos and videos could tell a good story. Thus, as she was getting familiar with the 

online multimedia resources in the intercultural project, she could utilize these 

resources to share her school life with the international partners since she thought the 

pictures or animations could explain more about her life than text messages. 

According to the analysis of the three students’ Internet use and how they 

acquired intercultural communication abilities, it illustrated that the users’ previous 

experiences and perceptions of using Internet played an important role in how their 

intercultural communicative competence developed, just as Throne proposed:  

Internet communication tools are not neutral media. Rather, individual and 
collective experience is shown to influence the ways students engage in 
Internet-mediated communication with consequential outcomes for both the 
processes and products of language development (Throne, 2003, p1). 

The statement showed that students’ Internet habits made them have various 

attitudes toward the Internet and toward the roles they play in the Internet 
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communication learning. Thus, it made sense that three students with different ideas 

about Internet developed different communicative genres while producing their 

messages on the blog. 

Besides, parents’ influence on learners’ Internet use was also obvious. Although 

all of the three students were first exposed to the Internet activities or multimedia 

applications at home, Daphne’s motivation and performance for intercultural 

communication was better than the other two students. The key difference might have 

been parental mediation. Some studies (Chan & Shen, 2004；Lee & Chae, 2007；Yen 

et al., 2007) indicated that the more effective family guidance parents offered, the 

more frequently the children would be involved in online communication for 

educational purposes. Teresa and Brian did not get much parental guidance when they 

considered Internet the tool only for specific information or entertainment information. 

As for Daphne, she obviously gained more support of using the Internet as 

communication tools from her mother. She paid attention to Daphne’s learning and 

also played a critical role in assisting her to get involved in intercultural 

communication with her English teachers on the Internet. It illustrates that family 

guidance for children’s Internet use can improve their web-based intercultural 

communication development.  

Social support and facilitation and intercultural communication competences 

In the intercultural project, it is important for the three students to get sufficient 

support as they learnt how to communicate with and people on the blogs and to get 

involved in the blog community. Without proper feedback and guidance, they easily 

had negative feelings in the early phase of intercultural communication. For example, 

although the three students were eager to interact with the international partners, then 

they gradually lost their motivation for the intercultural communication or felt tense 

as they had difficulties talking with the international partners on the blog. Brian 
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distanced himself from the intercultural communication when he thought the 

interaction did not meet his expectation. The activities of mainly sharing cultural 

knowledge without asking questions could not trigger his motivation for continuing 

the conversation. Daphne had a mixed feeling of insecure because she was not sure 

whether she could freely express her thinking on the blog. Teresa felt frustrated 

because she had difficulties actively expressing herself on the blog.  

Their disconnection, insecurity, and frustration rooted in not only their 

unfamiliarity about how to keep a long-term interaction with people on the Internet 

but also the role conflict. According to L’Ecuyer (1990), a particular area of tension 

(both negative, as frustration, and positive, as challenge) emerged with the conflicting 

interaction between learners’ beliefs and the everyday roles of learners. In the 

teacher-centered classroom, the three students used to be passive learners. They did 

not have much chance to express their ideas or respond to others’ thoughts and 

completely followed the step-by-step guides from their instructor. However, in the 

blog community built on relationships and frequent personal experience sharing, 

every member was asked to actively speak out their own feelings or opinions and 

decided what they wanted to learn from the international partners by asking questions. 

The new learning environment which emphasized interactivity and autonomous 

learning made the students feel the pressure of change their roles in the learning 

process and challenged their beliefs about learning.  

Therefore, the three students considered that getting support and facilitation 

from other people or multimedia resources could help them fit in the blog 

environment and also benefited the development of their intercultural communication 

competences. Daphne was more willing to express her ideas actively as she got the 

international partners, the instructor and other local students’ support. Brian enjoyed 

being both an informant and a questioner who was willing to share and paid more 
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attention to others’ opinions as his contribution was highly appreciated by the 

instructor and other local students on “Research Diary.” Teresa felt less frustrated as 

she could imitate others’ blog posts or comments to learn social practices in the blog 

community and even participated in group discussion as the role of “supporter.” 

Besides, she actively shared her personal experience with the aid of different Internet 

multimedia applications because she thought it was fun and convenient to present her 

life and another side of her with the photographic support.  

Another important facilitation that improved the three students’ intercultural 

thinking was the use of first language in the intercultural discussion group of local 

students. On the blog “Research Diary,” the students used their first language to 

discuss their feeling about the critical incidents that happened in their interaction with 

international partners. Without being bound by limited linguistic abilities, the students 

expressed their views fully and in detail. An increase in intercultural awareness was 

achieved. According Table 5.2, the students’ instances that reflected an ability to 

change perspective on “Research Diary” was more than their instances on “A day at 

my school” where they used target language to discuss with international partners. 

The result shows that the peer discussion could facilitate the three students’ 

intercultural awareness by thinking cultural issues from different perspective. The 

students were more aware that they could think an issue from different perspectives as 

the instructor raised questions in L1 to elicit students’ critical thinking. It was also 

easier to create an interactive atmosphere in the blog environment because the 

students were more willing to read other members’ posts and showed their agreement 

or questions to their points. Daphne became truly interactive with other students as 

she thought it was interesting to read their onions about cultural issues. Teresa played 

as a “supporter” who actively participated in group discussion by giving others 

positive feedback. Brian easily expressed his opinions with cultural prejudice when he 
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interacted with international partners. However, after he read other members’ posts of 

sharing thinking from the international partners’ perspective on “Research Diary,” he 

started to reflect on the cultural issues more objectively and, moreover, he tended to 

help other teammates to produce more intercultural thoughts by asking them questions. 

This result supported the studies that have used the students’ L1 as an influential 

cognitive tool for the transmission of intercultural knowledge (Bauer, deBenedette, 

Furstenberg, Levet, & Waryn, 2006; Ducate & Lomicka, 2005; ODowd, 2006). From 

a sociocultural perspective, Anton, DiCamilla, and Lantolf (2003) also pointed out 

that “ if learners can use the L2 as primary means of social communication, the fact 

that they need to rely on their L1 for mental regulation should not be a cause of 

concern” (p. 278). 

Therefore, the three students’ experience shows that with the support and 

facilitation of the blog community members, multimedia resources and the use of first 

language, learners can have more motivation and confidence to develop different 

intercultural competences. Moreover, they will also reinforce their self-identity as 

they realize what roles they can play to achieve a return of more social resources such 

as intercultural knowledge or communication skill acquisition, and social recognition 

from the blog community. Bourdieu, Passeron (1977), and Norton Peirce (1995), 

stated that if learners understood that they would acquire a wider range of symbolic 

and material resources, such as knowledge, abilities, social recognition or other 

advantages which helped them successfully fit in a group, they would invest in second 

language and the identity of an other (by position the other) in order to reinforce and 

assert their self-identity.  

The change of the three participants’ attitude toward English learning 

As for the third question: How did their attitudes toward learning English 

change as they learnt to discuss school life with international partners in the weblog 
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and the online environment?, the researcher found that after the three students learnt 

intercultural communication on the blog, they had different perception of how to learn 

English. There are two salient assertions that can be derived from the analysis of the 

three students’ attitude toward English learning. 

 Asynchronous communication reduced stress of communication English. 

 Learning English turned to be more interesting and practical for the 

students. 

Asynchronous communication reducing anxiety of communication in English 

First and foremost, the three students all claimed that they felt less stressed 

when communicating with international partners in English. Before the project, 

Daphne had high motivation for English learning and thought English was an 

important tool for making friends around the world. Brian thought English was like 

his mother language and preferred to express himself in English. Teresa took English 

learning very seriously but always wanted to be a “listener” in the English classroom 

because she thought her English was not good enough. Although the three students 

had different attitudes toward English, all of them had one thing in common: They 

feel nervous to speak to people in English face-to-face because they did not have 

much confidence in their English abilities. Yildiz (2008) stated the EFL learners’ 

anxiety was easily formed in the face-to face communication. 

They were worried about being perceived as not intelligent because of their 
pronunciation, lack of fluency, listening comprehension difficulties, and lack of 
sociolinguistic knowledge. (P15)  

Thus, the students all thought that they felt comfortable learning English the 

blog environment because it provided them with enough time to think what they 

wanted to say to their international partners and to ask for assistance from the 

instructor. For example, Daphne had more motivation to learn new words as she had 

more time to use the online dictionary or to consult the instructor for translating her 
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ideas into English. As for Brian, he did not show much ambition of learning English 

in the intercultural communication. However, he mentioned that the interaction with 

international partners and local students without time limitation could help him avoid 

the situation in which he was too nervous to express himself well. Moreover, he said 

he felt relaxed to talk with the Italian teacher, Andrea, because the interaction with 

Andrea is like talking to a friend. 

Besides, for the learners who did not know what to say in the intercultural 

communication, observing other peoples’ writing process was useful for reducing the 

stress and fear of struggling to express their thoughts in English. As a quiet student 

who did not used to express opinions in English classroom, Teresa was once 

overwhelmed with responding to international partners’ blog posts and comments. 

Then she relieved her frustration and gained some confidence as she could control her 

English learning by observing other local students’ process of intercultural 

communication. This result is consistent with Michel’s finding (1999) that the 

observation of age-group students’ writing models was more interesting and effective 

for the participants than traditional learning-by-doing tasks.  

From the students’ experience, there are two factors in asynchronous 

communication environment that can help learners reduce the anxiety formed in the 

process of learning to communicating in English. One is that asynchronous 

communication can avoid the tense caused by responding in English under time 

pressure and direct contact (Felix, 2004, Hauck& Hurd, 2005). The three students 

were not confident in oral communication. Therefore, they thought the delayed 

response time made them feel comfortable to participate in online discussions and 

were more willing to express their personal opinion because they had more time to 

plan and check their language output. The indirect contact with international partners 

made the three students more willing to take risks without being afraid of making 
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mistakes. The other factor helps learners to reduce their language stress and anxiety is 

that online discourse community allows the re-negotiation of power relationship and 

the characteristic of vertical social relations such as age and social status is relatively 

de-emphasized, (Matsuda, 2002). From the examples of the interaction with the 

Italian teacher on the base of friendship, and the peer learning between the students, it 

shows that horizontal social relationship based on shared authority on the blog can 

encourage learners to overcome the anxiety of communicating in a foreign language.  

Learning English becoming more interesting and practical  

In addition to learning English with less stress, the three students also had much 

fun and gained the sense of achievement as they got involved in authentic and 

meaningful interactions with international partners and local students via Internet. 

Daphne thought although memorizing English words and grammatical rules were still 

important, the desire of making friends with the international partners on the blog 

motivated her to practice English and to be responsible for her English learning. After 

overcoming the anxiety in intercultural communication, Teresa gradually gained the 

confidence of communicating on the internet as she was more familiar with how to 

interact with international partners and other local students. Brian thought that the 

intercultural project brought him a meaningful English learning experience because he 

learnt how to introduce Taiwan and his school life to the international partners 

through sharing interesting websites, videos, and slideshows. He also thought the 

process of discussing cultural issues with local students gave him a great chance to 

practice how to be engaged in a group discussion in English.         

These three students considered that the intercultural communication experience 

had positive effect on their attitude toward English learning. They were motivated to 

learn English in order to introduce the details of their culture and life to the real 

audience, which was rarely available to them in the English classroom where western 
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culture was main learning focus. These students’ intercultural experience shows that 

involving learners in real online interactions can prompt their communicative skills 

because they no longer just passively learn grammatical rules but the pragmatic 

competence, the capacity to incorporate cultural knowledge into language use and 

choose appropriate language in different sociocultural contexts (Bachman, 1990；

Braine, 2004；Hymes, 1972；Kasper,1997).  

Another feature of blog platform that the students felt helpful for their English 

learning was the tight integration of multimedia applications into online 

communication. According to Hauck and Hample (2005), students learning a 

language with audiographic support report affective as well as cognitive gains. The 

three students viewed the animation, video and slideshow applications as the 

important tools for vividly presenting their life or as environment capable of carrying 

considerable humor, which were difficult to achieve by text-based messages. Daphne 

thought making multimedia works was a great help for her to explain as many details 

as she could about her school life. Teresa thought learning English was interesting as 

she could present her life with the aid of multimedia applications. The sound and 

photographic support increased Teresa’s confidence and motivation of disclosing 

herself in English as she could create a new image of her through her multimedia 

works. Brian liked to share his school life by adding with funny pictures in his 

slideshows or videos. The three students hoped their multimedia works of introducing 

their life could get the international partners’ attention and social acceptance. For the 

students, the multimedia environment was not considered a cold medium (de los 

Arcos& Arnedillo Sa’ nchez, 2006) but an environment which motivated, excited, and 

engaged them in learning English with multimodal resources for the purpose of 

constructing new identities and being accepted in the Internet community (Ajayi, 

2008). 
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In the final interviews with the three students, they all indicated that this 

intercultural project triggered their desire of going on using English as the 

communication medium on the Internet. Daphne thought that she was willing to 

continue learning English through Internet communication in the future. Teresa had 

confidence to communicate with her cousin on MSN in English. Based on the 

researcher’s observation, Brian still came back to visit the intercultural blogs when 

the project was finished and shared the websites or his ideas of introducing the beauty 

of Taiwan. From feeling insecure or unwilling to express their thoughts in English to 

continuing to use English to share their ideas after the project, the three students 

gradually develop the concept that the process of learning how to communicate in 

English on the Internet could help them not only explore the world but also connect 

with people from different social backgrounds. 

To sum up, as the three students explored in a new English learning environment,   

it was important for them to reduce anxiety and get sufficient support. Although the 

three students with different learning styles and experience had different challenges to 

deal with as they learnt how to communicate with people with various culture 

backgrounds in English on the blogs, they all felt anxious about face-to-face contact. 

Therefore, the asynchronous English communication in the blog environment made 

the student think English learning was less inhibiting and threatening as they could 

take time to ask for assistance or think what they could respond to others. Without 

worrying about losing face and time limitation, the students were more willing to take 

the risk of expressing their thoughts. Besides, the process of visualizing life 

experience through the integration of language, images, and sounds had positive 

impact on the students’ English expression abilities. Thus, the result shows that in the 

blog environment, the advantage of stress-free communication and easy access 

resources for maintaining social connection with others can facilitate learners’ 
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motivation for learning intercultural communication competences in English.     

CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

The present study investigated three Taiwanese elementary school students’ 

intercultural communicative learning in the weblog environment and their attitude 

changes on English acquisition. Derived from the challenges and successes that these 

students experienced in the intercultural project, this chapter will first summarize the 

findings of the study and then focus on the pedagogical implications as well as 

limitation and recommendations for further practice. 

Summary of the findings 

The case study investigated the development of three elementary school 

students’ intercultural communicative competence and their attitude change toward 

English learning as they participated in the intercultural project in the blogs. Based on 

qualitative inquiry, an overview of critical incidents which the students met in the 

project was discussed. Then the investigation analyzed how they interacted with the 

international partners, local students, and the instructor based on the collective data 

from the individual interviews, and their blog entries and reflection journals. Byram’s 

(2000) intercultural guidelines adapted by Liaw (2006) were used as the framework to 

identify the three students’ intercultural competences. It was found that receiving the 

positive feedback and authentic multimedia cultural materials from the international 

partners fostered the students’ curiosity about cultures and motivation for building 

closer relationship with them. However, the task of developing a long-term English 

communication with people was a heavy burden. Most of the students found that they 

did not know how to maintain the intercultural discussion threads on the Internet. The 

instructor’ encouragement and the peer learning became the key factor that helped the 

students overcome the difficulties and developed confidence of express their opinions 
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in the blog environment. 

In the intercultural communication project, the three students developed 

different performances for intercultural communication on the basis of their 

motivation, the challenges they faced, and the roles they played in the project. Daphne 

had high motivation for the intercultural communication and had the most instances 

falling in Byram’s intercultural guidelines. Teresa developed from a quiet student who 

had little self-confidence to an active learner capable of utilizing technology to 

present her ideas. Brian, not taking the blog communication seriously at the beginning, 

found his new roles of being an informant and questioner in the project and got more 

involved in intercultural discussion. 

Through cross-analysis, in the aspect of the intercultural communication 

development, the researcher found that the three students’ attitudes toward learning 

and how they used Internet in daily life led to their different behaviors in intercultural 

communication. It shows that the three learners’ previous learning experience and 

perception toward online communication and Internet use influenced greatly their 

development of intercultural communication competences. Besides, sufficient 

supports and facilitations are important for learners. The feedback from blog members 

and the instructor, observing other members’ communication process, and multimedia 

can help learners not only overcome their’ frustration of maintaining the 

communication on the Internet but also find their new identities which improve their 

involvement in the online community.  

  In the aspect of English learning, the researcher found that because of 

asynchronous communication environment with international partners on the blog, the 

students had enough time asking for the assistance for translating their thought into 

English. They felt comfortable expressing their thoughts because everyone had the 

equal status to make contribution for the intercultural discussion. Besides, the three 
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students thought utilizing multimedia to introduce their life on the blog could add 

much fun in their learning and also compensate their deficiency of their English 

abilities. They developed positive attitude toward intercultural communication as they 

were given the freedom of deciding what information they wanted to be “seen” or 

“heard” through their comments and multimedia works. It is important especially for 

East Asian students who did have much chance and confidence to self-disclose in the 

face-to-face classroom (Ma, 1996). According to Gee (2003), now English learners 

learn not only reading and writing abilities but also the ability to construct and 

understand the meanings made available by differing textual form associated with 

many domains such as Internet, videos, visual images, graphics and so on. 

Through the study, it can be seen that whether learners perceive that they take 

control over the learning task is very important. As they try to communicate with 

people on the Internet, they need to overcome the struggle and frustration when their 

beliefs conflict with the online interactive environment. Therefore, supportive social 

interaction has positive influence on the increase of participants’ self-esteem and their 

motivation by decreasing the affective filter (Yildiz, 2009).  

Pedagogical implications 

After analyzing the three students’ intercultural competence development and 

their attitude change on English learning, the results revealed that some cognitive and 

affective factors affected learners’ involvement in the intercultural learning tasks, such 

as their learning style, belief about Internet use, self-knowledge, and language anxiety. 

Since the achievement of collaborative learning in Web-based project depends on the 

extent to which participants are engaged in the learning process, it is important for 

teachers to act as facilitators. They need to assist students to adjust their belief and 

overcome their low motivation and stress caused as they have difficulties fitting in the 

online communication. However, compared to face-to-face classroom where teachers 
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can require instant feedback from students and adjusted the support, learners’ 

difficulties are not able to be noticed right away in the web-based environment 

because the lack of direct interaction with teachers, which might produce more 

anxiety in learners. Thus, as designing the learning tasks of intercultural 

communication, teachers should consider the factors which could reduce their 

negative feelings about communicative difficulties and increase their motivation for 

participating intercultural communication on the Internet. First, learners need a 

learning process which is close to the way they naturally learn daily. As designing 

proper intercultural communication activities, teachers should take students’ learning 

styles and the topics relevant to there interests into consideration.  

Second, sufficient social support and facilitation is important to increase and 

maintain learners’ motivation for intercultural communication. When learners are 

engaged in group discussions, they need continuous social recognition to make sure 

whether they are in the right learning path. Thus the teacher becomes the key to 

encourage online opinion exchange and offer assistance when they face 

communication breakdown. They must closely observe learners’ learning process to 

see if there are learners who had less social presence in the communication. Based on 

learners’ needs, teachers should give them chance to practice the strategies for 

intercultural communication and encourage them to observe how others interact with 

international partners. Besides, in the web-based environment, learners might build 

stereotypical impression because of the lack of social cues and knowledge about other 

cultures. The results of the study also suggest that the practice of discussing simulated 

questions of cultural misunderstandings and conflict can elicit students’ intercultural 

awareness and help them keep an open mind when they meet cultural differences. 

Moreover, if students are allowed to discuss in L1, they will be more willing to 

interact with other members and reflect on cultural issues from different perspective. 
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Besides, the results of this study show the importance of Internet multimedia 

resources in the intercultural communication learning. In this project, the three 

students all thought that the Internet multimedia was an important medium to express 

not only their life experience but also their humor or new image they created. The 

students’ experience of using Internet multimedia shows that nowadays there is need 

for learner to learn how to apply technology to their English communication. Thus, 

teachers need to consider how to help learners integrate multimedia resources to 

present more aspects of their culture and life and increase their participation in 

intercultural communication on the Internet. 

Last but not least, parents’ positive mediation of children’s Internet use is 

necessary. Daphne’s high motivation intercultural communication learning was 

related to her mother’s assistance in her previous email experience. From the case of 

Daphne, it shows that parents should pay more attention to and be actively involved in 

children’s Internet use. If parents can guide children to learn how to use Internet as the 

important tool for communication and academic learning, children will have more 

opportunity to utilize Internet to develop their intercultural communicative 

competence.  

Limitations of the study 

There are some limitations in this study. First, because of time limitation, only 

three students in the intercultural communication project were closely observed and 

analyzed for only five months. This study only reveals a limited number of learners’ 

success and challenges. Therefore, if more participants are observed for a longer time, 

it is possible to get more findings about learners’ follow-up development in the 

process of intercultural communication. 

Second, although in the reflection journals, the students mentioned that 

multimedia resources were important for their intercultural communication, it was 
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time-consuming to interact with international partners through multimedia. Due to the 

problem of the campus network speed, learners always waited for a long time to 

watch all of their international partners’ videos or slideshows and had less time to 

respond or ask questions based on the international partners’ multimedia works. 

Therefore, it is suggested that further study need to overcome Internet speed problem 

which will influence the quality and fluency of intercultural communication learning. 

Conclusion 

 In the world where rapid global communication practices mediate an array of 

interpersonal and cultural activities with the aid of Internet and new technologies, it is 

necessary for learners to acquire the abilities of communicating with members of 

other cultures effectively in the social context. This present study provides an example 

of how elementary school students find their own way to communicate with people 

from different countries. According to the results, learners’ previous experience and 

personality affect how they develop intercultural communicative competence. 

Therefore, the study suggests that further research is needed to investigate the role of 

learners’ personal factors in their development of intercultural communication in 

order to gain some insight about how to help learners more actively use English in the 

intercultural communication to satisfy their need of exploring the world.  
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Appendix A 

Questionnaire of students’ learning experience and expectation toward the project 

校園大使學習背景調查 

Name(姓名):                          

1. 可以大概描述一下你們班上課的過程嗎? 你喜歡班上的上課方式嗎? 

2. 你平常在學校上課會發表意見嗎? 

3. 你比較喜歡聽老師講課還是喜歡小組或全班一起討論? 

4. 你學英語幾年?  _____________ 年 

5. 你有沒有去過國外?  

6. 你有沒有跟外國人在網路上聊天過?  

7. 你目前覺得英文的用處是什麼呢(可複選)? □ 拿高分的科目  □ 可以看英文

的故事書  □跟人聊天  □其他: _________________________ 

8. 你都是在那裡學英文的(可複選)?  □ 在學校 □在補習班或是跟家教老師學 

□ 故事書 □其它: __________________ 

9. 你喜歡學英文嗎? □ 喜歡 □不喜歡 □還好 

10. 你有沒有用過部落格? 

 

11. 你在家裡有沒有用電腦的習慣? 

 

12. 你喜歡了解不同的文化嗎? □ 喜歡 □不喜歡 □還好 

 

13. 這次要跟美國和義大利同學互動，你對他們印象是什麼? 

 

14. 你希望可能從這次活動學到什麼嗎? 
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Appendix B 

A Guiding Sheet for Students’ Reflection journal (Topic 1: Learning subject) 

My reflection: (我的省思) on Learning subject. 

1. 我希望他們可以在我設計的內容裡學到什麼?(複選) 

□ 我希望他們可以知道我們學校課目有那些跟他們是一樣的 

□ 我希望他們可以知道我們學校課目有那些跟他們是不一樣的 

□ 我希望他們會喜歡我們在學校學的科目 

□ 我希望他們知道為什麼我們要上這些課程 

□ 我希望他們 ______________________________________________  

             ________________________________________________ 

□因為我覺得他們不知道:______________________________________ 

□因為我覺得他們可能會認為: ________________________________________ 

 

2. 我學到美國學生上的科目跟我們是  

□很不一樣 □一部分一樣一部分不一樣 □大部分一樣) 

舉例來說: (100 字) 

 

3. 我從他們的資料(□圖片/□影片/□文章等)學到一些新的知識(200 字) 

 

4. 我的感想 

我覺得這個主題讓我覺得□☺有趣 □☺驚訝□ 困惑 □ 無聊 

因為: (200 字) A. Interest in other people's way of life  
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A Guiding Sheet for Students’ Reflection (Topic 4: School rules) 

My reflection: (我的省思) on Learning subject. 

1. 我希望他們可以在我設計的內容裡學到什麼? 

□ 我希望他們可以知道我們學校校規有那些跟他們是一樣的 

□ 我希望他們可以知道我們學校校規有那些跟他們是不一樣的 

□ 我希望他們知道為什麼我們學校有這些校規 

□ 我希望他們 ______________________________________________  

2. 我學到美國學生的校規跟我們是  

□很不一樣 □一部分一樣一部分不一樣 □大部分一樣) 

因為: (ps: 請說明那些一樣, 那些不一樣) 

3. 想一想! 為什麼他們的校規跟我們有些一樣有些不一樣呢? 

4. 我的感想 

我覺得這個主題讓我覺得 □☺有趣 □☺興奮 □ 困惑 □ 生氣 

因為:  

5. 現在我對我們學校跟外國學校有不同的看法 

以前我覺得: 

 

現在我覺得: 

 

6. 我覺得這個活動最有趣的部分是 排名(1~3)□知道別人文化□ 別人怎麼看我

們的文化□可以跟外國人聊天 □可以學電腦 

我覺得這個活動最有趣的主題是: 排名(1~4) □ Learning courses□ lunch 

□extracurricular activities □ school rules  

因為:  
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Appendix C 

Questionnaire of attitudes of communicating in English on the blog 

英語學習自評單 
1. 你覺得跟在教室上英文課比起來，透過部落格學英文有什麼好處? 為什麼?
□ 使用方便, 隨時都可以上去寫英文文章 
□ 可以看到別人寫的英文文章 
□ 可以跟外國人用英語聊天 
□ 跟外國人互動比較不緊張 
□ 不管是跟老師或是同學討論事情會輕鬆，沒有距離感。 
□ 可以看到圖片或是影片，讓我更容易學習 
□ 可以認識不同國家的人， 
□ 可以自己設計教材, 讓外國人知道我們的學校生活 
□ 其他: _________________________________________________ 
 
上面那幾個優點最能幫你學英文呢?  為什麼? 
 
2. 你覺得用部落格學英文有什麼缺處? 為什麼? 
□ 因為外國人寫得太難了, 看不懂 
□ 因為準備介紹學校的東西給外國人看，很花時間 
□ 外國同學不太理我 
□ 我覺得回應時間太久了 
□ 我覺得用圖片或是影片學英文沒有幫助 
□ 我沒有很喜歡設計教材 
□ 其他: _________________________________________________ 
 
那幾個缺點最困擾你呢?  為什麼? 
 
3. 透過部落格用英文跟外國人互動, 有沒有幫助你練習英文的那一部份能力: 
□幫     □說       □讀        □寫      □都沒有 
為什麼: 
 
4. 你會比較喜歡上一般的英文課還是喜歡用部落格來學英文 
□我喜歡上一般的英文課 
□我喜歡用部落格來學英文 
為什麼: 
5. 你以前對學英文的感覺是什麼? 現在用部落格跟不同國家的人聊天有沒有

讓你改變一些看法? 
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Appendix D 

Descriptions of the Four Guiding Topics 

Phase1: Getting to know each other 

1st ~3th weeks (in September) [Below are required tasks] 

○1. Write something about you on blog “A day at my school” 

○2. You can present the information about yourself through text, presentation slides, 

pictures or videos. 

 

Phase2: What courses do we learn in school?  

4st ~8th weeks (in October)  

We might have some courses in common (like math, science) and other different 

subjects from our foreign partners. Please design the materials to share with our 

American and Italian partners.  

○1Class schedule: Post your class schedule on blog “A day at my school” 

○2Choose a special learning subject which you think is not available in schools of 

other countries. You can present what you learn in the special class through text, 

presentation slides, pictures or videos.  

○3 Ask at least three questions to your partners based on what you want to know 

about their Learning courses. 

 

Phase3. Our lunch in school 

9th ~12th weeks (in November)  

○1. Food is important in different cultures. Tell us what, where and how you eat for 

lunch in school. Show your answers through pictures, text, presentation slides or 

video. 
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○2. Ask at least three questions to your partners based on what you want to know 

about their lunch in school. 

Phase4: Extracurricular activities  

 the 13th ~17th week (in December) 

○1. What do you do out of class? Playing sports or reading? And is there any special 

school fair or exhibition in your school? Show your answers though pictures, text 

and presentation or video. 

○2. Ask at least three questions to your foreign partners based on what you want to 

know about their extracurricular activities. 

Phase5: School rules:  

the 18th ~ 20th week (In January ) 

Here let’s discuss more details about their school rules. In Taiwan, students are 

always required to wear uniforms. We can compare the school rules in different 

cultures and analyze the reasons behind the rules. 

○1. You can make the lists of school rules, or do survey to your classmate how they 

think the school rules and Show your answers through posts, presentation or video. 

○2. Ask at least five questions to your foreign partners based on what you want to 

know about their school rules. 
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Appendix E 

Categories, Subcategories, and Examples of Byram’s (2000) Guidelines  

adapted by Liaw(2006) 

Categories Definitions Examples 
A. Interest in knowing 

other people’s way of 

life and introducing 

one’s own culture to 

others  

To be interested in other 

people’s experience of 

daily life, particularly 

those things not usually 

presented to outsiders 

through the media.  

“Hello! Andrea: 

I am Teresa. I am glad to see your 

comment. I think your school is a small one. 

How many students are there in your 

school? 

I'm looking forward to your reply. 

Thank you!” (Teresa, blog comment) 

 

“To dear Cammi, Amani and Lindsey 

Hello, your video is great!!! 

I have some question to ask you: 

Can you tell me what is you favorite subject 

in school? Do you like your school? And 

did you have a restaurant in school? 

Thanks for the video and the reply 

^_^” (Daphne, blog comment) 

 

“Your food looks great! Do you ever eat 

snack outside? What kind of food is there in 

your lunch?” (Brian, blog comment) 

To be interested in the 

daily experience of a 

variety of social groups 

within a society and not 

only the dominant culture.

n/a 

To be interested in 

presenting one’s own 

experience of daily life to 

others. 

When I wrote the script for the video of 

introducing our Mandarin class, I really 

hoped they would think our class was 

interesting and liked our classes so I wrote 

some interesting things in the script. And I 

wanted them to know our classes were quite 

different from theirs.  (Daphne, reflection 

journal) 
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B. Ability to change 

perspective  

-To realize that other 

cultures by seeing things 

from a different point of 

view and by looking at 

one’ own culture from 

their perspective.  

I don't think classes in other countries are 

easier for them, they might be easy for us, 

but you can't learn even if you use 

mnemonic aids, it helps them to memorize 

it, but doesn't help them understand. (Brian, 

blog comment) 

C. Knowledge about 

one’s own and others’ 

culture for intercultural 

communication  

-To know some important 

facts about living in one’s 

own or the other cultures 

and about the country, 

state and people 

Thank you for your question, Tai (臺) 

means terrace, and wan(灣) means a bay or 

a gulf, pei(北) means north, so Taipei 

means the north of the terrace. (Brian, blog 

comment) 

–To know how to engage 

in conversation with 

people from both one’s 

own and the other cultures 

and maintain a 

conversation by 

explaining to them the 

differences and 

similarities between 

cultures  

Our learning subjects may have the same 

titles but, for example, we both have 

English classes, but theirs are more difficult 

than ours because English is their mother 

language. But for us, English is our foreign 

language, just as Chinese or Spanish is to 

the American partners. Although we all 

have computer class, we learn different 

tools but also some similar tools such 

Google Map. (Teresa, reflection journal) 

D. Knowledge about the 

intercultural 

communication process  

-To know how to resolve 

misunderstandings which 

arise from people’s lack 

of awareness of the view 

point of another culture.  

Hello Cammi, I am Daphne. You said that 

we are from China ,but we are in Taiwan ,a 

little country next to the China, our ancestor 

is the same, but our civilization is different! 

(Daphne, blog comment) 

-To know how to discover 

new information and new 

aspects of the other 

culture for oneself. 

I think they [American partners] should the 

ability of solving problems. (Teresa, 

reflection journal) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


